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.E ltRATA SHEET

The following par;graphs were inadvertently deleted froWthe Panel Chairperson's
Preface to the President's Commission for a National Agenda for the Eighties

Report of the Panel on the Quality of Americarr-L-1-fe. In subsequent printtngs,
these passages will appear following the material at the end of the first page

of that Preface:

.address, and certain changes in expectapns as well as institutions that
would allow us to.face new realities more realistically and constructively.

Given the scope of the changes this Dation lies experienced in recent years,
significant and costly problems will arise if we fail to comprehend how funda-
mental those changes are and how p rvasive their consequences. Abraham Lincoln's

admonition, delivered more than a c tury agci-- that the dogmas of the quiet

past are inadequate to the stormy p at' -- is particularly pertinent today.

How as then the first task is to 'thi anew' in order that we may 'act anew.'

The major contribution that a commission such as ours can make is to help to
perform that first task, 4n order that the nation's leaders can more successfully

accomplish the second.

Because this panel was confronted with such a broad and challenging topic,
I am grateful to my Yellow Panel members for their willingness to 'think anew.'
Collectively, the panel members brought an unusual range and depth of experi-
ence to our task, and it has been my .privilege to work with these highly taTen-

ted and committed people. Throughout, they were eager to confront the new real-
ities c1 the 1980s and to address hard problems., I am indebted to them for their

time, energy, and: thoughtfulness. .

As chairperson of the Quality of American Life panel, I have come to appre-

ciate deeply another quality -- the quality of insight, integrity, allergy, and
dedication that the members of the panel staff havi brought to our'common under-

taking. Over and over, as the wort of the panel has proceeded, I have been im-
pressed by and grateful for the very large contribution that Keith Melville and
Lisa Goldberg have made as they carried out research, facilitated discussion, and
produced the written materials that led to this final report. They have greatly

added to quality of my life.

Many people helped in the preparation of:the report and we ire grateful to

all of them. We would especiallj like to thank the staff of,the CommissiodtClaude
E. Barfield and Richard A. Wegman, staff directors, for their support, and Stephee.

F. Durbin and the administrative staff for their assistance. Among those to whom

we owe special thanks. Ed COO-Rosenthal, Clementine Kaufman, Minna Peyser,
Wakefield Associates,'and Louise Weiner starved as constitants, and added greatly
to our understanding of some of the topics'encompas4e4 by 'quality of life." Our

symposium participants and the people of Charleston, South Carolina, were kind
enough to share some of their considerable knowledge about the arts at ;he Spo-

leto Festival last spring. Denis. . ."
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A.

'Forewori

As America enters the eighties, our nation faces a world
'greatly changed from that of even a decade ago. Vast
forces are in action at home and abroad that promise to
change the lives of all Americans. Some of these forces
such as revolutionary developments in science and tech-
nologyhold out hope for longer life, labor-saAng mech-
anisms, exploration of the universe, and other benefits for
all peoples. Other forcessuch as the growing demand for
strategic raw materials under the control of supplier
camelsraise serious problems for all nations. At home,

..we face serious and unresolved issues in. the social and
economic structure of American society.

On October 24, 1979, President Jimmy Carter
established the President's Commission for a National
Agenda for the Eighties. His purpose was to provide the
President-elect and the new Congress with the views of 45
America p. drawn from diverse backgrOunds outside of
governeent. The group is bipartisan, representing business
'and labor, science and the humanities, arts and com-
munication. Members of the Comthission are experts in
many fields, but possess no special expertise in predicting
the future. Rather, we have done our best to uncover the
dynamics of American society and world affairs that we
believe will determine events in the eighties. This report of
the Commission, A National Agenda for the Eighties, sets
forth our views.

The analytical work of the Commission was ac-
complished by 9 Panels, each consisting of 5 to II Com-
missioners with appropriate staff. The Panels probed into
major subject areas designated by the President in the Ex-
ecutive Order that created the Commission, as well as
other areas that the Commission itself determined should
be on the agenda. This approaCh gave Panel members an
opportunity to gain considerable familiarity with complex
subject matters, and provided the full Commission with a
wide range of information not otherwise attainable in the
13 months available for this study.

5"



The Panels are responsible for their owwreports, and

the views contained- in any Panel report do-riot necessarily

reflect the .views, of any branch of gove'rnment or of the

Commission as a whole. .

)

William .1,. MoGill
Chairman

La Jolla, California
December 31, 1980
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Preface

. ,
As part of a nonpartisan commission asked by the Presi-
dent to address critical issues of public golidy that will con-
cern the American people throughout the 1980s, this panel
examined the major factors affecting the quality of Ameri-
can life. Accordingly, our focus has been on individuals
rather than on institutions.

The Panel's work bas been guided by the premise that
our achievements as a.nation cannot be reckoned solely in
terms of superior power, wealth, and technologyThe
policies of the next .decade have to be responsive to a deep
toncern for that which enricItes the quality of our lives.
They must reflect a commitment to cultural activity, to
artistic and schblarly accomplishment, toi the realm Of
ideas an,d .the life of the spirit.

.
Essentially, we have addressed three main questions:

What are the major factors that contribute to or
detract from the sense of well-being of most
Americans? r
In an era in which there are distinct constraints on
publiooector spending, what should be the role of
the public sector in enhancing quality of life?
How can an effective partnership' between the
public and private sectors be created in order to
move toward quality-of-life objectives?

Today, many Americans feel caught in the cross-
current between contradictory influences: On the one
hand, they have an unprecedented range of options and
greater freedom to Choose among them..On the other, new
realities seem to be creating new constraints.' This paradox
is aptly stated by economist Ezra Mishan: "As the carpel
of increased choice is being unrolled before us by the foot,
it-is simultaneously being rolled up behind us by the yard."
As this Panel iscussed the dilernmps posed by new realities,
and their lik y consequences for the quality of American
life, we decid to focus throughout most of this report on
factors that are likely to detract from a sense of well-being
for millions of Americans in the 1980s. There are, we
believe, certain questions that the nation's leaders must 7

i
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Johnston of the Bureau of the Census, Dennis Little of the

Congressional Research Service, Richard Rockwell and
Roberta Miller of the Social Science Research Council, and
Janet Simons of Children's Defense Fund provided in-
valuable counsel as well as the data upon which parts of

this report are based. Michael Brewer and Steven Englund

made many helpful comments. Nina Graybill, who edited

the report, was consistently helpful and insightful.
Finally, we are deeply indebted to several people who

began thinking about the quality of American life long
before we did, and whose writings influenced our Own:

Daniel Bell, of Harvard University; Angus Campbell, of
the Institute for Social Research at the University of
Michigan; Amitai Etzioni, of the Center for Policy
Research and George' Washington "Universjfi; James
O'Toole, of the Center for Futures Research at the Uni-

versity of Southern California; and Daniel Yankelovich, of
Yankelovich, Skelly & White'. We are especially grateful

for the time several of them took to discuss and comment

on our work.
-

Matina S. Horner
Panel Chairperson

Cambridge, Massachusetts
December 311 i980
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Chapter 1

Part I OVERVIEW.

NEW

Realities,.
CHANGING priorities

The dogmas of the quiet past-are inadequate to the
stdrmy present. the occasion is piltd high with dif-
ficulty, and we must rise with the occasion. As our
case is new, so must we. think anew and act anew.

,1., Abraham Lincoln

0 n several occasions in our nation's hist6ry, spe-
cial commissions hayelleen appointeci by the
President to do two things the agencies.of the
government cannot: First, to step back from

the normal tasks of policy making and program planning c

to take a long-range look at emerging trends and problems
and ,a1,...our ability to respond to them, Second, to re:
examille gur national priorities. It has been A) years since
the rat goals commission was convened by President
Eisenhower near the end of his second term. During a time
that was Mikingly different from today, that commission
produced a report entitled Goals for Americans.' To se-
read that report is to be reminded of how much has changed
over the past two decades. Since a large part of our task is t , .
to assess the trature and extent 9f those changes and their
implications, it is useful to compare that report, and the -
circumstances under which it was prepared, with our own.

In the late 1950s, widespread concern about the
American purpose and our nation's goals was prompted in.,:i
large part by the launching of the Soviet Sputnik. Writing ,
in September 1959, Walter Lippmahn commented that the

--success of Soviet society can be explained by the faciithat it , ,-

it a "purposeful society" andahat "the critical weakness
of our society is that for the time being our people do not
have the great purposes which they are united in wanting to
achieve. . . . We talk about purselves as if we were a com-

e pleted society, one which has achieved its purposes and has
no further great b,usiness fidtransact."

. Throughout the fall of 59; the press devoted con-
siderable attention to the discussion of "national

kL_.
purpose." This was followed early in 1960 by the pliblica-

, tion of a series of articles on "The National Purpose" that
appeared in both Life magazine and The New York Times. 1.

12,



- As the Presidential elections approached, the topic was be-

ing discussed _at the meetings of dozens of national
organizations. It was in this context that,Irresident Eisen-
hower named,; in February 1960, his Commission on Na-

' tional Goals. In several respects, their mandate was similar

to our own. It was to "identify the great issues of the
generation and to describe our objectives in these various

areas," to "develop abroad outline of coordinated na-,

-tional policies and'programs fdr the next decade," and to
"sound a call to greatness to a resolute people.",

It fr interesting toinote that this commission which
was in response to repeated calls for a re-examina-

tion of the national purpose produce,d a reaffirmation of

the nation's longstanding Cold War mission. The commis:- ---
sion's report called on 'Americans to "preserve and enlarge

our own liberties, to meet a dea,dly menace; and to extend

the area of freedom throughout the wodd." In several
respects, that .report reflects the assurance withwhice
Americans have characteristically'faeed the future. It exudes

a dense of optimism and manifest destiny most clearly

. the beltef that rapid economic growth co be sustained.

Througholut the report, the commissioners made an -

apumption that was quite reasonable at the end of a
decade of rapid growth: that more of the same would get

us where we wanted- to go. By the late 1950s, millions of
Americans enjoyed a -level of affluence never before
achieved by large numbers in any society. The feeling r"

seemed to' be that better things were ahead for the country
because increasing affluence would lead to a great& sense

' of well-being.
"

w The commissioners who wrote Goals for Americans

were optimistic not only about sustained economic pros-

perity and its effects, but also about what the goveinment
might acconipliSh. Ad to determine what goals should

be pursued and how they might be met, th* concentrated
on what the federal government should do, thus antic-

ipating and providing a rationale for rapid groWth in the
public sector over the next decade.

The events of the next few years following publication

of Goals for Americans seemed to bear out its optimism.

Despite the trauma of President Kennedy's assassination,'

the early 1960s were a time of extraordinary self-
confidence about the direction of social progress. America
seemed to have the resourcesboth theoretic and eco,
nomit --Ito chart its course and solve its problems. Policy

makers applied their Keynesian tools to "fine tune" the
economy. Optimism about the American role in the world

community led to the declaration of a "Decade or
Development" during whichIrS. financial and technical

'assistance mightsignificantly help to alleviate themisery of

millions of people in other nations. .2

a
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Harnessing That optimism and self-confidence, Presi-
dent Johnson in the goring of 3964 proposed that America

. "move not only toward the rich society and the powerful
society but upward to the Gieat Society." The Congress

. responded to President Johnson's lead with a bold egpres-
t, sion of national purposp. Within a year, tliere were sighifi-

caint legislative attempts to prevent discrimination, to im-.
piove educational. opportunity, to eradicate poverty, to

. ensure health care for the elderly, to crenate jobs for the
unemployed, and to clean up the environment.

- Writing in 1965, Theodore 1-1. White commented'on
the optimism of that era, when Congress enjoyed its
highest level of public approval registered id mgdern times
and the nation-seemed to be.rrioving confidentlf toward its

, goals: /
Americans live today, the thresHold of the
greatest hope in the wh story, of the human
race, in what may be the opening chapter of the
post-industrial era. No capital in the world is more
exciting tkan Washington in our lime, more full of
fancies aa dreams and perplexities. Foi the first
time in civilization, man's mastery over things is'
sufficient to provide food for all, comfort for all,
housing for all, even leisure for all. The question
thus arises: What, then,_is the purpose of man?

'" How shall he conduct himself at a moment when
he is being freed froni,want, yet freed to ask the
tormenting questions of who he is and what he
seeks and what his.soul needs?'

)1',A

1,, Although this passage accurately anticipated the grbw-
ing concern for duality-of-life issues, the euphoria and
self - confidence that White described seem today very dis-
Vt indeed. How quickly the events of the next few years
would undermine that self-confidence; how quickly,the as-
sumptions uponrwhich the Goals for Americansreport was
based would be eroded.

In the two d- .des since the publication of that report
they ve be und changes in--nerican society,
including awareness of the costs of Attained
economic gr w , 4 a recognitionin the wake of...the
Great Society programsof the limits of governmental-
initiatives altd of the paradoxical results of some of them. In
the 1960s, there was a groviihig sense that, despite the good
news suggested by economic indicators, quality of life was
not improving as 'a consequenh. By.the late 1960s, the
debate over changing values was epitomized (and often
caricatured) by the counterciftre with its insistence on
feeling over knowing, its atttleks on science, industry,
education, and materialism. Members Of the counter-
culture voiced something more than simple dissatisfaction

.
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-with the way things were: they proposed, in effect, a new
definition of progress, one that places a greater stress on
the .va lue of relationships, on feelings of personal tran-
quility, esthetic satisfactions, and a sense of harmony with
nature. Implied in the countercultural critique woo a
drastic reordering of priorities. .,

By July 1969, when President Nixon 'assembled a Na-
tional Goals Research Staff to lay out some of the nation's
key choices, there was less of a consensus About values and
national priorities than there had been a decade before.
The Goals Research Staff, whoie report was entitled
Tawar.d Balanced Growth: Quantity with Quality, concen-
trated on four "emerging debatei"in the areas of
populations environment, basic natural science, and con-
sumerismeach of which reflecie the value changes of

does not s ific y
for the a

for -qUality of-life
nce in the Goals

the different em-
d happened in the
and reordering of

ality of American life

the late 1960s. AlthQugh_the yolum
address such issues as level of sup
humanities, it voices a general concer
considerations that was nowhere in evi
for Americans volume. AseQlected i
phases of those two reports,
1960s was a widespread questionin
values, and a new concern for the q
was one °fits prominent aspects.

In contrast to the Goals for A ericans report, To ward

Balanced Growth acknowledge tradeoffs, unintended
consequences of.policy initiativ s, and the realization that
many of "today's problems a' a result of successes as de-
fine4 in yesterday's term.." Repeatedly, the volume
returns to die, problem of choosing a growth policy that
recognizes the importance of quality-of-life issues. The
report quotes President Nixon's words: "Never has a na-
tion seemed to have had more and enjoyed it less."
"Perhaps," the report goes on to say, "Americans are
realizing that great wealth is not synonomous with content-
ment. . . . Affluence by itself does not guarantee the
achievement of our goals as a nation. Ereause of the scar-
city of resources, a large, rich, and powerful country can-
not do ll the things its people desire. Even the rich must

,

at last point was amply demonstrated by the event's
of the 1970s. The overarching lesson of the past decade is
that, ven for the wealthiest-an4 most powerful of hations,
there re limits: The era of cheap fuel has ended, and as a
result( we will have to pay far more for a way of life we
have tome to take for granted. Because of our dependence
on fdteign oil, we feel a gnawing sense of vulnerability.
Due ;to a combination of factorsincluding high labor
costs, high inflation, and lower rates of productivity im-
provementthe United States is no longer in a position of
unquestioned preeminence in the world community. We
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have a heightened awaFeness of the unanticipated en-
vironmental dathage-associated with our prior economic
grbwth, of the limited supplies of certain nonrenewable
resources, and of the apparent limits to...our ability to susr-
tain.rapid economic gro,Nvth.

As' columnist George Will remarked, the 1970s were
"a dedade of ,second ,thoughts," a period when some
formerly unchalleligedassumptions were being revised. Its
theme was less iaiher than more: lower birth rates, lower -

economic growth rates, and lower expectations. After a
period of roughly 40 years, during which a majority of
Americans suppo the idea of an expanding public sec -
tor, there was increasing skepticism about the effectiveness
of government/ and increasing support for the idea that

,some of the powers assigned to the government should be
taken away. During the 1960s the growth of the federal
budget reflected an ambitious agenda of new tasks we
hoped to accomplish througkthe Great Society programs.
By the late 19'70s, after taxpayer revolts had signalled -
public unwillingness to pay for constant increages in Eublic
sector spending:1[3e new theme was how to- perform the
traditional tasks more effectively.

There is, in= brief, much that seems new about the
events and circumstances of the past few years. We are
very different as ,a on from who we were 20 years ago
when the Goats for Americans volume was produced, and
therein lies the challenge of describing our current situa-
tion and assessing -our prospects and priorities for the
1980s.

Whether or not one agrees with the assertion that
President Carter made a year, ago, that "the erosion of
confidence-0 the future is threatening to destroy the social
and political f of Atherica," opinion polls show a

,shift of considWe significance. Americans have charac-
teristically been confident that the'future would be better
than the past. ih 1960, for Vomple, when the Goals for
Americans report was being prepared, despite the impres-
sion of anxiotrs,concern about the rational purpose that
was conveyed by the media, opinion polls indicated con-
siderable cOmplacency and optimism among most Ameri-
cans abotit their personal future and that of the nation.
According to a Gallup poll taken early in that year, more
th half bf the A 'can people believed that 1960 would
be b tter for them than 959, while fewer than 1 in 10
thoug t it would be worse.' In that sense, the "more of the
same" message in Goals for Americans reflected not only
the jud nt,or the commissiotOrs who wrote it but also
the mood cif the nation as a whole.

In recent years, however, Americans have become in-
creasingly pessimistie)about the future. Many people now
have a sense of foreb g and a new concern for preserving 5
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what they have. A Gall6p poll taken in August 1979 found
that 84 percent of those polled were dissatisfied with the
nation's direction.' Another poll found that over the past
3 years, the percentage of people who think the nation
ikin,"deep and serious trouble" has risen about 25 percent
to nearly 70 percent.' Polls taken in the early 1970$ showed
that those who believe that "next year will be better than
this year" outnumbered those who thought it, would be
worse by a ratio of about 3:1. Throughout the decade,
there was a gradual increase in the number who thought
that "next year will be worse." Then, in 1979, several dif-
ferent polls registered a 'dramatic shift in the nation's
mood: for the rust time since this question had been asked
by public opinion analysts, the number of individuals who
thought that the next year would be worse was higher than
the number who thought it would be better-55 percent
compared to 33 percent.'

In addition, the percentage of people who feel a great
deal of confidence in the leaders of major institutions has
declined substantially since the mid-I960s, andless than
half as many people feel great confidence in the Congress
and4he executive branch compared to the 1960s. .

Today, there is apprehensive cesncern about whether
America is in decline. No matter what the topicwhether
double-digit inflation or falling productivity, our vuln4-
ability to the oil-producing nations of the Middle East or
the decline of entrepreneurial innovationthere is wide-
spread concern about the erosion of American power and an
apparent inability to resolve our most pressing problems.

While acknowledging the fundamental changes in our
circumstances and the variety of ways in which our nation
is different today from what t was 20 years ago when
Goals for Americans was villain, this`Panel does not shpre
the view of America in decline. In fact, this country's
problems are more manageable than those of most in-
dustrial nations: We are still largely self-dependent for
vital resources. We are still one of the greatest military
powers in the world. Our economywhich now generates
a median-family income of more than $19,000 a yearis
still relatively health.

But we. do believe that the constellation of fac-
tors both domestic and internationalthat have arisen in
recent years poses fundamental ch6ices. Today; we can no
longer simply reaffirm Johgstanding national goals or
recommend more of"the same in a variety of areas.

We hope that this report will provide a framelork for
a constructive debate about national priorities, vIllth full
realization that the nation cannot proceed on all fronts, at

"once. A generation of rapid economic growth encouraged--
the belief thyt we could have our cake and eat it too, that
we could have both rapid ittomic growth and a society

17



in which most people would work less and have more .
leisure; that we could have a cleaner and safer environment
and also enjoy a variety of entitlements in such areas as So-
cial Security and medical programs; and that at the same -
time we could proceed toward the goal of equality for all.
Today, however, there is a growing awareness that out de-
mands and expectations may exceed our ability to produce.

We believe most Americans are prepared to make
choices, even choices that pose sacrifices and austerities, if
it' is clear tfiat those cbaices cannot be postponed or
deflected .and that their burden is equitably shared. It is
precisely because of the growing awareness of limitsto
our resources and to the capabilities of governmentthat
it is so important to re-examine our national priorities.

Such a broad examination of the national agenda is
not something that is done routinely. The White House is
normally too busy with day-to-day executive decisions to
do this in a comprehensive way. Congress does not nor-
mally serve as a forum for debating priorities either,
because it can act only after_ most of the controversy has
been removed. As one of,our Commissioners, Daniel Bell,
remarked a few years ago:

There is no agency Which seeks to link up current
and future changes in a comprehensive way so as
to trace out the linked effects on different aspects
of gdvernment policy. Most importantly, at a time
when we must begin consciously to choose among
"alternative futures," to establish priorities about
what has to be donefor it is only an illusion that
we are affluent enough to take care Of all our
economic problems at oncewe have no "Lorum"
which seeks to articulate different nationa" goals
and to clarify the implications and consequences
of different ghoices. . . . The plain tact remains
that National Cot-missions ofterr are one of the
few places where a central debate over specific

/ issuesssues can be conducted.'

So that is our`task and our goal, to clarify the implications
and probable consequences of different choices. What the
members of this Panel have tried to do is to address the
topic of the quality of American life and to spell outas
fairly and objectively as we canwlat is new about our
prospects for the 1980s. It is our hope that this report will
lead to better informed and more realistic discussion about
America's agenda for the 1980s and that it will provide
guidance to the nation's leaders in the years to come.
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Chapter .2

THE COMING
OF'AGE or

Quality
Life

Americans are realizing that great wealth is not
synonomous with' contentment, that there is a dif-
ference betwtten wealth and the good life. The na-
tion's citizens may also be learning that affluence
by itself does not guarantee the achievement of
our goals as a nation.

National Goals Research Staff
Quantity with Quality (1972)8

This Commission's mandate was to serve as a
, forum to examine underlying trends in American

society, to "identify, the most 'critical public
,pcilicy challenges of the 1980s," and to recom-

mend approaches for dealing with those issues. The Com-
missioners have responded to this tksk by working in
panels addressed to such important public policy issues as
energy, economics, foreign policy, regulation, and social
welfare.

Our responsibility differs from that of the gther panels
in one essential respect. Rather than being assigned a
specific topic on the agenda of public policy issues, we
were asked to address a broad concern, the quality of
American life.

Quality of life: it is both a perennial concernwhich
for centuries has 'been one of the central issues of the
humanities, of religious and philosophical writinksand a
rather recent preoccupationAt is a topic that permits many
different definitions, and for which there is no widely
agreed-upon index which allows us to monitor changes in
that quality.

,

A half century ago, President Hoover asked a group
, of leading social scientists_for a broad description of trends
in American life. In the introduction to that report, enti-
tled Recent $ocial Dinds, its authors acknowledged that
despite their analysis of virtually every area of American
life, something iniportant was missing. As they noted, '
"There are important elemants in human life`not easily
stated in terms of efficiency, mechanization, institutions,
or rates of change." Chief among them is A sense of

1 -
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well-being. Hqppiness, as the report's authors pointed out"; ..

is "one of our most cherished goals," but it has been "lit- r
Ile studied by science."' . . .,-

In recent years, there have been various attempts to'
chart the dimensions of well-being, such as changes in feil-

. ingsafpersonal satisfaction. Those indicators of thesuB.
----

,

jective state of the nationas tentative and volatile as they
art 2110W us to make a kind of assessment of the qualIty
of American life that was not possible in Hoover's day. But
the charting of well-being, the understanding of the rela-
tionship between objective changes and .subjective
responses, anir the development of reliable indiCators by
which -wtf might reckon advances in our, individual and
social well-being are still relatively undeveloped. Perhaps
we cannot hope to do much more than to ask the right
questions. But even that modest goal is well Worth ac-,

. complishing, for in doing so we may be able to call atten-
tion to the broader considerations that should be'kept in
mind in defining public policy.

Thus, in addressing the quality of American life, we
are examining the broadest criterion by which public policy
might be judged: How, exactly, do public programs con-
tribute to the quality of life, to our sense of individual and
Collective well-being?

l'f, as sociologist Robert K. Merton once commented,
America has been "a civilization committed to the quest for
continually improved means to carelessly examined ends,"
increasing attention to quality-of-life considerations over
the pal two decades would seem to indicate a new depar-
ture. There has been a growing realization of what we give
up, individually and collectively, by clamoring for more
material goods, a realization that there are other kinds of
goods that have been neglectedthe kind we try to encap-
sulate in the phrase "well-being."

, Among the factors that have encouraged this recent
emphasis on qualitof life, two are especially important.
The first is the great increase in the humber of college
graduates, whose education opened the way toiiiih-Tlaying
jobs and prIgessions, exposed Ahern to humanistiC in-

wrests, and fostered their concern for personal growth.
.The second and more .fundamental factor is the in-

creasing affluente that Many Americans have enjoyed
since World War II. For a large majority of us, a rising ..

standard of living has reduced the age-oild insecurities
about, poverty, starvation, adequate shelter, and unem-
ploythent. By the 1970s, alfriiugh substantial numbers of
Americang,==most conspicuously a disproportionate per-
centage of the natio 's minority populationstill lived in
poverty,,America had indeed become an affluent society,
in which many peop began to conc-cn themselves With

the "higher needs,' with being, growing, and relating.

t
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While economic motives and maintaining a high stan-
daid of living are still very important to most Arhericans,
there are indications OP growing concern oVer quality-of-
life issues, ranging from efforts to prevent further damage
to the environment, to increased reluctance p) join the "rat
race" of competition for promotion and protesti against
the boredom and meaninglessness of many jobs. The grow-
ing concern for nonmaterialistic values is reflected in a re-
cent Harris poll where a three- to-o 'he majority endorsed the
statement that "The trouble with most leaders is that they
don't understand that' people want better quality of almost
everything rather than more quantity."2

It would appear, in other words, that many Americans
are approaching the situation that Lord Keynes anticipated /
50 years ago, men he speculated about "the readjustment
of habits and instincts" that would be required when
humans confront "their real, peritanent problemhow to
use their freedom from economic cares, how to occupy
their leisure, which science and compound interest will
have won for them, to live wisely, agreeably, and well."

To use the term "quality of life" is to raise a host of
questions. First, there is the task of clear definition: Ad-
mitting that the term refers to a subjective judgment, what
do we mean by quality of life? Second, there is the matter
of accurate description: How, exactly, have perceptions of
quality of life changed? And third, tifere is the matter of
prescription: In what ways, and to what extent, is quality
of life a proper concern of public policy? The statements
'that define our national goals and the functions of govern-
ment specify 'not only what the government should do, but
also what it should not do. The Constitution specifies that
all functions not explicitly assigned to the federal govern-

. ment are reserved for the various states or for individual
citizens. The question. of what jhe governmental role
should be regarding quality-of-life objectives is one to
which we will. return in later chapters of this report. First,
we shall define our terms' and -describe recent trends in
perceived well-being.

In most refefences to quality of life,, the satisfaction of Defining
basic needs is taken for granted. We infer that quality of \ Quality of
life has more to do with the "higher needs" for growth, Life
esteem, freedom, and the pleasures of Meaningful relation-
ships and meaningful work.

Thus, quality of life might be defined as a sense of
well-being, a dynamic Mend of satisfactions that differs
from one person to another and changes over time. It is a
term many people use without having to define. People tell
you what they mean by quality of life %hen you ask whit it
is that makes life pleasant or fulfilling, or why they chos; 11
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'to move from one place to another. Their responses consist

of a blend of tangibles and intangibles:

"It's a place where we can enjoy a better fimily
life."
"There are good schools, convenient shopping,.a
comfortable "'ace of life. . . ."
"What's important to me is friendly neighbors,
and an attractive area convenient to recreational
facilities. . . ."
"I like the cultural opportunities, the museums,
the symphony, the adult education courses. . . ."
"It's a place where I can get involved in the com-
munity and make a difference. . . ."
However, quality of life is not an entirely subjective

matter. Although few people would agree on the most de-
sirable place to live,there would be a virtual consensus
about what constitutes an undesirable neighborhood. Few
people would choose to live where*the garbage goes uncol-
lected, where housing is deteriorating, or where 'crime is

rampant.
Ont way of assessing quality of life, then, is 10 define it

by the absence of certain undesirables, as a number of
surveys do. The problem is that policy makers do not agree
about which measures of our discontent should be taken
most seriously. Clearly, when people respond to Louis
Harris' annual survey of aliecation by agreeing that
"What you think or feel doesn't matter very much
anymore," they are expressing some kind of malaise. But
how does this compare as.a measure of well-being to, say,
the percentage who agree in National Opinion Research
Corporation surveys that they "always feel rushed"? And
how important are either of these dimensions compared to
such undesirable ,conditions as crowdidg and excessive
noise, as indicated in the annual housing survey?

If we can assume general _agreement about what
detracts f{om our welfare, no such assumption can be
made aboitt those things that contribute 'to quality of life.
To some people, it is important to live in a .community
where one's moral values are not offended by the spread of
pornography; to others, quality of life is defined by the
freedom one enjoys to pursue personal preferences, so
long as those actions cause no injury to others. Ac-
rimonious debate about such issues as restrictive zoning
laws, gun control, abortion, and sex education illustrates
the point: initiatives that would indicate4m improvement
in the quality of life for some would be regarded by others
as clear indications of decline.

It is particularly important to keep in mind the social-
class biasts implicit in so many discussions of quality of
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.life. As William Overholt and Herman Kahn remarked
several years ago:

Most of the discussion of quality of life takes
place among members of the upper Middle class
which is not conscious of the full extent to which it
is articulating class values rather than universal
values., With regard to many and perhaps most of

) the issues discussed under the heading "Quality of
Life;" it is barely an exaggeration to define qual-
ity of life as that which deteriorates when five
lower middle class cabins appear at the edge of a
lake which had previously provided an ,unob-
structed view for a single upper middle class
family.'

The question of how to define quality of life has been
addressed by scholars as well as public policy makers. For
example, psychologist Abraham Maslow formulated a
needs-hierarchy theory that proposes that deficiency needs
have to be satisfied- before "abundance motives" can
emerge.' Attempts have been made to define quality of life
by constructing a catalog of basic human needs to which
public policy should respond. In fact, one of the signifi-
cant developments in industrial nations over the past cen-
tury has been the gradual acceptance of the principle that
people have an equal claim to some minimum require-
ments for a decent life.

What Maslow's theory and most of the attempts of
public bodies to specify human needs have in common is
that they define two levels of needs. When the term "qual-
ity of life" is used, people generally assume the satisfaction
of first-tier needs and are referring to second-tier satis-
factions. Both levels must be considered when analyzing
the tradeoffs implied in public policy decisions.

The first tier (which Maslow referred-to as "deficiency
needs" and several United Nations Symposia have labelled
"first floor" needs) describes those threshold needs that
roust be met to ensure human survival. The United Nations
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, for example,
recognizes these needs in article 25:1:

Everyone has the right to a standard of living ade-
quate for the health and well-being of himself and
his family, including food, clothing, housing,
medical care, and necessary social services, and
the rightto security in the event of unemployment,
sickness, disability, widowhood, old age; or other
lack of livell'hood in circumstances beyond his
control.

The important question, of course, is the level at which
"adequacy" is pegged, and the ability and willingness of 13
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a nation to do something about unmet needs. In this coun-
try, the government has defined minimum standards (or
"intolerability thresholds") in a variety of areas, such as-
family income, air pollution (the "primary threshold" is ....-
the tolerable limit of suspended particulates in the air, as
defined by the Environmental Protection Agency), and
housing (where the minimum standard is defined as a
"nondilapidated" house; i.e., one that is structurally
sound and has minimal plumbing).

In other words, most of these fitst-tier needs can be
met by the provision of specific goods and services. At this
level,. economic indicators have considerable relevance in
determining a.nation's ability to meet such basic needs. It
is generally agreed that until such threshold needs are met,
one cannot move on to the "higher" needs. "It is recog-
nized," as John and Magda Mc Hale write,

that many other quantities, and qualities may
define the meeting of human needs in the larger
sense, but without the physical minima, deteriora:
tion of the body. restricts the mental vision and
degrades 'the spirit. Deprived of basic shelter, on
the edge of starvation, and without the rudiments
of education no one can make relevant choices or
seek personal self-fulfillment.'

The secend tier in this hierarchy has to do with growth
needs, the satisfaction and enjoyment of nonmaterial ends.
Satisfaction of such needs is inevitably a subjective matter
that bears no direct relationship to economic isources.
This is what peOple generally have in mind when they refer
to quality of life.

Here, then, is a definition of quality of life which
serves as our point of departure. By the term "quality of
life" we mean a sense of well-being, a dynamic blend of
satisfactions, which presumes:

O First Tier: Freedom frdm hunger, poverty,
sickness, illiteracy, and undue fear about the im-
pact of the hazards of life (such as accidents, per-
sonal attack, war, burglary, fire, natural disasters,
toxic and hazardous substances).

0 Second Tier: Opportunity for personal growth,
fulfillment, and self- esteem, which includes:
Opportunity to establish and maintain social

bonds; with family, friends, community, and co-
workers.

Opportunity to participate in and derive mean-
ing from religious, civic, family, and work
activities.

Access to sources of esthetic., and intellectual
pleasure, including museums, concerts, the use 14
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of public parks and libraries, participation in
educational and other activities.

Access-to activities pursued for recreational put-
pbses, such as hiking, athletics, reading, and TV
viewing.

Any such list is inevitably somewhat arbitrary. Ques-
tions might be raised about needs that are omitted here,
particularly in the first tier. For example, a case cant& be
made fOr including the rights guaranteed in the Bill of
Rights and subsequent Constitutional afhendments among
the first-tier needs. It might be argued that access to edu-
cationsomething considerably moreAhart freedom from
illiteracyis fundamental to human welfare. But this
schatha* should provide at least a framework for our
discussion.

Over the past decade, various researchers have at-,.
tempted to assess progress toward.quallt?-of-life objectives
by constructing social indicators. Their approach generally
has been to choose a.list of concerns frOM both first- and
second-tier needs, such as health and safe, education and
skills, income, equality, human-habitat, art, science, and
free time For each of these concerns, they provide a quan-
tifiable indicator. For example, the Urban Institute uses a

i comparison of white and nonwhite employment rates as an
indicator of "Racial Equality," and the estimated nar-
cotics addiction rate as a measure of "Social Disintegration."

It would be desirable to ddvelkp a widely accepted set
of social indicators that would provide a gauge of progress
toward quality-of-life goals. But there are substantial
problems in doing so. Not only is it difficult to find accept-
able and quantifiable indicators of such elusive matters as
community sentiment, esthetic pleasure, or a sense of
meaningfulness, but there is also -little consensus about
what might be copsidered a "high" quality of life. There is
far more agreement about what constitutes an intolerable

. level that detracts from quality of life. For example, while
few people would agree about what the most satisfactory
or pleasing meal consists of, there is general agreement
about the nutritional minimum that must be met to satisfy.
basic needs. In other words, it may be both feasible and
useful to monitor progress toward broad social goals by
codifying existing minimum standards for quality of,life,
as defined by the law or by common custom.

1

1

. ,. .
From the perspective of 1980, the Goals for Americans Measuring
volume prepared by our predecessors 20 years ago serves Progress
as a vivid reminder of how quickly basic assumptions and Toward Goals
expectations have changed. By the late 1950s, most Ameri- of Quantity
cans where confident that better things were ahead for the and Quality
nation because increasing affluence, expanding educa- 15
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stional opportunities, and the fruits f science and tech-
nology-would lead to enhanced well-bem

But as some of the goals proposed 'by th commis-
sion including an average economic growth rate of 4
percentwere achieved,and exceeded, Qproblem with
their premises became clear. In the course of the 1960s, as
Senator Daniel P. Moynihan wrote,

. . one after another of the goals set forth by the
Eisenhower Commission was reached and sur-
passed . . . [yet] whatever the nation was by 1970
it was not happy. Forecasts had come true; there
had been abundant success: and yet the quality of
life seemed sadly deficient.'

- The growth rate slowed down somewhat in the 1970s,
but that comment still rings true. As measured by conven-
tional economic indicators, there has indeed been abun-
dant success. Between 195Aand the early 1970s, this nation
experienced its loilgest.sustained iperiod of growth 4n pro-
ductivity.-:-,,an average annuli! increase Of about 3 percent.
As a result of this and other factors, there have been rapid
increases in the standard of living. In addition, substantial
gains in reat income continued throughOut the 1970VDur-
ing the %ast dedade, real disposable income per capita-in-
creased by 28 percent, just two percentage points less than
the gains of the 1960s, Today, median' family income in
this country is more than $19,000 a year. The net assets of
the average American hbuseholdincluding the value of
cats and campers, bank accounts and real estate holdings,
TV sets, ai nditioners, and other goodsCome to'
$83,500, an un ecedented revel of affluence.

Over the past' generatiOn4 the average American has
oyed not only higher real wages and the consumer

_goods they buy, but alsorinore fringe-benefits, more paid
holidays, longer vacations, better health and pension pro-
grails, and less physically onerous work. Judging by such
objective indicators, America's achievement in the postwar
generation has been truly remarkable.

. Despite these advances, complaints about the quality
o'f American life have become increasingly common. There
seems to be a rather widespr,eadAvaltzatiorpthat increases
in our wealth do not necessarily contribute to our sense of
well-being. A rising standard of living hasnot been accom
panied by feelings of greater safety about our strepts and
cities, by an enhanced sense of faisfactintr-in the work-
place, or by greater confidence in our elected officials:

In the absence of any direct means of assessing the
quality of life, economists have constructed various
measureiof goods and services that could be counted. And
governments around ibe wort ave. used, economic
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indicators as a gauge of progr toward social goals, on
the assumption that economic well-being is a major deter-
minant of subjective well-being. Indeed, this assertion
vemed self%evident. In America, as in other industrial na-
tions, increasing affluence allowed millions of People to be
better fed,-to enjoy better housing, to live longer, to work
fewer hours, to get a better education. Recent studies that
compate personal satisfaction in nations at various levels
of economic development bear out this assumption; typi-

. cally, the highest levels of expressed satisfaction are in
nations that enjoy the highest per capita consumption.
And so, partly because they 'e the appearance of quan-
finable hard-headedness, aggregate indicators of economic
'output such as the concept of gross national product
(GNP) became the most prominent gaups of the success
of public policy, and in turn, of public well-being.

GNP Has been employed as an economic yardstick in
Presidential budget messages since 1944, and it has been a
usefut concept for the purpo s of economic accounting.
But sirrce we tend to attention to what we have
measurements for, and COW calls attention only to
economic factors, the very prominence of the concept
tends to obscure other factors which are at least as impor=
tant, if not so easily quantified.

The shortcomings of GNP as an indirect measure of
w;11-being are manifest. What GNP measures, after all, is
the transaction of goods and services. In their accounting
schemes, economists include a category called "regrettable
necessities," a label that reflects a rather common impres-
sion that the barrage of new consumer good& that our
economy is designed to provide adds vet), little to our
welfare., Our affluence results partly, s Robert Hutchins
once said, from "our patented way of tting rich, which is

'to buy things from one another that we do not want at
prices we cannot pay on terms we cannot meet because of
advertising we do not believe."

GNP ignores activities that have an important effect
on the quality of life, but involve no financial transfer
such as housework, parenting,.er volunteer work. Flirther-
more, many of the industrial developments that have con-
tributed greatly to increasing GNP also detract from our
welfare in wayssuch as through noise pollution or en-,
vironmental despoliationthat are'not easily measurable,
but are nonetheless clearly discsoible. -

In brief, economic yardsticks do not provide an ade-
quate measure of various aspects of well-being. Over the
past two decades, there has been a widespread realization
thatin the words of social psychologist Angus Campbell
economic welfare may be a necessary condition for well-
being, but it is not a sufficient one: President Nixon voiced
the same sentiment in the State of the Union address in 1970:

ci
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ts

IR the n ten y&rs, we will increase our wealth
6y SCLP t. The profound question is, does this
mean hat will be 50 percent richer in any real
sense, 50 percent better off, 50 percent happier?

Dissatisfaction with economic indicators has led to
various attempts to develop an alternative set of social in-
dicators that would provide a better measurp7ef well-being.a,
"Gross National Product is our Holy Gra," wrote Con-
gressmangressman Stewart Udall back in 1968 when social indicators
were first being developed, "but we have no environmental
index, no statistics to measure whether the country is more
liveable from year to year."4ie went on to propose a tran-
quility index, a cleanliness index, a privacy index, and,
other quality-of-life indices.

Over the past decade, social researchers have made a
variety of efforts to compile better data to evaluate social
needs and trends and, indeed, to do what Jeremy Bentham.
proposed two centuries agoto measure happiness. In the
early 1970s, the National Science Foundation appropriated

. millions of dollars for4social indicators rikarch, and the
Institute for Social Research at the University of Michigan
conducted t e fi st systematic surveys in this area. Under
the sponsors i of the Department of Housing and Urban
Development, the Urban Observatory program atteMpted
to create better measures of change in education, health,
environment, and housing for policy-making purposes. At
about that time, the Urban InstituS began to make com-
parative assessments of quality of life in 18 metropolitan
areas. Another major effort toward the same goal led, in
1973, to the publication of the first edition of Social
Indicators, a government sponsored volume that provides

a comprehensive collection of data selected to describe cult
retit social conditions and trends.

, Some social indicators of well-being are equivocal
measures that might be interpreted in various.ways: Should
the rising divorce rate, for example, be interpreted as a
breakdown in family life or as an indication of greaterper-
sonal freedom to seek satisfactory relationships? Does the

, growing,mumber of college graduates necessarily add to
national well-being?

But most of those indicators are less equivocal. They
provide an alteritative to what Vice President Mondale
opce referred to as "the hunch, intuition, and good inten-
tions that have been the heavy artillery of social problem

. solvers," a procedure for taking stock of thessocial health

AB of the nation, for answering such basic questions as: Are
AB we getting any healthier? How is the quality of our en-

vironment changing? Do people have more satisfying jobs
than they used to? How do Americans feel about the com-
munities and nation of which they are a part? 18
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It is hard to imagine a business or a gov ent
operating without answers to such questions abo the ef-
fects of its Arograms. Nonetheless, it is still oft unclear
to begh citizens and public officials how much progress, if
any, we are making toward quality-of-life goals, and what
effects, if-Aany, major progl-ams have oil a sense of indi-
vidual and,collective well-being.

In surivalthough significant steps have been taken in
the past 10 years in devising noneconomic means of assess-
ing.,progress toward national goals, the development of
suchindicators is still at a relatively primitive stage. From

experience, we knotiLhat the nation has tended to empha-
size what, it can measure best; this in itself is a substantial
reason for developing indices of what is most important to
the quality of:American life.

Accordingly, the Panel recommends that a Na-
tional Social Report, in which a series of indica-

., tors of progresi toward quality-of-life goals are
i tssembled and evaluated, be created.

, There are, we believ .several substantial reasons for
expanded efforts to compile and disseminate information

,apout-progress toward a variety of quality-of-life goals.
The first, as we have already noted, is that national

policy is not currently guided by any comprehensive pro-
cedure for assessing the nation's social condition. The
President, and his Council of Economic Advisors are re-
quired by statute to make an annual report to the nation on
its economic health. Statistics on national income and its

.componentssudh as employment and unemployment,
.

the balance of payments, wholesale and retail pricesare
gathered- on a monthly basis, and watched closely by
citizens and government officials. However, no such pro-

.. cedure exists for social reporting, for charting changes in
the factors that affect individual and collective well-being.

A second reason for developing Vetter social reporting
procedures is that it would make certain concerns more
visible, thus providing a more sensitive barometer 'of prob-

- Iematic trends and issues. Wheieas such problems as
"natural disasters, urban riots,or overcrowding are-immedi-

, 'ately apparent and compel attention, other concerns that
are at least as importantsuch as the effectiveness of the

schools, the changing needs of families, or feelings of
alienation from public leadersare not nearly so visible
and thus are unlikely to receive the kind of attention they
should. it is essential that policy makers have a set of social
indicators that reveal which segments of the population are
experiencing die greatest distress and which types of iving
environments have deteriorated most.

Third', a better System of social reporting would allow
.more accurate evaluation of what public programs are 19



-accomplishing. What we really need to know is not, how
many dollars are spent in certain areas, but what is accom-
plished by .those expenditures. If millions of dollars are
spent to create special programs to educate children from
poor families, does their performance in school eventually
improve.7 If we mount a "war on poverty," does it succeed
in rAducing the ranks of the poor? It is by no means easy to
answer such questions, since all major problems are af-
fected by many factors eaddition to public programs. But

we must haye a system of social reporting that will allow us
to relate changes in social conditions to public initiatives,
and to understand th'e interrelationships among trends.

6 It will be partiCularly important to have a comprehen-
sive system of social reporting in the 1980s. In a time of
stiff competition for resources, accurate and persuasive'
data will be needed to show which conditions are improv-
ing and.which are deteriorating and should be addressed by
publici)olicy makers. In a society where there is increasing
emptrAis upon quality-of-life objectives, a comprehensive
social report midi', reflect progress that economic in-
dicators do not,accurately represent.

No single index or measure of quality of life is either
plausible or feasible. A more fruitfurapproach toward a
comprehensive system of social reporting would consist of
specifying "intolerability thresholds" in various areas, and
periodically conducting Audits to determine which
segments of the population fall below those minimal stan-
dards. It would also monitor demographic trends and ex-
amine their implications.
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hapter 3
a

TOWARD A

, Social Report

If we could first know where we'are, and whither
we are*tending, we could then better judge what to
do and how to do it.

Abraham Lincoln
,

we look ahead to anticipate those factors
most likely to influence the quality of American
life in the 1980s, let us -consult the research on
social_ indicators to get a perspective on what has

happened oxer the past two decades. What factors appear
to have had the greatest impact on the public's sense of
well-being? What progress has been made toward goals
that most people would regard as improvements in the
quality of American life? What appear to be the chief
sources of dissatisfaction?

It is no easy matter to get a fix on so multifaceted.a
phenomenon, and it is not surprising that different indi-

.cators point in different directions, that the nation's
moodas summarized by pollsters and social commen-

--tator3often seems to bear little relation to objective
changes. Perhaps, as Aaron Wildaysky concludes, "we are
all, in fact, doing better and feeling worse." To
Wildaysky, the evidence that we are doing much hetter
than most people recognize is undeniable. "Every stand
of well-being;" he writes, "shows that every sector of the
populatipn . . . has improved its lot in past decades."'

Like most general assertions about the direction of
social changer the validity of Wildaysky's judgment
depends upon one's standard'of comparison. If we are to
make statements about change overtime, are we talking
about changes over the past 20 or 30 years or more, or
about the events and trends of the past few years? With
regard to a great many phenomena that affect well-being,
the long-term perspe9tive suggests a ratlier optimistic, even
self-congratulatory JII'dgment. In the- postwar generation
this nation made impressive advances not only in its level
of economic achievement, but also in health, education,
housing, and general welfare. But if we consider a more re-
cent timespan, sich as the changes that have taken place 23
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}vet the past decade, we might reach quite a different .

judgment. Over the past few yltts, there has been not only

slower economic growth but als indications of significant

downturns in a variety of areas. Perhaps, to recall Wildav-

sky's assessment, people are "feeling worse", because they

are far more affected by the events of theecent past than

by the long-term trends of the postwar years. '

One other qualification needs to be made about any

ge eral assertion of progress toward quality-of-life goals.

Whe er we are assessing the subjective state of the nation

or me ring progress toward such objective goals as ade-

quate income or housing, we need to distinguish between

the well-being of the population as a whole and that of
specific groups or minorities. Clear ii.vidence of improve-

ment in the nation's health, hdusing, or income does not

necessarily imply equivalent advances among the various

ethnic or racial minorities: It is one thing, for example, to

note that since 1960 there has been a substantial reduction

in the percentage of the population who fall below the

poverty line and a substantial increase in the proportion of

blacks who have moved into positions of relative af-

fluence. However, a different conclusion can be drawn if

ewe note that blacks are still more than twice as likely to be

poorjhan are whites and that, in 1979, more than 30 per-

cent of all blacks had incomes below the poverty level as

contrasted with fewer than 10 percent of all whites.
* With these considerations in mind, let us examine the

research on social indicators and ask what it tells usabout
factors tharcontribute to or 'detract from the quality of

American life.

A ; I

/

Considering the impression of malaise that one gets from Overall

the media and from so much of the recent commentary Satisfaction

about American life, the most striking conclusion from.re-

cent surveys is that Americans seem to be quite positive

about their personal lives. Recent Gallup surveys have
found, for example, that while 69 percent of the respon-

dents are dissatisfied with national life, no fewer than 77

percent of Americans say they are generally satisfied with

their personal lives., When people are asked what con-
tributes most to a /happy and satisfies life, fathily life

stands out as the greatest source of satisfaction, with
nearly two-thirds of the respondent% in recent reports say-

ing they are very sati,sfied" with this aspect of their-lives.

And ary to the impression one gets from an ever-
increasing divorce rate, an even higher percentage-84
percentreports being "completely satisfied" with their /
marriages.' A

What do these reports meap? Perhaps, as Angus
Campbell notes, such reports adout the most personal 24'
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domains of life reflect the. "persistent human impulse to
see the world positively." Attempts have been made to

'compare f ings of subjective well-being in various na-
tions. e of thest studies is definitive, but they do show
that r rted feelings of 'well-being are:atJeast as high in
the ited,States as they are elsewhere; in certain respects,
they e considerably higher than in most nations. The last
time people in various nations were asked about "life as a
whole," in a 1977 Gallup survey, the level of satisfaction
expressed by Americans was considerably higher than that
expressed in any European nation.'

Americans also feel quite satisfied in general with another, Health
factor that has an immediate bearing on well-being, thek.
health. Most people would agree that physical health is one
of,the chief measures of a nation's well- being. -That we
have not exploited all the potential of modern medical
science is illustrated by the fact that persons with low in-
comes or limited access to the health care system are still,
far more likely to have health problems, and that at least a
dozen nations have a longer life expectancy at birth than
we do. Still, there hay.e been improvements in this country
over the past few dec'adFs. between 1950 and 1977, average
life expectancy at birth increased by 3.7 years among males
(to 69.3) and.,by 6 years among females (to 77.0).' Infant

,mortality rates in 1977 were less than half as high as they
had been in 1950.' The rate of deaths from heart disease
decreased by 20 percent between 1970 anti 1978; over that
same period, the rate of deaths caused by strokes decreased
by one-third.'

There is reason, then, foil the optimism that the
Surgeon General of the United States, Dr. Julius B. Rich-
mond, exifsed recently in a report describing trends in
the natio s health. In hi§ words, "There is no question
but that --the indicators are telling us healtfis indeed
remarkably better.'" Improvements in public health have
also contributed to feelings of welr-being. Only.a small
proportion, of Americans, about 1 in 10, express dissatisl

motion with their health, while the vast majority perceive2
themselves to be in "good" or "excellent" health.'

The houses and apartments in which people live have an Housing
obvious and immediate impact on their sense of well-Being.
To inquire -about the availability of convenient, attractive,
and affordable housing is, therefore, to ask about a factor
that affects quality of life in various ways. With regard to
the supply of adequate housing at prices most Americans can
afford, the record of the past few decades is quite gorid.
However, were is reason for serious concern about the na-'
tion's housing over the next 10 years. I 25



In comparison to other countries, Americans are
generally well housed. The number of Americans who live

in physically inadequate housing has declined 'substantially

in recent decades: The proportion of households living in

structures deeined to be physically inadequate declined
from about,20 percent in 1960 to about 8 percent in 1976.

And though about one family in four hys it would like to
move from its present dwelling, satisfaction with housing
is fairly high; in recent surveys, only 1 family in
expressed dissatisfaction with its current housing.'°

Nonetheless, inadequate housing 'continues to be a
serious problem for certain groups. In 1976, more than

21 peicent of black families lived in physically defi-
cient unitsthat is, units that lack some plumbing,
kitchen facilities, or central heatingas did 20 percent
of Hispanic families and 12 percent of female-headed

households.'/
We anticipate that a shortage'of adequate and afford-

able housing will be ode of the major factors that detracts

from a sense clf well-being for millions'of Americans in the
1980s. Because an unusually large number of young adults

will reach their home-seeking age in the 1980s, there will be

a high demand for new housing units. However, in recent
years, the number of housing starts has been declining. At
the same time, the number of rental units has been shrink-

ing at a rate estimated by some housing experts to be,about

2 percent a year. Both factors point to a shortfall of more
ilrah a million units a Year below demand over the next few

years.
The problem is further complicated by housing costs

that are increasing at a faster re'than median family. in-
come. In 1970, half of all American ftimiliei could afford a
new house, the average cost of which was then $24,000.
Today, far fpver families can afford the typical ne4i
house, whichcosts $70,000." Thus, families with incomes

below $20,000the largest group of homeowners in recent

yearsare rapidly losing ground in the housing market.
The inability of many Americans to afford housing equiva-
lent to that'in which they grew up iPlikely to be a galling
reminder of "rising expectations' that cannot be met in

the 1980s. It is no exaggeration to say,. as California

. Governor Edmund G. Brown, Jr. did recently, that "there

is social dynamite Phiplicit in pricing 60 or 70 percent of the

people out of the housing market."
Finding adequate and affordably housing will be par-

ticularly difficult for families with children. In some' parts

of the country, many landlords impose restrictions that ex-

clude children: In Los Angelesoforample, such restric-

tions apply to about 70 percent of the rental units, creating

special stresses for families with children who are looking

for rental housing."
26
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As a society,. we have moved. toward greater accep-
lance of public responsibility for such functions as health
and education; while simultaneously moving away from
public responsibility for housing. This Panel believes that
the nation's housing problem is sufficiently grave to:justify
a major review of the various public and private sector ini-
tiatives that might be taken to ensure that all citizens have
decent and affordallle housing.

Yet *another factor is an important ingredient of well- Personal
beingfeelings of personal safety. There are, of course, Safety
many hazards that pose a threat to one's safety, such as
fires, automobile accidents, or natural disasters. But the
threat to personal safety that causes the, greatest anxiety is
crime. The threat of attack, the fear of being victimised by
crime is one of the nation's grave problems and something
that detracts in a very real way from a sense of well-being..

The crime rates of the past 20 years contain both good
news and bad. Not surprisingly, the bad news has received
the most attention and earsto have had the greatest im-
pact on public perceps. The bad news is that, in,the
period since 19608 they ave bien significant increases in
the reported rates of violent crime and crimes against prop-
erty. Overall, the chance of being victimized by such
crimes was about three times higher in 1978 than it had
been in 1960.This highly publicized1trend has led to
greater feelings of apprehensiveness about personal safety.
Between sthe mid-1960s and the mid-1970s, for example,
the percentage of women who reported, that they were
afraid to walk alone at night near their homes increased by
almost 20 percent."

The gohd news about crime in recent years is not likely
to dissuade many people from their fears, but it is none-
thelds a significant trend. It appears that increases in the

(crime rates were far more rapid in the 1960s than in the
early or mid-1970s. For many types of offenses, the rate of
reported crime appears to be leveling off; for sonicsuch
as murder and robberyrates have actually declined in
recent years."

I
In other areas, significant p ogress has been made toward
quality-of-life goals. `Ghie among them is the amount of
leisure time people have. here has been a dramatic decline
over the past century in the number of hours the average
American works each weekfrom about 60 hours a week
in 1870 to about 39 hours today,

However, there are substantial problems in -assessing
how much free time mostNpeople have. There are govern-
ment figures on the reported length of the workweek, but

-t3
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Leisure Time
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not all occupations are covered, and overtime and "moon-
lighting" often go unreported. Not would it be accurate to
label as leisure time all of the hours when one is not
engaged in paid work, for much of that time is filled with
family duties, household chores, or. personal errands.
Nonet eless, "time diary" studies conducted over the past

two d ades indicate roughly how much free time Ameri-

cans ie and what they do with that time.
Those studies found several patterns. The most signifi-

cant is that between 1965 and 1975, American adults gained

a substantial amount of free time. er that decade, there
was anincrease of nearly 4 hours aweek in free time, from
34.8 to 38.5 hours. This increase is attributable chiefly to a
decrease in the number of hours spent at work and the
number of hours occupied with housework and family
care. The drop in the number of hours devoted to house-
work appears due not only to the increased proportion
of employed women or to the fact that family size is
smaller than it was a generation- ago, but also to improved
household technology and the availability of "ready to
serve" foods.''

What do people do with their free time? Contrary to
the popular notion that ours is a nation that increasingly
devotes itself to "active leishre" such as jogging or other
fitness activities, the time diary studies find that this is not

the case. As sociologist John Robinson comments,
"Americans come home each night and 'reach not for the
sweat suit but for man's most constant companion, the

, television set."" Between 1965 and 1975, there were
greater increases in television viewing than in any other
single\ activity. In fact, 40 percent of all free time (eZclud-

ing sleeping) was spent viewing television in 1975, as com-
pared to.about 30 percent in 1965. Those whose viewing
time has increased include young and old, the married and
the unmarried, couples with children.Ud couples without,
and individuals from the enpre range of socioeconomic cir-

cumstances. Time-diary studies conducted in nations such

as France, Great Britain, and Japan show that Americans

are not alone in their* penchant for TV viewing; in each of
those nations People are7on the -average, enjoying more
leisure and devoting more of it -to television."

A shorter average work week appears to have ushered
in not an era of active and creative leisure but rather an era

in which many' Americans spend morl time in the east
demanding of free-time activiti uch as TV viewing and
listening to popular music. It a s that tbdre has even
been an increase in the number hours that the average
American spends sleeping."

Whether one regards this as a beilign trend or an indica-
tion of the inability of most people to use leisure creatively

(T. S. Eliot epitomized this view when he characterized

I
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modern man in his leisure as being "distracted from
distraction by distraction"), most people seem at least
moderately satisfied with their leisure activities; only 1 out
of 10 people say that they get little of no satisfaction from
their free time."

One gets quite a different impression of what Americans Arts and
are doing with their free time by looking at the-liveliness.of Humanities
thearts and humanities. When people are asked what con;
tributes to the quality of their lives, the majority of
Americans agree about the importance of cultural facili-
ties, In surveys conducted several. years ago by the Na-
tional Endowment for the Arts and the Census Bureau, for
example, more than 9 out of 10 people agreethwith the
statement "Things like museums, theatres, usic per-
formances make a community a better place in."
More than a third reported engaging in some type of arts
activity "a great deal." And more than four in five ranked
the arts on a level with other services generally considered
essential to a community.21

Today, many communities enjoy a range 9f cultural
activitiesincluding dance and theatre, classical and folk
music, popular -and esoteric artsthat far exceeds what
was available several decades ago. For example, more than
750 new museums have been founded in this country over
the past decade. The arts and humanities have a broad au-

416,dience. In recent years, more people attended arts events
than the total number attending sports events, and the na-
tion's museums received about 360 million visitors, six
times the number of spectators at all professional baseball,
football, and basketball games."

One factor that has contributed to the liveliness of the
arts and humanities is government assistance, especially
that provided by the National Endowment for the Arts and
the National Endowment for the Humanities. Such sub-
sidies began in the mid-1960s. Although government aid
covers only a small part of tatotal-costs of the arts and
humanities (in the arts, for example, public funds amount
to far less than the revenues from ticket sales or private
donations); it has been an important factor in their
growth. Between 1966 and 1980, annual appropriations for
the National Endowment for the Arts grew from 52.5
million to approximately $150 million;" That rapid rise

......iserved both as a reflection of general interest in'.the arts
and as a stimulus to further growth.

Despite the increase in appropriations, the level of
federal funding for the arts and humanities is compara-
tively quite small: For example, the combined budgets of
the Arts and Humanities Endowments,come to less than
one-third of that for the National Science Foundation. 29
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And, given current constraints on public spending, it'
would be unrealistic to expect appropriations for the arts
and humanities to continue to increase at the same rates as
in the recent past. Inevitably, in a time of budgetary con-
straints, there will be some who insist that the arts and
humanities should be set aside as a relatively low public
priority, a clear instance of "nonessential" spending. One
task for the 1980s, therefore, will be to reaffirm the impor-
tance of till arts and humanities and to devise new and
more effective partnerships bgtween the public and private
sectors in order to provide continued support.

Mai* such partnerships have already been forged in
the arts. This Panel is seiiously concerned, however, about
the outlook for the humanities, particularly about the con-
tinued viability of the three institutions that carry so much
of the responsibility for the htimanities: liberal arts col-
leges, museums, and libraries. Few people begrudge funds

,required to maintain and expand such institutions, but
relatively few people actively support those institutions un-
til they are threatened with insolvency. Public libraries are

, especially vulnerable because they are highly dependent on
local taxes and often among the first " nonessential" ser-
vices cut to lower taxes.

This nation cannot afford to'neglect the humanities or
to allow them to be pushed aside by other concerns that
seem more urgent. For centuries, the humanities needed no
defense. To be able to think critically, to be morally dis-.
cerning and esthetically discriminating were the hallmarks
of a well-educated person. Today more than ever, the task

, of the humanitiesto make moral and intellectual sense of
. the world, to prepare citizens who are literate in the

broadest sense of the termis crucial. Unlike specialized
training, the humanistic tradition seeks to impart the
moral discipline that both individuals and societies need to
make critical choices. The humanities remind us that to be
human is to binterdePendent, to recognize our indebted-
ness to past generations and our obligations to future ones,
to be aware not only of this nation's diverse heritage but
also of its central traditions and common values, and to
understand other cultures as well as our own. In the words
of a recent report from the Commission on the Humanities:

Thetumanities lead beyond "functional" literacy
and basic skills to critical judgment'and discrimi-
nation, enabling citizens to view political issues
from an informed perspective. Through familiar-

. ity with foreign culturesas well as our own sub-
culturesthe humanities show that citizenship
means belonging to something larger than neigh-
borhood or nation.. . . We cannot afford to look
parochially at other cultures as curiosities, "like 30
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us" only insofar as their members have converted
to Christiaaitor sudied at Oxford or Yale."

This Panel agrees with the authors of that report that "the
humanities are widely undervalued and often, poorly,
understood,"- and that efforts must be made to reaffirm
their importance and to ensure their continued vitality.

Our achievements as a nation cannot be reckoned
solely in terms of superioupower, wealth, and technology.
The policies of the ,next decade have to be responsive to a
deep concern for that which enriches the quality of our
livesand the arts and humanities make an important con-
tribution. A national agenda for the 1980s must reflect our
deep cominitment to cultural activity, to artistic and
scholarly accomplishment, to the realm of ideas and the
life of the spirit. Even in an era of tight budgetary con-
straints, it would be a grave mistalyvegard the,arts and
humanities as ari indulgence.

There 4r.e various ways of acknowledging the impor-
tance of the arts and humanities, no 'all of which requife
steadily increased Jundirii from the public sector. We
would, for example, urge the nation's corpoations to Ilse
more fully the 5 percent of pretax income the law allows
them to deduct for charitable contributions. More of those
contributions could be used to support the humanities. For
a wide range of institutions devoted to the humanities
including colleges, museums, libraries, and public televi-
sion stationscosts have increased faster than inflation.
We urge the-private sector to recdgnize the plight of suc
instiktions and to respond to their needs before they are
for 'to cutback programs and facilities. ;

In order to ensure the continued vitality of the arts and
humanities, we would underscore the importance of two
types of initiatives:

First, this nation-must imprOve the-quility-of-educa-
tion in its elementary and secondary schools; ancithe arts
and humanities-must b6' recognized as a crucial part of
basic education. It has been shown repeatedly that people
who are to the arts and humanities as children re-
main interested and involved in cultural activities as ad
More fundamentally, the puQose of schooling is broa er
than the teaching of basic "l age skills" or cOmputa-
tienal abilities. Our schools must, in addition, prepare
young people for-competent and informed participation in
community life by exposing them to 'a curriculum that in-'
chides a broad tumaniStic concern and demands-critical
thinking and an understan,ding of cultural traditions as .

basic skills along with reading sand writing.
s Second, the meaia.must be recognized as an important

vehicle for the arts arid humanities. Along with schools
and colleges, libraries and museums, the media play an

(.4
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important role in describing and interpreting the world.
Over the past few decades, television has exerted enormous
influence, for better or for worse... former FCC commis-

. sioner Nicholas Johnson once remarkV, "All television is
educational television. The only question is: What is it

teaching?" .

As the 1980s begin, the nation is witnessing an explo-
sion of innovations in telecommunications, including
multichannel cable services, satellite distribution systems,
and the development and marketing of videocassette and
videodisk equipment. As a consequence,'this, the second 0.
generation of television users, will have far more options in
what, they view. Increased options, however, do not
guarantee programs of higher quality, nor do they guaran-
tee that the arts and humanities will be any better served by
the programming of the 1980s than they were by the pro-
gramming °kite past generation. We must.ask what televi-
sion is teaching, and how this newly expanded4esource
should be used.

Remembering that the original purpose of the Na-
tional ..Endowments was to disseminate the _arts and
humanities, we urge the federal government to invest mope
heavily in public television. We do not agree with the asser-
tion that cable TV will make public broadcasting a less
important medium in the 1980s. Public television signals.,
already reach more than 80 percent' of all -American
households. 'ar fewer householdsabout 22 percent of
households with TVare wired- for cable." Moreover,
public television is free to viewers, while-cable is-not. It
would be a mistake to withdraw funding from public ,

television on the assumption that much of its audience will
soon turn to cable programming. Today, the public broad-
casting system is the only programming facility that. has sa
major commitment to bring the arts and humanitiesarid
Other educational programmingto the entire' viewing
public; for the foreseeable future it will be the only system
capable of doing so. Because the costs of TV producti n
have risen much faster than inflation, the agencies th t
are producing serious TV fare must be assured that th
will be able to maintain' a commitment to high-qualiPk
ptoduct ions. \

Accordingly, this Panel recommends tliiii-Ale
federal government devOte more resources to tli, \

dissemination through the public television systen. `f,
of high-quality programming devoted to the arts ''":\,
and humanities. 1

We also urge the private sector to recognize and re- () .
,.. .

spond to the fiscal crisis that pubhc broadcasting facilities
face today.
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Ili addition, we endorse a proposal made in a recent
Carnegie Corporation report for a pay cable network for
the performing arts, culture, and entertainment (PACE)."
This nonprofit, tax-exempt entity would use the combined
capabilities ofcable hook-ups and satellite transmission to
bring the arts and 'humanities into millions of Americah
14suevel. In the words of that report, "America has taken its
place among the artistic capitals Of the world, with a diver-
sity, vitality, and sheer volume of activity unmatched in
history. . . We are convinced that there is far more than
enough superior material to sustain a service of unparal-
leled excellencea service that people will pay for and
enjoy month after month.' After a start-up period that
would require public support, most of as costs would be

- paid for by subscribers.
It is the responsibility of each generation to nourish the

arts and humanities, those productions of the human spirit
that most distinguish mankind. We believe that a pay cable
network for the arts and humanities as well as a renewed
financial and philosophical commitment to high-quality
protramming for public television would be two valuable
ways of enriching the lives of millions of Americans by in-
creasing access td excellence.

.

No list of factors that contribute to the quality of Education
American life would be complete without acknowledging
the impressive expansion , in the nation's educational
system. For generations, Americans have regarded educa-
tion as the road to success and the good life. But education
has never in our history received as much attention as it has
over the past 20 years. During*that time, educational-
opportwaities have expanded,significantly, and in the proc-
ess we have learned a good deal about what cannot be ac-
complished Merely by increasing the exposure of the
American public to formal schooling without at the same
time payipg attention to its quality.

More than two-thirds of all adult Americans now have
at least a high school education. In the 1970s alone, the
proportion of the 25-and-over population with a high
school diploma climbed .from 55 percent to 68 percent. In
that same period, the proportion of adirlts with a least 1
year .of college increased from 2) percent to 31 percent,
while the share of- those with 4 yearg'of collgge climbed
from 11 percent to 16 percent."

This achievenlent, which enhances the quality of
American life in various ways,'has some troubling aspects
as well. Despite rapid increases in average, per-pupil
expenditures for elementary and secondary school students
(between 19)0 and 1917, for example, the average per-
pupil expenditure in public schools more than tripled,
from $518 tq $1,578 in 1977 dollars," test scores have

16.
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been declining, seemingly defying our best efforts to
impiove not only the quantity but also the quality of
American education.'° School drop-out rates are still
depressingly high: Overall, about 1 in 20 of the nation's 14-
to 17-year-olds is a high school dropout; among black and
Hispanic students, the dropout rate is far higher." Serious

I* questions have been raised about the skills of those wino re-
., main in schbol: It i5 estimated that about one child in five

.is at least a grade behind in school, and that some 13 per-
cent of all 17-year-olds are functionally illiterate."

When Americans are asked about the components of a
happy and satisfying life, education is near the top of the
list. But, when asked how satisfied they are with various
aspects of their lives, only one person in four reports great
satisfaction with his educational achievement. What has
happened is that as the educational level of the nation has
risen, so has dissatisfa on with one's own educational
level. This dissatisfactio particularly evident among the
large numbers of Americans who started college buf did
not earn a degree. This is one of the "failures of success"
that has become evident in'recent years. gen in an area of
conspicuous national accomplishment such as education, it
appeals that individual expectations outstrip accomplish-

, ments. And, as a result of those unmet expectations, there
is for- 'millions of Americana sense of frustration about
having less education than *ers do."

Satisfaction with work '0 an!important contributing faotor
to general well-being. I iinot simply that, Nork takes up sO
many pf the hours of otrlives, or that4joTs provide the id-
comc;necessary to enjoy many of life's other satisfactions.

. The fact that a ,large ttajority of employed men and'
woriyen.say that they woad ontinue to work even if their
ecorMic needs were met suggests that for most pe
wocir tatisfictg ',various need;=such as a need for ac ieve-
meiliveisonal'rec,ognificm, or the pleasure derived from

.worfing #itfl other people. As Albert Camus put it in his
Notettof;Yk:Sf ;`Without work, all life goes rotten. But when
work` is soulless, life stifles and dies,"

ClarlSr, much of the concern abotst...;`quality of work-
ing life" over the Oast decade reflects new attitudes and ris-
ing e,xpectatiOhs. Noelsig ago, a good job was defined by
most people as one at offered steady 'work, fair pay,
reasonable work hours, and a modest package of fringe
benefits. Judged: by those standards, the working condi
tions of nibs; Of the American labor forceare quite adequate
today. By ailld latpe, there have been steady increases in com-
pentation and.erpjoyee benefits, improved worker safety
standards, and more generous retirement policies. But the
very concept of "quality of working life" suggests some-

. thing more than those traditional standards; that term has

Working Life
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come to reflect the newer expectations of work. According
to those new expectations, a job should be not merely life-
sustaining but positively life enhancing.

During the 1970s, it was commonly asserted that the
traditional'work ethic had seriously eroded; that absen-

- teeism, worker apathy, and insubordination had become
rampant; that -the younger generation in particular was
engaging in a sullen rebellion in the workplate. While
recent surveys have demonstrated that younger workers
have somewhat clifftrent expectations, the most reliable
studies suggest a fairly high lotel of worker satisfaction. In
a 1978 study conducted by the Institute for Social
Research, for-example, four out of five workers reported
that they were satisfied-to some degree with their jobs, and
one out of three described themselves as "completely
satisfied." Although most American workers still express
a high level of 'satisfaction, there appears to be a slight but, .
significant drop in job satisfaction in the 1970s.
' Recent studies of the Anierican worker shed some light
on the paradoxical connection between education and job
satisfaction, and in doing so help to illuminate the problem
of rising expectations. These studies found that workers
with the least education are most likely to report satisfac-
tion with their jobs, whfle the workers who are least satis-
fied with their jobs are those who attended college but did
nor receive a degree. It appears that one of the main effects
of exposure to higher education is to heighten career aspira-
tions. Among those who do not complete the degree there
is a certain tension between those heightened aspirations
and the constraints imposed by the lack of a college degree.

Today's workers have a stronger sense'of self-respect,
less tolerance for authoritarian management and organiza- 11)

4 tional constraints, and higher expectations. This is ap-
parentparent in increasing demands for participation and in the
complaints that arise when those demands_arenotmetIn

, one nationwide survey conducted in 1977, for example, 54
percent of all workers surveyed complained about having
no control over job assignments. And 77 percen said the
lack of control over the days they work was a roblem."
: Over the next decade, the growth rate of thesAmerican

labor force will be slower than it has been in the recent
past. At the same time, there will be a significant increase
in the umber of mature and better educated employees
who ave a stronger self-image than vtorkers of the past
and ho want more meaningful work and more of a voice
in th workplace. The implications of these changes for the
quality of work life are profound. In order to maintain a
labor force in which most workers are both satisfied and
productive, it will be essential for management to recognize
and adjust-tothe new values Cirttre-beft:ectuarecrlabor
force in the nation's history.

<
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.We will now take a broader look at the quality of Ameri- Prospects
can life and prospects for its improvement. Considering for the
the impression of malaise, of per%asi%e discontent with the Improvement
quality of life today, it is significant that so many Ameri- of Well-Being
cans seem quite satisfied with their personal litres. Over the
past two decades, there has been notable progress toward
quality- of'-life goals in such areas as housing,' health,
leisure time, and access to the arts'and humanities. In each
of these areas, most Americans seem to be content with
their current situation.

But we noted too the paradox of considerable dis-
content in areas such as education and income where, by
objective standards, this nation has made significant ad-
vances. This should not surprise us, for "satisfaction" is a

ti

subjective phenomenon which reflects not only changes in
our circumstances but also changes in our aspirations. As
Angus Campbell has suggested, perhaps the reason why
most people are far more satisfied with their marriages,
their families, and their friends than they are with their
education or income is that in the latter areas,,there is a
clear standaid of comparison. One's educational achieve-
ment and income are quantifiable and easily compared'
with what others have achiev'ed. In such areas, a use of
relative deprivation may well cause some dissatisfaction.
By contrast, there is no such objective standard for assess-
ing, one's marriage, family, or friends, and thus less of a
sense of being justified in feeling dissatisfied!'

There is a more basic point here as well, and one that
helps us to understand why even efcective public initiatives
may not lead to a sense of enhancEd well-being: 4n many
ways, a sense of well-being is a relative thing. HoW one
feels about one's education or income depends in large
part upon how much one has compared to others. There is
a correlation between level of reported well-being and the

--individual's-position on the ecortentle-ladde& Those whose
family incomes are in the midrange of the population are
more likely to report being "very happy" compared to
those in the lower range, and less likely to report being
"very happy" compared to those in the upper income
range." ,

To the extent that satisfactionin such areas as educa-.
tion and incomederives mainly from one's status relative
to_others and not from progreSi toward some attainable'
and fixed goal, economic growth that causes the ;nation's
standard of living to rise will not necesprily lead to an
enhanced sense of well-being.

As George Lundberg once commented, poyerty, which
once w2c "state of the stomach." has becotne, for most
Americans, "a state of mind," a matter of relative
deprivation. This is illustrated b he answers to a question
that has been asked repeatedly in allup "What is 36
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the smallest amount of money a family of four needs to get
along in this community?" The responses that people give
are a consistent fractionslightly more than one-halfof
the average income at the)time the question is. asked."
Each person acts on the assumption that a higher income
would lead to increased contentment. But since it is ob-
vious that, over time, everyone cannot become relatively
better off, increased income does not bring the satisfaction
that people expect.

Aside Irom what it tells us about the satisfaction thai The Broader
'people get from the various domains of their personal Contexts of
lives, the research on social indicators also tells us how Well-Being
people feel about the neighborhoods, towns, and cities in
which they liveand about the nation as a whole.

Imagine an individual standing at the center of
perhaps half a dozen tconcentric rings. Working out from
the center, the closest ring describes the individual's
intimate environm,entmarriage, family, and friends. The
next ring describes the neighborhood in which one lives.
The rings that are most distant from the individual refer to

. the city, state, and nation. 'One might summarize the
literature on satisfaction by noting that people tend to be f imost content with hat is closestoto them, least satisfied
with what is most 'scant.

This pattern s gests a significant trend: If people
seem relatively content with what is closest to them, there
i's at the same time a pattern of increasing dissatisfaction
with and pessimism about the broader contexts of our col-

' lective lives, particularly about the state of our cities and
the state of the nation.

When people are asked how satisfied they feel with the
communities in which they live, there are sharply different

. perceptibris about the severity of the problems facing the
natiofl's cities, as opposed to the suburbs or small towns. .;
This is particularly marked with regard to three areas that
4f feci the quality of life: crime and personal safety, child.
rearing and the schools, and social problems such as
uneMployment, drugs, and juvenile gangs."

The people with the most favorable views of their
communities and those who are most optimistic about the
future of their communities are those living in small towns
or rural areas. People who live in such areas are generally
optimistic about improvements in their schools, their hous-
ing, and leiSure-time facilities.'°

Suburbanites have a somewhat more mixed assessment
of their oast and future. While they tend to be optimistic_
about such things as improved public schools, hous-
ing, and ?ublic services, they also commonly note the .,

.
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encroachments of certain urban-type problems, such as
deterioration in the quality of the physical and natural
environment.

It is city residentsespecially people who live in large
(over 250,000 poputgion) cities with declining popula-
tionswho are most pessimistic about personal safety,
schools, and the deterioration of air and water quality.
Although on the whole they expect improvement in such

aspects as leisure-time facilities, restaurants, plays and
museums, they also indicate the greatest sense of decline."

The pattern of expressed satisfaction with the quality
of life in different kinds of communities is both obvious
and consistent: the larger the community, the less likely
people are to regard it as "a good place to live."42 Whether

it is the sheer size of large communities, their jarring
heterogerieity, or the social problems that tend to be con-
centrated. in metropolitan areas, people are less satisfied
with their lives in urban centers than they are elsewhere.

The same pattern is reflected in citizen attitudes
toward government. In general, Americans view local
government almost responsive and least wasteful, as com-
pared to government at the state and federal levels. Here
again people in the smallest units are most optimistic. City
residents view their local gdernments as less responsive
and more wasteful than do those who live in suburbs or
small towns." ,

Given these views, it is not surprising that almost half
of the adult population expresses a preference to live in a
rural area or a small town, while only 16 percent would
choose to live.in a large city as their first preference. What
is remarkable is how quickly the preference for small
towns or rural areas seems to be. growing. In less than 2
yearsbetween January. 1978 anc) November 1979the
proportion who chose a rural area or small town as the
place where they would most like to live increased from 25

percent to 36 percent." This helps to account for one of
the significant patterns revealed in the 1980 census, the
pattern of reverse migration from cities and suburbs to
small towns. Of the various indications of changing values
and of a new stress on quality-of-life considerations, this is

one of theinost striking. It is also one that,.if it continues,
will Wave broad implications for public policy.

'1*
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,
Let us carry this analysis one step further, to the area that The State of

is most remote from the personal life of the individual, and . the Nation
ask how perceptions of the, nation as 0 whole have
changed. Studies 'have consistently shown how remote

4

.-1

events at-th-e---tratiortal}evelafefr__________:_
t.ul cerns-and- satisfactions-of -most_people's_lives. Ordi-
narily, reported feelings of individual well-being do not , 38 -e'
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seem to be directly affected by what takes place on the
national scene.

We noted earlier that people tend to be much more
pessimistic about the nation andits future than they are
about their own lives and fortunes. Since tote mid-1960s,
that pessimism has become more marked. There has been
an erosion of public trust in government and a growing
sense of the wastefulness of government. Perbaps-no single
indicator is so revealing as the evaluations of the condition
of our ration as whole:. Forisome years, when asked
whether they thought that next year would be bettet or
worse than the year before lbr the nation, a vonsiderable
majority agreed that it would be better. however, over the
past few years, several polls have noted a reversal in atti-
tudes. Today, considerably more people think that next
year will be worse for the nation than last yeai was, a
perception that is held throughout the population. (See
Figure 1.)

Public pessimism about national prospects for the
future is by no means limited to the United States. Gallup
polls taken late in 1979 in 10 nations suggest that this is a
pervasive feeling. Although the greatest loss of optimism,
especiglly about national economic prospects, was registered
in the United States, feelings of growing pessimism charac-
terized a majority of those nations."

Perhaps most significant in looking ahead to the qual-
ity of life in the 1980s is that over recent years there seems
to be a growing sente that those more general conditions
are beginning to affect the immediate spheres of personal
life. There is also a greater sense of foreboding; not only
about personal finance, but also about such matters as the

,.- quality of family life and the availability of affordable
housing. Although most people are still more optimistic
about their personal lives than they are about the nation as
a whole, that sense of optimism about one's personar
future has eroded considerably in recent years. Polls, such
as a recent Gallup survey that asks people Whether they are
satisfied or dissatisfied with the future facing them and
their family, dhow .a dramatic reversal or outlook. (See
Figure 2.)

What appears to have happened, then, is a pervasive
change in the nation's mood: Not only is the nation as a
whole perceived to be in deteriorating condition, there has
also been a dramatic shift toward greater dissatisfaction
with one's personal prospects. This is indeed a dramatic
reversal in outlook for a nation that until a few years ago
was generally confident it was on the upward path toward
the affluent society. What is most remarkable is that it is a
pessimism that is largely prospective: there has been no.
real decline in the circumstances of most Americans that /
would provide the grounds for such a reversal of attitude.

- '
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Figure 1 v
Percentage of Americans Who Think "Next Year"
Will Be Better or Worse

Question: As far as you're concerned, do you expect next year

(named year) will be better or worse than (named previous

year)?
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Figure 2
Percentage of Americans Who Are Satisfied or Dissatisfied with the Future
Facing Them and Their Families

Question: On the whole, would you say you are satisfied or
dissatisfied with the future facing your and your family.).
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Thus, the public mood as we conduct our analysis of
the quality of American life in the 1980s is remarkably dif-
ferent from what it was 20 years ago when the last Presi-
dential goals commission produced a. volume entitled
Goals for Americans. Then, there was far more optimism
about the prospects of sustaining rapid economic growth,

and a certain boldness about how, by expanding the
government's role, America might become a society in
which more people could enjoy a greater sense of well-

being.
In that era when there was little sense of the limits of

what government might accomplish, the consistent bmpha-
sis of the commission was to ask what else might be done,
how the public sector might expand to offer the amenities
that a wealthy society could afford.

Given the new realities of recent years and the changed
national mood, our approach is a different one. In Part II
of this report, we focus on three broad developments that
may detract from i sense of well-being for millions of
Americans in the 1980s. With regard to each topic, there
are, we believe, certain basic questions that the nation's
leaders must address, and certain changes in our attitudes

as well as our institutions that would allow us to face new

realities more realistically and constructively.

...
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Chap r

92/a Slower'
Growth

SOCIETY

Part THEMES

-

Lowering expectitions is an extremely hard thing
to accept. We're very rich people here and every-
one has grown up with the idea that you can
always expect more. Now we've got to go back a.
few steps. The mental change required is very
painful. '

Spokesman for' the Swed0 .Employers'
Association, commenting on a strike ,settle-
ment reached Amidst debate about- the
country's eroding economic position. The
New York Tunv e.F, May 14, 1980.

ne basic choice facing ,this nation in the 1980s
with fundamental imptications,for quality of
life is the question of what economic growth
rate is most desirable, and what will be required

to attain it. As a national issue, concern for accelerating",
economic growth has'gone in, and out of fashion over the
past fetv decades. In 1960, when the lest national -goals
commission convened, it was a real preoccupation and a
prominent issue in tote Presidential campaign. The ques- P

tion then was whether America was falling behind Russia
not only.in the arms race but also in the growth race.

Today, faced with declining productivity growth rates,
the nation has turned its attention once again tollie matter
of economic growth. But it is a very different kind of ,
debate from what it was 20 years ago: Then, rapid eco-
nomic growth was an unquestioned and overarching goal,
and one that could realistically be accomplished. In recent
years, questions have been raised about the nation's com-
mitment to-rapid growth and about the abilitliof advanced
industrial economies to sustain Such growth.

Our colleagues vicho prepare8 tlikyanel report on the ek.

American economy have underlined the importance of
making firm decisions about national grow'th objectiveth
We.agree with them that'it is essential to discuss not only
optimalgroath rates, but also the questiong what kind of
economic INOwth we want. Although ecnomic analyltr

ifidq. the backdrop for this chapter, our main concern -41 47
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is to examine quality -of-like implications of the alternatives
we face. RaSid economi. growth, like any other national
goal, has a, price tag. Oiir purpose is to contribute to the
debate about growth objectives by examininflome of
those costs and identif 'rig some of the obstacles to return-
ing to a situagon of id upwth.
.

O

EconomiC growth hasibeen fundamental to the American A Legacy' of

expe ience.. More conspicuously than in other indtidtrial Rapid Growth
.4 : owth has been our secular religion. Whatever

American Dream" has meant, one of its basic
.... .: been material progress, the assumption that a

progri:ssively higher standard of living could begained for
a grov)ing population. -

ThVoundation for our economic system was laid by
previous.:Onerations who prepared its infrastructure by 2.

finding energy sources, building transportation and corn- ....,

munication routes, and accumulating capital in the form
of plants and equipment. With that foundation in place,
Ameficans began to enjoy a high level of consumption and
a standard of liying that was the envy of the industrial
world in the postwar era; wheii the nation experienced an
unprecedented period of rapid and sustained growth: A
combination of circumstancesincluding cheap .energy, a
low inflation rate, significant,scientific and technological '
advances, and a favorable international situationcon-
tributed to thotse high growth rates.

Rapid growth has also served.ras a political solvenj.. If
everyone could have more, the,divisive issue of reallocat-
ing resources could be avoided. Th

as the t Society pro-
grams

for financing
social welfare expenditures such
grams came nqt from reform of the tax st ture but from
economic growth. President Kennedy once remarked that
"a rising tide lifts all the boats"; that adage -expressed-
an assumption ..o basic' it is only rarely articulated:

, Econbmic progress has been regarded as unambiguously
. good .by people of various politital persuatons because

it has led to improved conditions lot, the majority of
Americans. -./

There have been psychological a'swell as' material
dividends. Rapid economic progress provided tangible
symbols of success for many Americans such as the Rib-
urban home, the new,car, access to higher education, and a
retirement ,virtuqx free of economic concern. Whereas,

previous genera irons of Americans had aspirations for suc-

cess in the futuPe perhaps not untillhe next generation
while ihey made sacrifices in the present, the phenomenon

of postwar affluence li'ave'rise to a.new set of 'attitudes.
Prosaiity was accoMpanied by a sense t at it was no

,longer necessary to defer certain pleasures, hat one could 48



enjoy current consumption and still look forward to an
even more affluent future.

It was, in brief, the phenomenon of rapid economic
growth that *taped so much of the social and psychologi-
cal landscape of Arherican society in the postwar period
and raised the expectations of millions of Americans who
had known nothing else.

Beginning in the 1970s, however, various factors emerged A New
that affected economic performance and called into ques- Economic
tion the continued ability of the economy, to provide the ECG Social
dividends of rapid growth. The oil shortages signaled the and Physical
end, of an era in which vital resources were cheap and Li is to
readily available. Those shortages were the most palpable Gr4wth
indication of severe resource constraints and of the vulner-
ability of the American economy to decisions made
abroad. Capital investment declined, and the unprece-
dented phenomenon of "stagflation"simultaneous high
inflation and high unemployme became a new fact of
economic life. Inflation soared 4,7: an average rate of 2.5
percent in the 1960s to 7.4 percent in the 1970s. Public con-
fidence in the ability of government, business, and
economists to understand and control such phenomena
Was severely shaken.

Indicators of growth and productivity in recent years
confirm a widespread sense of uncertainty about the
economic future. The real growth rate of the gross na-
tional product (GSP), which had been more than 4 per-
cent per year in the 1960s, declined to less than 3 percent in
the 1970s. Unemployment, which averaged 4.8 percent in
the 1960s, increased to an average of 6.7 percent in the
1970s. Among various indications of a trend towardslower
growth, the productivity rate is the most fundamental,
since higher productivity is the basic source of improve,
ments in our economic well-beingnn recent years, espe-
cially since 1973, productivity growth in the United States
has been alarmingly slow in comparison to other countries,
as wel to our own past performance. During the period
1947-1 65, the average rise in productivity was 3.2 percent
a year; from 1965 to 1973, the ,average was /3 percent;
then, in the period 1973-1978, there was a disturbing slide
to a rate of only 1 percent a year; in 1979, labor produc-
tivity actually, declined. In recent.years, our produktivity
growth rate has been one of the-lowest in the industrial
world and about one-third the rate recently achieved by the
Japanese economy.' ..

These are trends that this Commission's panel on the
economy has examined in some detail. We shall bring a

. somewhat different perspective to those questions by ex-
amining the social mainsprings of economic performance

41'
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and analyzing the connection between cultural yalues; atti-
tudet, and economic performance. Any attempt, to explain
the American economic performance of the recent past, or
to formulate a satisfactory growth policy for the 1980s,
should, we believe consider the cultur changes th = ve

taken place.
One gauge of changing values is provided by surveys

thal inquire about the relative importance of heightened
coniumptiotr. Consider the following responses to a Harris
poll Conducted in 1977:

By a 79 percent to 17 percent majority, Americans
would place greater emphasis on "teaching people
how to live with basic essentials" than on "reach-
ing higher standards of living."

0.; By a 76 percent to 17 percent majority, the public
'would opt for "learning to "get our pleasure-but of
nonmaterial experiences" rather 'than "satisfying
our needs for more goods and services."
A77 percent majority favorS "spending more time
getting to know each other as human beings on a
person-to-person basis," rather than "improving
and. speeding up our 'ability to communicate with
each other through better technol9gy."
By a ratio of more than two to one, Americans
would prefer to control inflation by buying fewer
of the products in short supply rather than by at-
tempting to ptoduce more of those goods.'

Such:responses do not, of course, indicate that a majority
of Americans are abottito abandon the'affluent society, or
give ,up their taste for' material goods. Few people are
prepared to accept a lowered standard of living or a reduc-
tion in goods and services. Most Americans want both the
continued increments in Standard of living to which they
have become accustomed and the amenities-that contribute
to a better quality of lifeand thereinlies a problem to
which we will return. But reservations about the benefits of
material -progress ate significant; they indicke a /wide-
spread recognition that affluence alone does not' neces-
wily guarantee a high quality of life.

It is not only in the values they express but also in
their behavior that Americans indicate a waning of support
for the growth ethic. Throughout the 1970s an increas-
ingly large percentage of males aged 55 to 64 chose to
sacrifice salary and future pension benefits by retiring
before they were forced' to. The percentage of men in that
age category who have chosen to retire early is about twice
as high as it was a generation ago, indicating the attrac- -
tion of goals other than economic advancement as well

as the effect of early retirement policies that make
- it possible?'' 5Q



A reordering of values and priorities such as that sug-
gested by opinion polls and retirement patterns is just one
dimension of a larger phenomenon, the redefinition of
What sociologist Amitai Etzioni refers to as the society's
"core project."' Etzioni'argues that most modern societies
pursue one dominant purpose, or core project; that takes
precedence over others. The commitment to that core proj-
ect is reflected in the way GNP is generated and spent, in
the allocation of public expenditures, in the values in-
culcated by families and schools, and in the institutions
that accumulate the greatest concentrations.of power. For
almost a century; America's core project was a commit-
ment to the development of its industrial capabilities. But
over the past two decades, Etzioni argues, there have been
challenges-to the industrial core project.

One indication of changing priorjties and a waning
commitment to the industrial core project can be seen in
declining rates of investment. Compared to other in-
dustrial nations, the investment rate in the United States
has been quite low for several decades, a pattern that has
been accentuated in recent years. In the latter part of the
1970s, this nation engaged in its biggest spending spree in
history, witti.the result that as- the' new decade began the
nation's indebtedneffinchiding corporate debt, con-
sumer installment debt, and mortgage debtwas at an all-
time high.' I

Perhaps the most striking evidence of this challenge to
the industrial core project cambe seen in the rapid growth
of public expenditures. In the United States, as in other in-
duStrial nations, public expenditures have been taking an
increasing share or the gross national product for several

drnerations. But in the 1960s, due largely to the costs of
Great Societylprograms, there was a marked rise in such
expenditures, and-those increases continued into the 1970s.
There were sharp increases in the federal budget for such
areas' as health,. education, and the transfer paymenis
called for under the insurance provisions, of the Social
Security system.'

More and more, the wants of Americans have been
translated into preferences for more services. Ours has
become a 'service economy: At theturn of the century, only
3 out of 10 workers were employed in service occupations;
today, a majority of the labor force consists of service
workeri.' Our 'productivity rate, would be rising more
rapidly if this were not the case, because productivity can
be heightened more readily in the industfial sector thin in
the service sector. But collectively we have-made a choke
for more services and, in doing so, have brought about a
slower growth rate.

In recent years, inAasing attention has been paid to the
ways in which-social factors such as changing consumption 51



preferences, greater demands for social services, and,
changes in worker motivation affect the nation's ability to
sustain rapid economic growth. By placttig a higher pri&-

ity on quality-of-life considerations, we have as a society

made a tradeoff that results in somewhat slower economic
growth. Just as quality-of-life tradeoffs exist for in-
dividuals (who may choose, for example, to live in more

pleasant and secure neighborhoods at some distance from

their workplace in exchange for the time and expense of

commuting), such tradeoffs also exist for entire societies.
Two examples illustrate the point:

Because of concern for the welfare of workers who
would be unemployed if companiel'went out of
business, public policy makers have Teen notably

proceed. Economic growth requires not only ew
reluctant to allow the "disinvestment process' /to

investment and new products, but alsb disinvest-
mentthe withdrawal of.labor and capital from
low:productivity firms, and industries. But sirite
the closing of factories and firms represents %
threat to employees and their families, the public
sector has acted to prop up inefficient induaties by
offering subsidies and negotiatigg tariffs to protect
them. Such actions provide shirr-I.-term economic
security for the workers in those fit-ms and in-
dustries, at the cost of lowering Productivity for ,
the economy as a whole.
Over the past two decades, a wide varitty of regula-

tions have been created to enhance the safety of the

worker, of consumer products, and, of the natural
envirdnment. Such measures tend to impede
growth either directly (e.g., when measures de-
signed to protect the worker's safety cut down on
productivity) or indirectly (e.g., when such regula-

tions require the diversion of fulids from rnvest-
ment in. growth-producing'plants and equipment):

The relatively slow growth of the American economy"'

in recent years has resulted in p ,art from such seicial deci-

sions, which reflect a collective emphasis on 'qualify of life.

The economy is more sluggish than it was a decade ago,
but the severity of our Current situation should nobe ex-
aggerated: Though much attentionhas beer paid lo
gloomy economic statistics in recent years, real disposable

per capita income rose during the .1970s at a rat' only

slightly slower than the rates of the 41.160s.' 7lost
Americans enjoy a far better standard of Sing than their
parents did.

What, then, is the reason for concern? Th9 problem is

largely prospectiveand a matter of relative deprivation.
Compared td the economic conditions of the 1450s and

to
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1960s, both unemploym t and the inflation rate are likely
to remain higher than 't ey were, and growth rates are
likely to be somewhat slo er. This means acute problems

"for those who are'unemployed, and a more subtle and per-
vasive sense of discontent for many Americans who are not
experiencing the increases in standard of living they came
to expect.

Essentially, the problem is that Americans came to ex-
pect the amenities /both individual and collectivethat a
wealthy society'could afford just as the performance of the
economy began to slow down. Most Americans want and
expect the fruits of continued material prosperity as well as
the new amenities that were first promised in an era of
rapid growth. They want rapid economic growth and in-
teresting work, as well as less reginientation on the job.
They want lower taxes, but they also expect continuous in-
come in case of sickness, disability, and old age. They want
both cheap fuel and freedom from fear about the potential
hazards of nuclear power. In several ways, the new em-
phasis on quality of life competes with the traditional com-
mitment to rapid economic growth, but the tradeoffs be-
tween, these two goals are neither readily apparent nor
widely discussed.

However, there dqes appear to be a widesptead sense
e,2%

that this nation is going through a basic transition, even
if the nature of that transition and, the implications of
slower growth are only dimly perceived. The growing
perception of a new "psychology of limits" is perhaps
the most significant aspect of that transition, and one that
is revealed in the responses to various surveys in recent i/
years. In 1979, for example, a 62 percent majority in one
survey agreed with the statement that "Americans should
get used to the fact that oar wealth is limited and that most
of us ace not likely to become better off than we are
now. ,,0

Uncertain about the implications of slower growth and
the tradeoffs it pose?; the American public sends 'mixed
messages to national leaders about what they should do
and how they might accommodate the goal of quality of 0

. life with that of economic growth. In the absence of a clear
commitment to the direction we should take, the nation's
leaders face considerable pressure to make ineffective coin-

I promises among incompatible goals.

We are suggesting, then, that as the 1980s begin, the nation
faces a critical choice, one that has a direct bearing on the
quality -of- American life in this decade and beyond. After
the rapid growth of the postwar eta, various limits to
growthboth physical and socialhave emerged in recent
years.

Choices for
the 1980s
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The traditional commitment to the industrial core
project has been challenged on at Idast three fronts. One
challenge came in the form of demands for a vastly ex-
panded system of social services. A second challenge to
that core project came in the form of a declining commit-
ment to social values such as deferred gratification, the
work ethoS, and self-discipline. The industrial core project
has also been challenged by rising oil costs, most dra-
matically by the quadrupling of the cost of foreign oil in
1973: Because energy is used in the production and
distribution of almost everything, a rap' rise in energy
prices has caused price increases in virtu all consumer
goods, leading to high inflation. .

It is possible that over the n few years the nation
might return to growth rates such as t chieved in the
1950s and 1960s. Inflation might biikmpened-as_the na-
tion learns to be more energy - efficient and reduces its
dependence on foreign oil. By:elintinating such practices as
cost-plus contracting, deficit, spending, and automatic
cost-of-living increases in public Programs, the govern-
ment might reduce the "underlying" inflation rate. In do-
ing so, it would provide a spur to capital formation by
making investments more profitable. And _labor produc-
tivity could increase again by the-mid-1980s, when the in-
flux of new baby-boom workers abates. ,But few econo-
mists expect America to return to those high rates of ..
growth over the next few years. 4

This nation is just beginning to understand the im-
plications df slower economic growth. There is a dawning
realization that, as rich as we are, we may not be able to af-
ford a high-level commitment both to rapid economic
growth and to those programs and amenities that enhance
quality of life. Etzioni argues that increased expenditures
for social programs designed to enhance the quality of life

, for milIiiins of Americans have led to the neglect of the na-
tion's industrial base, that the nation has, been eating into
its capital stock and deferring maintenance and replace-
ment of the industrial infrastructure as a-result.° The sit-
uation might be compared to that of a university whose ex-
periditures exceed its income 'from the endowment. The
more the endowment imsed for current expenses, the less
it will yield in future years. Ettioni argues that in the long
run_ there are only two options for the nation's "endow-
ment": either to invest more to rebuild the endowment or
to settle for a lower standard of living. , I

It might well require, as Etzioni suggests, a decade of
industrial redevelopment to rebuild the endowment and at-,c.
tairt once again productivity growth rates thatare equal ton
those of the other advanced industrial nations. But with a
larger share of GNP going to capital investment and a
larger share going to defense spending, there would be 54



fewer resouces for those other expenditures thal` make the
most immediate contribution to-a high quality of life.
"Practically speaking," writes Etzioni, the choite is be-
tween a Thigh power redevelopment drive dnd a rather thin
quality-of-life program for the next decade," and "a quite
effective quality-of-life progtam with growing under-
development." He points out that an emphasis on rein-
dustrialization would not mean sacrificing all quality-of-
life objectives, but it would mean deliberately defer-
ring many new steps in this direction to a more distant
future.

Etzioni concludes that "both from an economic and a
social-psychic viewpoint, the present fairly high level of am-
bivalence and lack of clear prioilgy needs to give way'over
the next few years to either a decade of rededication Po the
industrial core project, or, a clearer commitment to a slow-

« growth society. In the long run, high, ambivalent is too
stressful for societies to endure."

Clearly, the choice of a `4decade of industrial re-
development"with the sacrifices it would require, _the'
cutbacks in gOvernment spending, and the lowered con-
sumption standards it implieswould- be regarded as
politically unfeasible. This raises some substantial ques-
tions about whether any body of elected officials Can really
examine the merits of such a debate and advocate policies

, that may well be in the long-term interest of the Atherican
people.

The questions posed by such a discussion are fun-
damental ones: Given the apparent limitsboth physical
and socialto economic growth, must we chodse just one
overarching goal, or can some combination of goals be
realiStically achieved? If some combination, what
tradeoffs are implied in giving up some growth in favor of
-other goals?" If we are at least to maintain our current
growth rates, will it be necessary,to redefine qr to cut back
on our individual and collective aspirations? Looking be-
yond the 1980s, there is an even broader question to be
raised: By maintaining current consumption patterns, are
we "eating into the endowment," thus creating a situation
in which the standard of living' of our children and grand-

.children is likely to be lower than our own?
- -No brief discussion can do justice to such complex
questions. But since this Commission's mandate is to serve .
as a forum to discuss the national agenda and to clarify the
implications and consequences of the alternatives this na-
tion faces, we are obliged at least to raise them. As afirst
step toward exploring those questions, we shall describe
some of _the characteristics of a slower growth society in
order to clarify the tradeoffs' implied- in trying to accom-
modate the goals of rapid econornic growth and quality of
life.

V,
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If, in the 1960s, many people started to question the The Slowel.

assumption that more growth was necessarily better, one Growth
of the lessonsof the global recession of the mid-1970s was/ Society
that less growth was worse, that it was accompanied by a rss

tangle of seemingly intractable problems. It became clear
that lowered rates of economic activity made a variety of
decisions more difficult and compounded the problems of
effective governance.

Let us try to anticipate the characteristics of a slower
growth society. Quite apffrt from the question'of whether
our society is likelybecause df social choice or neces-
sityto be characterized by slower growth throughout the
1980s, there are a number of questions about how such a
society would differ from one whose* iittitutions are
geared to rapikkg,rowth. What changes would be necessary
in its social and political institutions? What sort of culture
or "consciousness" would be appropriate to slOwer
growth?

The. theme is an obviou'S'one: In many ways, not just
the economy but the entire culture has been geared to rapid
growth for the past generation. Economic growth has
delivered_ psychic as well as material rewards, and has
helped to mitigate class tensions. What,Then; is likely 'to
happen if we "gear down" to slower growth? What cor-
responding changes would be appropriate in our values, in
family life, in the stress that schools plate on competition

and cooperation?
How, is slower growii likely to affect individuals?

Slwer growth means that real income will not rise as
fAt as it did in the rapid growth years of the 1950s and
1960s. There will ,be'particular problems for that large

.group knOwn as th(baby boom, many of whom will be in
their thirties during this coming decade Because of their
numbers, there will e severe competition for a limited
number of good jobs and advancements. -Here we en-
counter the first of several problems resulting from the
"ze"ro -sum" chkracteristics of such a society: In an
economy that nb longer yields large annual increases in
real income, where the "pie" is no longer growing as
quickly as it was, it follows that things become more com-
petitive because one person's gain is another's loss.

The children who grew up in the 1950s and 1960sthe
baby-boom generationtook for granted rapid economic
growth and visible improvements in quality of life, or at
least in standard of living,For that group, there will be a

'particularly large gap between expectations and The

realities they encounter as adults in the 1980s and 1990s, a

gap that would only be exaggerated by a situation of
slower growth.

Assuming that high inflation will continue, it is likely to
kindle resentment and create certain tensions between the, 56
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classes in several ways that e not immediately obvious. If
inflation affected all m ers of the society equally, its ef-
fects on well- being' would probably not be very strong,
foras we saw in Chapter 2perceptions of well-being
are a relative matter. How most people feel about their
standard of living depends less upon their needs, or their
own past experience, than it does on how much they have
compared to others. But analysis of how the income of
American workers in various sectors has changed in recent
years shows how unequally the impact of inflation has
beenUistributed. As sociologist Paul Blumberg points out,
ovlir the past decade there has been a dramatic but little-
noticed change in relative incomes of white- and blue-
collar employees: In the decade between 1967 and 1978,
Workers in unionized trades such as steelworkers and
teamsterswon substantial cost-of-living allowances that
allowed them increased real wages of the sort that most
workers enjoyed in/he earlier postwar period. However,
the salaries of many white-collar workers have not kept
pace with inflation. Consequently, feelings of resentment
about the effects of inflation are particularly strong among
those members oftbe middle clad including clerical and
retail salesworkers, technicians and professionalswhose
gains in income have been far exceeded by those of union-
ized blue-collar employees. Continued high inflation is
likely to lead to feelings of sharp resentment among those
workers who have been losing ground because the rate of
inflation has not been offset by increased earnings."

There is also some evidence that inflation has con-
tributed to psychiatric problems. Money problems in
themsel\'es do not often cause psychiatric problems, but
they may exacerbate the situation for people who are
already vulnerable. Therapists report that inflation, and
the standard-of-living iacrificesjt requires, can contilbute,
to marital discord, probfem drinking, and aggressive
behavior ,(and each of these, in turn, tends to lower pro-
ductivity). There i more systematic evidencepresented
by medical sociolcfgist M. Harvey _Brenner in a study en-
titled Mental,IllnessOnd the Economythat whenever the
unemployment rate rises, so do the suicide rate, the
number of deaths from heart ailments, and the number of
admissions to mental hospitals."

In anticipating what kinds of problems might be ex-
acerbated by slower growtkwe must riot overlook the fact
that people accommtclate themselves tofnew circumstances
and lowered expectations. There is abundant evidence that
millions of Americans have changed both attitudes and
behavior, in, ways that suggest an accommodation to new
constraints. Lower energy consumption, smaller cars,

'condominiums, and the two-wage-earner family are all int
dications of adjustment to new economic realities. 57
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But some problems hered in by slower growth can.:`

not be so ly adapt to; chief among them is the ques-

tion of income r ist ibution. To a considerAble extent, it

is material abu ea rich supply of land, energy, and
other resourcest at has made possible the American
combination of liberty and equality. Here we encounter

some of the most difficult problems created by a zero-sum
situation in which one person's gain is another's loss. If
what happened during periods of recent economic stagna-
tion is any indication of what would happen more broadly
in a slower growth society, Such a situation Would most
likely lead 'to income reversals for the poor. One of the
basic questions abdut a society characterized by slo'ver
growth is how public support can be maintained for essen-

tial social welfare programs..
Just as slower growth would have certain effects on in-

dividuals, it would also affect government. Rapid growth
has been popular because it allows a rising standard of.liv-
ing for all sectors of the population withoa requiring the
politically painful experience of income redistribution. In a
rapid growth situation such as the one this nation ex-
perienced in the postwar period, more people got a bigger

slice of the pie because the pie was growing, not because

the slices were drawn more equally. in an era of slower
growth, there would accordingly be increased tensions over

_distribution, 4nd many of those tertions would be ex-
pressed as conipeting demands in the political arena. Con-
trolling governmental expenditures, which has proved dif-
ficult in a period o high growth, would very likely become

an even greater problem in a period of sower growth.
We could speculate further about a society character-

ized by slower growth in order to anticipate the quality of
life it would. offer. But what is important to note is that
many of the problems are those of transition from an era
of high growth. It is during that transition period that
there is a mismatch between expectations a-rdi -realities. The

gap between expectations and resources is yividly il-

lustrated by one of the thorniest problems. facing this na-
tion in the 1980s, one that is exacerbated by slower growth

rates and in turn contributes to slow growththe proble
of entitlement programs.

Ls

As we noted in Chapter 2, one of the basic factors that 14s The
contributed to the quality of life in inctustria over Entitlement

the past century has been the gradual emergence of a oc- Problem

Trine of universal entitlement, a general agreement that the

members of these societies have an equal claim to some
minimal requirements for a decent .life. We might, as
Arthur Okun has suggested, divide all the ."things"'pro-
vided by society jnto two categories: In the first are those 58
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goods or services distributed unequally by the market ac-
cording to one's ability to pay; in the second, those en-
titlements to which all individuals have a right by virtue of
membership in the society.

One of the conse9uences'of the revolution of rising ex-
pectations, as James O'Toolenis pointed out, has been a
substantial redefinition and expansion of individual ,

rights." The focus of debates over individual rights has
shifted from the domain of personal liberties (such as free-
dom of speech, the right to vote, and equal justice under
the law) to that of social entitlements (such as the right to a
minimum family income, education, decent housing, a
secure retirement, and adequate health care). As a, result of
an expanding doctrine of entitlement, individuals now
have certain claims to benefits that they would otherwise
have'...to buy. As this shift from goods provided by the
market to those dispensed as entitlements blr government
has taken place, it has brought manifest benefits in the
form of reducid poverty, better health, and more equality.
It has also been one of the major reasons for the expansion
of governn#nt. .

The gradual expansion of entitlement programs does
riot by itself constitute a problem. In an era of rapid
grpwth such as the one this nation experienced in the post-
war period, such entitlements were regarded as amenities
that a wealthy society could well afford. However, the
problem with entitlementsand one that has received in-
creasing attention in recent years as growth rates have
slowedis that they become more costly over time, regard-
less of the resources available to pay for them. As we face
the prospect of an era of slower growth, questions have
been raised about whether resources are available, in both
the private and public sectors, to pay for them. And it has .

become clear that entitlement progtams, which have cOn-
tributed substantially to quality of life, also contribute to
sloWer economic growth.

1

Let us first dal-nine the private-sector entitlements, most -Entitlements .,
of which are provided in the form of employee benefit ih the Private
packages. Some of these entitlements (such as ,old age, Sector
disability, and health insurance, or unemployment' com-
pensation) are required by the government; others (such as

,

/ private pensions, insurance programs, special medical and
dental plans, or paid leave for holidays and vacations) are
specified in contracts between workers and employers. Over
the past. few decades, the cost-of those employee benefits
(including the costs of legally required payments; pension,

' insurance, and other agreed-upon payments; and payment
for time not worked such as holidays and vacations) has
been increasing rapidly as a percentage of total employee 59
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'compensation. The U.S. Chamber of Commerce estimates
that 50 years ago, in 19,29 when the only legally required
payments were workers' compensation and government

employees' retirementtotal benefits for workers
amounted tobnly 3 percent of total payroll costs. By 1978,
they had increased more than tenfold to 31:7 percent of the

amount paid for wages and salaries."
As long as productivity increases continue, there is no

reason t consider such expanding employee entitlements a

proble But one reason many American manufacturers
have n t remained competitive in international markets is
that the ratio of output/labor cost has declined relative to
that pf our foreign competitors. In short, the compensa-
tion/of workers is rising faster than the output of goods

and services.
In their attempts to detern*ne why American produc-

tivity has fallen off, analysts such-as Daniel Yankelovich
have pointed to the changing values of a new generation of
workers and to the problems of worker motivation in an
era when programs such as Social Security insurance and
unemployment compensation buffer the effects of unem-
ployment." In a series of surveys, Yankelovich found
distinct differences in attitudes towayd work between the
baby-boom generation, which grew up during an era of af-
fluence, and their parents, whose values were shaped by the
economic insecurities of the 1930s. As Yankelovich writes:

The essence of the change is that in the past people
were motivated mainly by earning more money,
adding to possessions, gaining economic security.
[But, starting in the late 1960s and] increasingly
throughout the 1970s, ne'W self-fulfillment motives

have gained in importance. Moreover, the tradi-,
tional material incentives and the new self-ful-
fillment ones have moved in somewhat different
directions. People still want material rewards buf
they no longer feel that it is necessary to give so

Much of themselves to achieve them. They see their
self-fulfillment as-something different from mate-
rial success, and of equal or greater value. So they
want self - fulfillment in addition to financial secur-
ity. To oversimplify a little, people want more, but
also are willing to give less for it. . ."

Yankelovich found' that many members of the younger
generation have rejected a "nose to the grindstone" at-
titudeand the hard work and unquestioned loyalty to
employers that went with it. They consider that to be too
high a price to pay for material success. Raised in un-
precedented affluence, they have come to feel entitled,to
-things that earlier generations considered privileges or
rewards to strimfor.
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4.
Other fac rfalso contribute to declining productivt

ity, but changi g values, such as the ones that Yahkelovich
describes, and ubtedly contribute to the declining ratio of
output to labor cost. Those changing values are particu-
larly pertinent because service workers *Make up a growing ,
percentage of the total labor force. In that sector, ours is a
labor intensie economy in whickworker attitudes are a
crucially impottant factor in productivity:

AS indicated by eVal studies conducted'in this Coun-
try and abroad, expanding employee entitlements appear
to be associated with reduced employ& loyalty, commit-
ment, and discipline. As a National Planning Association

istudy. found, rather than increasing employee commit-
/ment, generous entitlement packages appear to be asso-

ciated with increased ahtenteeism, us_ adversely affecting
productivity."

The dilemma for the private se tor, then, it that while
entitlements have become an increasingly large'part of the 7
cost of employee compensation, they are not dist d as
rewards for performance and thus do not serve as
tives to higher productiyity.

To respond to the problem of worker niotivatio d d --
. ing a peaiod when there may be insufficient growth'in ce,

tain sectors of the economy to support the increasecLccim- .

pensation to which workers have grown accustaned, it is
crucial that innovations in the workplace be made. It is
particularly important that workers' entitlements be tied
More closely to productivity.

Accordingly, this Panel recommends that both the
private sector and the federal government devote
increased resources to the identification and im-
plementation of innovations that enhaneOhe
quality of working life as well as the productivity
of workers.

Experiments in the workplace have shown that such
innovations as employee-defined benefit packages or
greater invdlvement of workers in decisfons affecting the
work process tend tb result both in enhanced worker satin. 4

faction and in heightened productivity. We join, with the
at"Economy Panel of this Commission in recommending a

greater stress on quality-of-work-life programs as a way of
heightening productivity while respecting the dignity of

, workers.
A 47 4

In the public sector, the entitlement problem is somewhat Entitlementi
more complex. There, too, entitlement programs have ex- in the Public
panded dramatically over the past half century, with par- Sector
ticularly rapid growth in recent decades. The enactment of
Social Security in 1935 was the first move by Congress to 61g .
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. establish a system of federal benefits for individuals; it,re-
mains by far the largest of the federal entitlements. In
1956, the Social Security program Ivas,expanded to include
dipbility insurance. Then, in the 1960s, an ortment of
new programs were added that were designed remedy in-
equality and the effects of poi;erty (such as Medicaid and
Medicare) and to provide a comprehensive program of
social insurance (through an expanded unemployment in-

,surance program, public employees' retirement, veterans'
disabilif,, mi ry retirement, and woltmen's compensa-
tion program::' he proliferation of social welfare pro-
grams that has taken place since the early 1960s constitutes
a major redefinition of the government role in providing
for the needs of individuals:In the earls years of the Ken-
nedy administration, there were about 200 such programs;
today, there are more than 1%1O&, and they affect virtually
every; aspect of social life.11

The growth in such public sector expenditures, as
shown both in absolute figures and as. i percentage of
GNP, reflects an increasing cowitment to meet a wide
range of social needs for the great majority of Americans.
(The percentage of American workers covered by public
retirement programs, for example, more than doubled in
the postwar generationfrom 40 percent of all paid
civilian workers in 1950 to 86 Percent in 1976.)'9 In the
decade between the mid-1960s and the mid-1970s, the fed-
eral contribution to social,welfare increased by 600 per-
cent. Over the past two decades, such expenditures have
grown substantially as a percentage of GNP.

As recent experience has shown,-there are two reasons
why it is so difficult to contain thccosts of entitlement pro-
grams. First, even more so than other programs, their ac-
tual costs far exceed the expenses their sponsors envision.
This was true, for example, of one of the early entitlement
programs, the disability insuonce provision added to So-
cial Security in 1956. Its sponsors predicted that by 1980 it
would distribute $860 million in benefits to 1 million
workers; in fact, about 5 million workers will receive
disability insurance this year at a cost of $17 billion." The

ikEosts of other entitlement programs, such as Medicare,
Medicaid, and the food stamp program, have also run far
beyond projections.

A second reason is that many entitlement programs
are indexed to rise automatically with increases in the cost
of living. Social Security, which was indexed to the con-
sumer price index in 1974 was the first major program
designed to compensate for inflation. Since then, various
programs, includihg supplemental security income, child-
hood nutrition, and programs for veterans and retirees,
have also been indexed'. Those automatic i9creas8s, com-
bined with the growthybf the eldec1y population eligible
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for Social Security paymentswhich jumped fro 7
. million in 1970 to 23 million in 1980mean that the r -

tion of the federal budget designated for entitlement pro-
grams will continue to grow. Major problems can be antic-
ipated in the decades ahead when the baby boom retires
and the'size of the work force is relatively smaller.

All of these factors raise the question of how such en-
titlement programs will be paid for. During the 1960s,
when so many of the programs were created, Congress
assumed that' their costs would be absorbed by the
budgetary surpluses created by steady economic growth.
The rule. of thumb is.thaf for every $5 in growth in the na-
tion's output, the gOvernment gets about $1 in reyenues;
thus, in a trillion-dollar economy, even a 1 percent increase
in the nation's growth rate impliek a net addition or many
billions of dollars in government res+esities. But slower
growth and rapid inflation combine to create a substantial
problem: 'Unless offset by higher taxes; a slower growth
kate means thitt governmentarevenues do not increase as
rapidly as they did. Rapid inflation means that the cost of
entitlement programs that are indexed to the Consumer
Price Index is much higher Than anyone anticipated. Ac-
cording to the Congressional Budget Office, at current
rates of inflation, direct indexing of entitlement programs
will cost the government about $23 billion in fiscal 1981."

. The cost of federal entitlement programs, estimated at
nearly $290-billion for fiscal 1981amOunts to almost half
of the $614 billion budget approved by Congress in June."
The growth of entitlement programs is the most important
reason for the steady climb in the' share of the federal
budget characterized by the Office of Management and
Budget as "relatively uncontrollable." None of the outlays
for entitlements can be avoided -without changing the
authorizing laws.

What does this "revolution of rising entitlements" mean? Consequences
What kinds of dilemmas does it pose? Fe* people would of Rising
question the contribution that,those entitlement programs Entitlements

. have made to the quality of life of millions of Americans
for whom they provide some relief from the age-old wor-
ries about poverty, ill health, and financial security in
retirement. But what has become clepr only in recent years

Is that the costs of those entitlements are increasing faster
than otir ability to pay for. them. That situation is made
worse by the fact that those entitlement programs seem to

, cqntribute to the prqblems of declining productivity and
rising inflation, thus preventing a return to rapid growth.
that would tow us to pay for their increasing costs.

To summarize, there are at" least four problems as-'
sociated with the expansion of entitlements: 63
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First, because entitlements come without direct charge
to individuals, people tend not to "economize" in their
use, which helps to explain why their costs have tended to

'run out of control.
Second, they appear to have contributed to the prob-

lem of lower productivity in several ways. As we noted in
discussing the private sector, since entitlements are not
distributed as rewards for performance, they do not serve
as incentives to higher producty. It also appears that by
providing a cushion against indigence, some entitlement
programs may keep workers out of the labor force. One
analyst notes, for example, that between 1972 and 1977 the
number of individuals receiving disability payments in-
creased by 45 percent, to 2.8 million." He suggests that
more workers with minor impairments maybe choosing to
rpceive disability payments rather than to test the labor
Market. In addition, the entitlement programs designed to
provide social insurance and retirement benefits may have
contributed indirectly to the problem of capital formation
by reducing the motivatiociAo save.

Third, the indexing of government entitlement pro-
grams, which cushions the effects of inflation for those
dependent upon transfer payments, is in itself inflationary.
In most cases where an attempt has been made to cut down
on their inflationary effect by reducing entitlements, the
political pressures not to cut back have prev.ailed. In 1978,
for example, when the administration proposed to reduce
social security benefits by $600 million, a coalition of
groups representing the elderly objected so strenuously
that Congress never seriously considered the proposal. As
a practical matter, there would be no way of reducing the
inflationary effects of indexed eititlement programs
without impinging on the welfare of some group or making
the politically unpopular decision to reduce inflation by
legislating across-the-board decreases in entitlements. Since
the political pressures to respond to various interest groups
by adding programs in the federal budget far outweigh
pressures for a balanced budget, the government has con-
sistently run on deficit budgets, which contribute to infla-
tion. Thus, in response to the appeals of a multitude of
special interest groups that want the government to attend
to their needs (or at least not to cut back their programs),
deficit budgets are proposed which impose an indirect
"tax" in the form of inflation. The consequences of con-
tinued high inflation are all too clear.

Finally, and Most basically, the problem is that en-
titlements are expected and demanded regardless of pro-
ductive capabilities which determine the ability to afford
them. A highly productive company or highly productive

- nation can afford a high level of entitlements, while less
productive companies and countries cannot. As we noted, 64
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4.
many Of the existing entitlement progrdins were designed
in a period of more rapid growth. But slower growth has
called into question the continued ability to pay for those
growing entitlements.

There is, in brief, a mismatch between demands and
resources that gives rise to incompatible expectations.
Workers feel entitled tesome of the newer fringe benefits,
aspen as a shorter work week, without feeling a sense of
responsibility to increase productivity. Incompatible de-
mands are also made of the government: On the one hand,
people feel that the government owes them certain bene-
fits; on the other, there are pressures for lo'wex taxes and
less federal spending, even though almost half of the
budget is already committed to "uncontrollables" in the
form of federal commitments to entitlement programs.

The entitlements programs provide a clear example of
a mismatch between expectations and resources that has
been exacerbated by slow growth. They also illustrate a
tradeoff that has taken place between the goals of
economic growkand quality of life. Theoretically, this na-
tion might return in the 1980s to a condition of vigorous
economic growth, but in all likelihood that goal could only
be achieved at the cost of cutting back on various pp--
grams that have made an important contribution to quality
of life. The question is whether the nation should prepare
to make the sacrifices that would be required to achieve
more rapid growth or, alternAtively, whether it is prepared
to accept the various implications of slower growth and ad-
just its expectations accordingly. In either case, one of the
continuing problems for the nation's leaders in the 1980s
Will be to cope with the tensions between expectations nur-
tured in an era of rapid growth and the realities of a period
that is experiencing both physical and social limits to
growth.

9

4

,

Thus, our current dilemma arises from the fact that after a Slower
generation in which the "American Dream" of progressive Growth,
improvement in our standard of living was fulfilled for Harder
most Americans, this nation has entered into a new era of Choices
slower growth. Indeed, since the first quarter of 1979, the
average American family has not eipecienced any increase
in its real income. If that situation t improve, feel-
ings of well-beingwhich begin willWnse of economic
securitywill deteriorate. Economic growth is an indis-
pensable ingredient in meeting a wide range of social goals.
Accordingly, it is important for this nation to take the
necessary measuresones that have been examined in
greater detail by the Economics Panel of this Commis-.
sionto heighten both the productivity rate and, in turn, A
the economic growth rate.

I
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But we also noted that the very emphasis this society
now places on quality of lifein our individual motives
and values as well as our collective decisionshas contrib-
uted to the slower growth rates of recent years, thus'posing
an obstacle to returning to more rapid growth.

This, then, is the tradeoff we face as we define a na-
tional agenda for the 1980s: Two highly desirable goals

srapid economic growth and a society that offers a high
quality of life are, at least in the short run, somewhat in-
compatible. It may well be, as Etzioni suggests, that our
choice is between a high priority commitment to increasing
productivity over at least the next few years (at the cost of
relatively modest expenditures for programs, that con-
tribute directly to quality of life) and a priority commit-
ment to quality-of-life programs (at the cost df a continued
sltiggish economy that does not produce enough growth to
yield increases in real income to most Americans).

Accordingly, the questions that the nation's leaders will
have to address are basic ones: What combination of these
two goals can be realistically achieved? If we make a clear
commitment to higher growth, what other projects and pro-
grams may have to be temporarily deferred? How can such
tradeoffs be addressed and discussed so that the American
public feels not only that it is informed about the choices we
face, but also that it has a voice in making that choice?

Whatever growth rate is affirmed as an optimal and
realistic goal for the nation in the 1980s, it must be one that
acknowledges the values, attitudes, and priorities of the

' American people. It is not necessarily true that a growth'
rate of, say, 2.8 that the average American
has any less of a sense o well-being than if the growth rate
were 3.5 percent. For it is important to remember that
there have been certain benefits from the type of growth
this nation has experienced in recent years: In a mature in-
dustrial society, quality of life implies not only the
availability of certain material goods but also a variety of
less tangible "goods"such as job satisfaction, more
leisure hours, or a clean and safe environment. In a society
where a greater stress is placed on those intangibles,
growth will necessarily be somewhat slgyier by traditional
measures.

So while it is important, we believe, to strive for an
economic growth Tate higher than the one this nation has
achieved retently", it would be a serious mistake to sacrifice
many of the intangibles that contribute to a sense of well-
being in order to attempt to regain the rapid growth this
nation enjoyed in the 1950s and 1960s. An economic sys-
tem is, after all, a means of meeting the needs of the
members of a society.; those needs are real, even if their
satisfaction is not reflected accurately in our measures of
economic progress. 66
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It maybe; as Daniel Yankeldvich'writes, that we are
"moving toward a new national emphasis which down-
grades growth, consumption, and steady improvement lb
material well-being; and elevates the importance of
holding onto past gains, avoiding waste, minimizing risk,
and finding greater satisfaction in activities that do not de-
pwd so_heavily on acquisition.'"' If that is true, many
Americans may be content with a stable economy that
yields relatively little growth. New values may indeed be
leading to a substantial redefinition of the "American
Dream," one that does not so consistedfly assume that
more is necessarily better.

For the time being, however, it is clear that most
Americans do not yet fully comprehend how different the
:realities of the 1980s are from those of the 1950s and
1960s. Consequently, they are not convinced that basic
choices are necessary. Because it is politically unpopular to
talk of tradeoffs that may impose certain sacrifices, the
alternatives we face as anation are not often clearly stated.
Particularly in a period of relative austerity, new vehicles
must be created to inform the American public about those
choices and td stimulate debate about those alternatives.

Accordingly, we propose that a major series of
television programs be produced under the aus-
pices of a nationally respected and' impartial in-
stitution,.devoted to a broad discussion of the na-
tion's critical choices for the 1980s.

We envision a sees of programs along these lines:

Each of the programs should be devoted to a major
public policy choice, such as the question of how to
regain more vigorous economic growth without
sacrificing much of what contributes to a sense of
personal' well-being. Other topics might include
our energy options, immigration policy, or an
analysis of national alternatives in providing for
the needs of the elderly in the face of shifting
demographic patterns.

E All of the tools of electronic broadcasting, such as
computerized graphics that are effective in por-
traying developing trends, should be Used to pre-
sent a vivid, comprehensive, and impartial view of
the current situation and realistic options for na-
tional policy.

0 This series should be presented at regular intervals
on network television, as part of its obligation to
present programming in the public interest. Its
funding sources should be varied, so as to avoid
the suspicion of bias. Its moderator should be an
experienced and nationally respected commentator. 67
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0 In format, this series should consist of a significant
departUre from most documentaries- on public
issues. What is needed is a serious portrayal of the
complexity of Public policy' decisions, showing
their far-reaching implications and consequences,
and assessing their costs and potential benefits. It
would be essential to distinguish between undis-
puted and disputed facts, and to distinguish be-
tween facts and values. Within this format, it
would be important to portray the differing per-
spectives of various political paities and interest
groups, and to outline their likely impact for peo-
ple of different ages, in various geographic areas,
in different economic and social strata, and the
like.
Like the "Great Decisions" series sponsored by the
Foreign Policy Association, the goal of this series
should be to provide a fraMework for discussion, a
point of departure. Toward that end, these pro-
grams should be used as resources in a network of
study and discussion groups in schools and com-
munity groups.
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Chapter 5 .

Helphig.
Families /

There isn't a human relation, whether of p4rent
and -child, husband and wife, worker and
employer, that doesn't move in a strange situ-
ation. . . . There are no precedents to guide us, no
wisdom that wasn't meant for a simpler age. We
haVe changed our environment more quickly than
we know how to change ourselves.

Walter Lippmann
everal months ago, the Gallup Organization con-
ducted a survey for the White House Conference on
Families. Since so much of what has been written
about families in recent years-gives the impression

of a breakdown in marriage and family life, that study pro-
vides a useful corrective and a reminder that for millions of
Americans, family life stands out as the greatest single
source of satisfaction. A majority regard f mily life as-the
most important part of their liv N' e out of 10
Americans say they are very satisfie or ostly satisfied
with this aspect of their lives. As Geo ge allup comments
in his introduction to the study. y belief that
Americans do not place top priority n the family end
family life is4cOmpletely refuted by the results of this
survey. The findings represent a ringing endorsement of
the importance of the family in American life."'

But, at the same time, that study reflects a widespread
feeling of apprehensiveness about what is happening to the
family. Nearly half of the people questioned felt that fam-
ily life has gotten worse over the past 15 years. There is.
particular concern about hiw to bring up children.
Roughly a third of all moth& of young children, and a
somewhat higher percentage of working mothers, worry
abOut the job they are doing as parents.' They are uncer-
tain about how to bring, up their children and unclear
about a proper balance between firmness and permissive-
ness. They often fed thty are neglecting their children, but
they also sometimes resent the demands of childrearing.

Considering how rapid and pervasive the changes in
. family life have been, a certain apprehensiveness 'about

a
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what is happening to t American- is understand-
able. Attitudes and valu out such matters as sexual ex-
presSion and sex roles, fa ly size, and the permanency of
the marital bond have undergone a rapid transformation
and those changes introduce new ambiguities and stresses
in family life. Family-related topics that were rarely men-

tioned a generation agosuch as spouse-beating, child
abuse and parent abuse, illegitimacy, abortion, and homo-
sexualityare now not only widely discussed but also
prominent items on the public agenda. The timing of our
lives has changed, allowing new stages in the life cycle that
include a longer "single stage" for young adults and more

year_s of active life after retiremelit. Over the past few
decades, both the size and structure of American house-
holds have been radically 'altered; there has been rapid
growth in the number of single-person households.

,Perhaps the most fundamental change results from the fact
that so many American women now enter the labor force
at a relatively early age and stay there throughout most of
their livesthus adding a new role to their traditional
responsibilities as the primary caretakers of children as
well as of elderly dependents. Far from indicating the
"breakdown" or the "death" of tilt family, as some com-
mentators have clainted, these changes indicate its stren
and resilience in responding to a host of outside forces and
influences, including changes in the economy and the labor

force.
The anxieties that many people feel about the job they

are.doing as parents, and their fears about the future of the
family, reflect profound changes. Americans have not had
an easy time comprehending those changes or responding
to them, partly because of outmoded notions about what
families are-and how they provide care for children and the
dependent, elderly. Our first step toward specifying what
needs to be done in this area is, therefore, to recognize how

different American families and households are today
from what they were a generation ago.

4
A generation ago, in the 1950s, there aweared-to be little Family

reason for public concern about marriage and -family. Diversity in

America at that time was a marriage -oriented 'society in the 1980s

which domesticity was emphasized and the migration to
the suburbswhich promised a better environment for
childrearingaccelerated. Young people got married at an
earlier age- ffian ever before. The decision of so many of
those couples to have relatively large families led to a
phenomenon that dethographers called the "baby boom,"
and that, in turn led to a preoccupation with youth. The

genera impression was that most Americans lived in
familih. that consisted of a, working father and a mother 72



who stayed at home to devote her full attention to their
children. Sex roles were not yet a matter of controversy,

<, and a relatively low divorce rate seemed to confirm the im-
\pression that the existing institutional arrangements were

still sound.
That impression of the "typical" family was some-

what misleading, for actual familiesparticularly those
that were not middle-classwere much more diverse. Still,
that impression reflected the reality in several respect.k: It
was kmarriage7oriented society, in the sense that relatively
few children were raised by only one adrult. The full-tifne
housewife and mother was the norm, at least in middle-
class households. The orientation toward youth was a
reflection of demographic reality. And among people of all
ages, relatively few lived by themselves.

There are four basic ways in which American families
and households are different now from what they were in
the 1950s,

O There had been a substantial rise in the number of
single - rson households.

' The el erly comprise a growing percentage of the
total pulation.

O ,They has been a significant increase in the number
of si gle-parent families..

O The e has been a dramatic rise in the percentage of
I married women who work in the labor force

We will examine the combined impact of t rends,
for they /create substantially new patterns of dependency
and av a fundamental impact on the ability of women to
Car t their traditional roles as primary caretakers of
chil r n and the dependent elderly.

venal factors contribute to the rise of the _single-
perSOn household:'More young adults are postponing mar-
riag ; a larger number of elderly widows and widowers live
al e; and there has been a rapid increase in the number of
people who are divorced. but not remarried. As of March
1979, more than one out of every five American house-
holds consisted of just one person; there was a 59-percent
increase in the number of single-person households be-
tween 1970 and 1979.' Although many of these individuals
still depend upon their familieswho oftenla nearby
for various forms of assistance and care, the rise of the
single-ptifson household means, that people are looking for.
alternative sources for those services, such as food prepar-
ation and health care, that have traditionally been pro-
vided by families.

The second of these trendsthe aging of the American
population has a variety of implications .for dependency
patterns in the,1980s and beyOnd. Because of the decline in
the fertility rate since the 1960s, c9mbined with longer life 73
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expectancy, the elderly population is growing at a rate i
significantly faster than the populat in as a whole. Though
the most dramatic shifts in the per entage of persons who
are 65 or older will not take pla e for another 30 or 40
years, when the baby boom ge eration begins to retire,
there has been a consistent and gnificant increase in the
percentage of the American population in this age cate-
gory. In 1930, only about 5. percent of the population
was 65 or older; by 1960, th t population accounted for
9.2 percent; by 1990, it is pr jected to be about 12.7 per-

cent.' This year-1980 rks the first time that the
number of Americans over I is larger than the number of
children who are 10 or younger. The tipping of the age
structure which that shift mplies is highly significant: Just
as the nation's attention as focused on the young in the

1950s when their numb s were increasing so rapidly, now
it is shifting toi,he eld- ly as their numbers increase.

With regard to th' dependency patterns of the 1980s,

there are two main im lications. The first is the sizeable in-
creases in the 75an -older category. Compared to -their
younger counterpar s in the 65-74 age category, this group
is far more likely to be dependent and to require a variety

of services, includfng full-time institutional care. -

The second implication has an immediate relevance in

the 1980s. Because women typically marry men who are
several years older, because their life expectancy is roughly
7 years longer than that ofmen, and because they are less
likely to remarry after the death of their spouse than men
are, the problems of the very old are increasingly the prob-
lems of women. There is an additional factor that com-
plicates the lives of many elderly widows now in their
seventies: Many find they have no relatives to takt care of
them because their low fertility rate in the 1920s and 193Qs

left them with few surviving children.
The third and fourth of those trends that have trans-

formed the structure of so many American familiesthe
rise of the single-parent family and the entry of increasing
numbers of married women into the labor forceare
closely related.

Largely as a consequence of higher divorce rates, the
single-parent familywhich in 9 out of 10 cases means a
female-headed familyhas become far more mmon

than it was in the 1950s. As of March 1979, one i every

seven families, a total of 8.5 million familieswas he
by a woman. There are about 3 million more such families
now than there were in 1970! While female-headed
households haVe become more common,among all groups

in American society, their numbers have increased most
.rapidly among Hispanics and blacks. Today, nearly half of
the nation's black children under 18 live with only one
parent.' 74
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There is no con sive evidence that the absence of a
lather,'in critical'in affecting the behavior or ad-
just of t to Children. However, single-parent families
often have two probrems that are, beyond dispute: The first
is that the children gre deprived of the attention of the re-
maining parent because he or she is overburdened by hav-
ing to carry both the childrearing and the wage-earning
responsibilities. The second problem is poverty. (See Figure
3.) As a group, single-parent women earn low wages AO
have difficulty supporting themselves and their-families.
One-paretit families are six times'more likely to live in
poverty than tWp-parent Ninnies.' Many the mothers
who?heaa such households confronta paihful dilemma: In

..order to earn the wags that their families depend upon,
they are often forced to resort to less-than-satisfactory
child care arrangements.

'The last of these four trendsthe risitg number of
married women in the labor forcealso has. pervasive con-
sequences for the care of the nation's dependent. popular
tion, 'both young and old. ed by inflation as well as
their own educational exper ce and aided by a boqin,ia
white-collar jobs, marriedtWornen have been entering the
labor force in increasrng numbers over the past generation.

' In March 1979; three out of five hugband-wife fantilies
report that at least two family members had been in the

i. labor orce in the previous year. Today, for the first time
in our istbry, a majority of Amerioon women work out -
side th home.' The school-age child whose mother works
is ripw e rule, not the exception. Compared to her coun-
terpart' the 1950s, she is less likely to work in a jobsuch
as tear ingwlere her work hours are compatible with
the task of caring for school-age children,She is also more
likely to return to the labor force scin-affer the birth of a
child. Indeed, the most striking increase in labor fore par -

ticipatiOndias
been among mothers with children ySunger,..

thank. In 1950, only abouil 1 percent.ofthe mothers with
such ybung children worked outkide the home;today, over
45 percent are in the labor forceft'Ofall the children be-

...tWeen the ages of 3 and 5, more thah half have mothers in
the labor force.' (SeaFigure 4.)

Why have so many wives and mothers entered the labor
force? While other influences play a part, the overriding
regsan for that trend is one that is beyond the control of
Individuals:, Most of the working women in this country:

4 are, in thejabor force becatise the earning pOwei- of the wife y
makes an important contribution to the family's well -be-
ing., in- some families, wife's income allows the family
to enjoy a few mor m ies or to send their children to
college. But in an creasing umber of families, the wife
has to work'in order to maint in the family' ..standard of
living in the face of, strong inbationa pressures -75
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Figure 3 .

Median Family Income, byPresence of 'C..hildren and
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Figure 4
Mother) in the-tabor Futce, in Families with Husband
Present (by Presence and Age of Own Children,
1950-1980)
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A.

pressures that were not a factor a generatiOn earlier.
Together, these four trends have transformed Amer-

ican families and households. They create new patterns of
dependency and affect our patterns, of caring for young
and old alike. Because of factors such as thesincrease in the
number df elderly dependents, the need for care AS greater

than ever. But, due to tileir increasing participation in the
labor force, women ha6e less time and energy to carry cut
their traditional roles as primary caretakers of children and
the.elderly. Although the entry of women into the labor
forte has clearly improved the quality of life for millions of

where, how well, and by whom the children of working
American families, it has also raised new concerns about

(
mothers are cared for.

It should also raise concern about how well dependent
older people are being cared fbr. To an extent not widely
recognized, it is still the familynot nursing homes or
other facilitiesthat provides most of thii personal care
that the dependent elderly require. Contrary to the persis-
tenfniscOnception that ours is a society in which most of
the dependent elderly are institution d, institutionaliza-
tion,is, in fact, regarded by most fain les as DV alternative
of last resort. As Elaine Brody,direct r of human Pryices
at the Philadelphia Geriatric tenter, writes:

Professionals anti personnel of service organiza-
tions who constitute the formal support system
easily fall under the illusion that they are the grin-

, cipal providers of services to older people. In focus-
ing on our own activities, we fail to credit 'the
famili5 of the elderly, whose services dwarf those
of the formal system in Providing the vast majority,.
of health and social services. . . . Most impaired
older 'people Who receive care at home receive it
from a household member, and most receive it for
long periods of time. Family members give 80 per-

cent of the medically related and personal care to
the chronically limited elderly. Family members
are also the ones who when needed, are depended .

upon to negotiate with the health system, to main-
tain the households of impaired old people, shop
and cook and provide emotional support.'''

The family member upon whom that responsibility typically
falls is the adult-daughter or daughter-in-laW.,Research
shows that impaired older persons depend most on their
spouses and the females in the next generation." Those'
womenthe principal caregivers to the elderly as well ds

the youngare subjected id the competing demands of
thr roles as parents, spouses; and filial caregivers. As
they enter the labor force in increasing numbers, they fa, se %//
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stress created by that additional role.-
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As a society, we are faced with new realities that affect
family life in various ways and create new stresses. As a
consequence of having their resources off' time and
energy, as well as financesstretched to the limit, families
are experiencing symptoms of stress. At the same time,
there are new tensions between the family and the various.,
institutions it depends upon, as well as a widening gap be-
tween personal needs and the services available to meet
them.

We must recognize that American familieswhich
were never as self-sufficient as many people assume they
were in the pastare extraordinarily dependent on outside
support of various kinds. This is true of families oil all

lypes, from the entire ramp o socioeconomic circiun-
stances. Families can continue t perform their traditional
role as primary caretakers of the ung and the dependent
elderly only if that outside s ort is available. We
disagree with those Nvho procl themselves "pro-
family" and then seek to minimize or amily baolc-up
services in the name of "keeping the family intact." Back-
up services are sorely needed, 'both to supplement the fam-
ily's ability to do what it has always done willingly and to
substitute for family care when it is lacking. Indeed, the
lack of such services can cause fainity breakdown when
stresses are intolerable.

We propose something 'quite different froth the kind
of rhetorical commitment that is expressed M statements
About children as "our most precious natural resotIrce."
Evidence of continued neglect indicates that at many levell
in this society, the rhetoriC has not.been translAed into a
serious public commitment. A society that takes the phrase
"quality of life" seriously must make a serious- commit-
ment to ensure high quality care for its dependentsboth
young and oldwho cannot adequately care for themselves.

/4 '

This nanon's professed belief in the importance of family
and the welfare of children has not been translated into ac-
tioo. Althoug the sanctity of the family is a topic fre-
qtterttly invo in public statements, The real needs of

.; millions f c it rerif, go unmet.
, .

T nation has fin comprehensive ',system to
gu rantte adequate health care to ftprtilies, as
C nada and many European nations 4p. Almost
ne in three childen, or 18 millionAve never

been to a dentist. And one it? seven childn has no
,regular-source of .health care."

it Asa result of widespread housing discrimination
Ilk against families with children, many children are

raised in inadequate, overcrowded, and unsanitary

r
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dwellings. Housing costs are increasing at a faster

rate than median family income, and there are
severe shortages cif adequate rental units in many
cities. Families with children experience the most
severe problems, for in many cities the majority of
Liam in newly constucted buildings are for.adults
only.' This scycity of family housing has a
disproportionate impact on minority families and

families headed by women.
LT. Many needy Tamilies lack adequate resou*es to

bear the financial burden of childrearing. In this
country, one child in sixmore than 10 million
childrenlivin poverty, making childrin the
poorest group in America. Over half of the chil-
dren in farnilies headed by a woman lived in pov-

erty in'1'978. The consequences of that poverty are
great: Children from poor families are far more
likely to die in the first year of life and are about

ur times more likely to be in fair to poor health
c mpared to middle-class children."

e nation has been slow to improve the condi-- -

no of minority parents and their children. Fif-

teen ears after the Civil RightsAct of 1964, black
families and other minorities still suffer relative to

white families 1978, one in four Hispanic 'chil-

dren and two five black children lived in poverty.
This results in part froni the fact that a far higher
percentage of minority households are headed by
women. Among singlezparent ,households headed
by a black woman, the current welfare rate is a
devastating 50 percent.
Some programs, such as Head Start, which are in-
tended for the nation's neediest children, are not
available to many of those for whom they were
designed. Head Start, the most comprehensixe pro-

gram serving preschoolers, reaches only about 20

percent of our neediest children. Abour 1.5 million
eligible children and more than 1,000 counties (one

out of every three counties in the United States)

have no Head Start programs at all."
.7.] This nation has a serious shortagof quality child

Scare facilities to help parents who work. The cur-
rent child-care system is a patchwork consisting of
private arrangement94with friends, neighbors, or
babysitters), licensed child care &nter and family
day care homes, and preprimary scp,odi programs.
While many families are well served by the existing

system, in many communities there is a serious
shortage of.chilc care alternatives. No comprehen-
sive inventory of existing facilities exists, but there
is evidence that the demand fkr high quality child

3
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care facilities' far exceeds the supply. As Senator ,

Alan Cranston, *hi) chairs the Subcommittee on
Child and Human Development, commented after
hearingg in 1978: "The-strongest theme to emerge
was the need for more child care programs. Wit-
ness after witness, told of the difficulties that
parents face in trying to find good child care that

pt they can afforeof long waiting lists for all types
of child care,p'rograms, and of the lack of funds to
start new programs or to expand existing ones."''
In the absence of suitable alternatives, millions of
parents resort to inadequate child care arrangements.

Although we have moved intO_ a new era regarding
*omen's employment patterns, we have not yet -fully
recognized how much that changes caring patterns, nor
have we responded with a new -set of institutional as-

: rangersents. In the 1950s, 'considerable emphasis was
placed on domesticity and full-time motherhood, an ideal
that wak not the actual situatr in many, households.
.Nonetheless, it was,a very infhleruial ideal: Childrearing
expe?I'1 warned parents oNhe hazards of "Maternal
deprivation!' and asserted "the absolute need of infants
and toddlers for the continuous care of their mothers.", ':` In the generation since., the idea of "maternal depriva---

Kas.been seriOopy questioned 'and evidence from
',I:sop' scientists sugges that the apsence of the mother

during the .-iay does not necessarily., jeopardize the *ell-
be ig oftleectntdren if zh y receive consistent and loving
car in iler qbseme. But he fact'that that ideal' was so .

widel, Id when many f t i day's parents-06kere growing up
1-tas''undo. etedly ,-c"-ontri ed to. Current feelings of guilt

parep :: . Y. Much of the opposition to pub-
Ficly subsidized child cgri,has been fuele0-by the belief that
was so widely held a generation ago: that even part-time
care provided by` anyone other than the mother might be
hsarinf,u1 to children and destructive of family values.

it is titne to_Decognize that, far from, serving Me best
interefts of-children, that belief.has -kept this nation from
responding to Leal needs" and new realities. Now ,;that a
majority of shillIrat have mothers in the labor force, this
station must, confront. the 'question of how familig can
sutessfully manage the dual tasks of wage earning and
-Fhildrearing whe06Oth s us s are in the labor force.4We
must re-examine' social' responsibility ;for supporting
parents 'at the primaiy providers of care. That disciissibh
kas to begin with tfit question of providing more ade4uate
child care arrangements, but it also must include a much

. -.broader set of issues, including income support fol. rwedy
modification of work hours, and waylin witnich,

-hools should `respond to now, needs. Ways must be "

J
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found to ensure the well-being of children while respecting

- the integrity of the family.
Three principles give direction 'to the nation's efforts

to help parents in their role as primary caregivers to
, children:

First, our objective should be to broaden the range'of
child care alternatives from which parents can choose.
Parents know what is best. for 'their children, but they are
often constrained by having few choices in meeting those
needs. In the choice of child care facilities, for example,
there should be various' alternatives in the community,
ranging from competent babysitters 'to quality child care
centers. Some parents prefer facilities near their residence;
others near their place of work. Different families want
different types of program emphasis, ranging from those
stressing readiness for school to those emphasizing social
skills and interaction. We feel that tax credits for the ex-
penses of child care help to provide more parental flexibil-

ity, although the existing tax-credit formula benefits
mainly middle- and upper-income families. In 1978, for ex-
ample, more than three-quarters of the benefits from this
provision went to families with incomes above 515,000."

Second; quality care should- be- available IQ alL
children, regardless of the economic 'means of their
parents. The chief reason why so many parents cannot pro-
vide satisfactory child care for their children is th t they
have insufficient financial resources to pay for qu lity ar-

t rangements. Indeed, even middle-class families o en face
this dilemma. As a rough estimate, most midd income

families can afford to pay no more than about 10 percent
of their gross earnings for child care. I3y this formula, a
family with an income of 520,000Slightly higher than the'
current median income of-$19,000--could afford no more
than 52,000 for the care of its children. Today, child care
typically costs more than that for just one child. (Day care

at a rate of 51 per hour provided year-round for childreg
whose parents work-8-lrours2 day costs about $2,300 per,

year.) te.
Many families at lower income levels are priced out of

the 'market; it is to this reality that public policy must re-
r:, spond. However, what most working parents in this court-

, try want today is not` free- government-run child care
centers for all, r atrdless of income. They want to pay
what they can a ford, and they want to select the type and
location of chi care facilities. Surveys indicate strong
support for a partial government subsidy, on a sliding fee

scale based upon income.'
In recent years,4he involvement of the federal govern-

ment in child care services for The poor has grown. By
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1977the most recent year for which statistics are
availablethe government was spending $2.5 billion yearly
for such 'services. This included funding for Head Start;
Titre XX of the Social Security Aet (which provides federal
support for childrea in low- and moderate-income families
who use child care centers and day care homes and is the
largest program of direct government subsidy for child
care services); Title 1 of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act (which funds compensatory preschool for
disadvantaged children living in or near poverty areas); the
Work Incentive Program (which trains and places welfare
recipients and mandates the provision of child care to
children of families in the program); and child care tax
credits available for work-related child care expenses." ,

Accordingly, in order to make quality child care
alternatives available to families in every income
category, this Panel recommends that federal sup-
port for a broad range of child care alternatives
for low-income families be expanded,particularly
those provided through Title XX of the Social
Security Act; the child care tax credit be expanded
to provide more assistance to working parents;
and funding for Head Stare be increased so that its
programs can reach a more substantial proportion
or its-target-poputation. Furthermore, P.L. 94-142
preschool programs for the handicapped should
be expanded to serve the needs of an estimated
half-million handicapped preschool children not
currently reached by this program and to help
reduce the need for more expensive intervention
later on.

Third, far more resources should he devoted to
prevention rather than repair. Many, of the programs and
services designed to meet the needs of children are intaided
to respond to crises that have already happened. Weye di),not
recommend that such programs be abandoned; they
provide help that is sorely needed. But we do bef.'eve that
resource might be better used if they were oriented to
prevention rather than repair. A particularly pressing need
for preventive services exists in three areas:

0- The first is th?proviiion of preventive medical ser-
vices. There-is great concern about escalating medical and
hospital costs, yet relatively few resources are invested in
preventive care, In 1978, fdr example, only two-thirds of
the nation's children between the age of 1 and 4 were im-
munized against diphtheria and tetanus; only 61 percent
were immunized against polio, 63 percent against measles,
62 percent against kutielia, and 51 percent against
mumps." Some public., programs deny pfeventive care,
even when there is compelling evidence of its importance. 83
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For example, in 21 states Medicaid programs currently
deny prenatal care for first-time mothers, even though
motheis who receive no prenatal care are three times more

likely to give birth to,infants with low birth weights, a con-
diti'on associated with almost half of all infant deaths and
with birth defects."

The,,,,,second pertains to the problem of "latchkey"
children. In the absence of after-school facilities, an

estimated 2million latchkey children between the ages of 7

and 13 come home to an empty house. "It seems more
than coincidental," 8 the members of the President's
Commission on Mental Health remarked several years
ago, "that the rite in the number of latchkey children has

been, accompanied by an increase in schooy vandalism,

adolescent alcoholism, and juvenile participation in

serious crime."" With a relatively small investment in
after-school programs, these children can be provided the
supervision and direction needed in the hours before their

parents return home from work. As a' result, the costs
resulting from vandalism and juvenile crime including
the lowered self-esteem of youths who engage in such ac-
tivities and are consequently arrestedmay be greatly
reduced. The entire sOciety, as well as these youths and
their parents, will benefit in the long.run. 'The nation's
public schools might well serve as after-school facilities.

Another area in whiet preventive services might make

an 5noupous difference is in the prevention of teenage
Apregnarffy. In each of the past few years, about 1.3 million
girls between the ages of 10 and 19 became pregnant; about

550,000 of them gave birth." While some of those births

are intended, many are neither planned nor desired. They
lead to a tangle of problems, both for the girls who get
pregnant and for society. Teenage mothers and their
children commonly face a situation of double jeopardy:
The girls are far more likely to be unwed compared to
older women who give, birth, and children born to unwed
mothers of any age tend to be raised in circumstances of
economic need and eventually to become dependent upon

state support: Becau3e teenage girls are physically less

mature and.often do not seek or receive adequate prenatal
care, teenagers who bear children face a greater risk both

to their own health and to that of their babies. In addition,

1
the teenage mother who is unmarried has to manage not
only social disapproval, buralso the task of caring for and
financially prcividing for her childand, in order to do so,
she is typically forced to leave school and to forgo further
job training and other opportunities for economic ad-
vancement.

The'human costs of teenage pregnancies and births
The heartbreak', family stress, and blighted hopecannot
be measured. The costs to taxpayers are staggering: 84
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A recent study concludes that the public health' and welfare
costs that will be required over a 20-year period as a conse-
quence of the 550,000 births to teenagers each year amount
to no less than 58 billion." As the Select Committee on
population of the U.S. House of Representatives said:
,/"There is perhaps no more serious health and welfare
'problem confronting the United States today than the high

,of adolescent pregnancy."
This problem permits no easy solutions, but it cer-

tainly provides' a vivid example of tile, need to invest in
children when it matters mostbefore they encounter
problenis.

Accordingly, this Panel joins the large majority of
participants in the recent White House Conference
on Families who supported sex education with,
parental consent, as part of a broader emphasis on
fainily life education."

Since today's teenagers are starting theirs sexual experience
at an earlier age, such courses must be implemented no
later than the early teen years. Those courses, should be
made available to boys as well as girls and should include
not only sex education, but also communications skills,
personal decision making, parenting education, and child
care skills. Education is no panacea, but U is a first step in
encouraging people to act responsibly and to prevent whit
is neither in their self-interest nor in the interest of the
society as a whole.

What we need in the 1980s, then, is/an agenda that at-
teppts to provide the support that today's families need. It
dust comprehend what the public sector can and should
do, as well as the role of the private-sector and local
communities.

,
That agenda should not imply governmer4a1 inter-

ference4n or regulation of family life. Few Alnericans
want a more direcfgovernmental role in caring for children
or the dependent elderly. Noznetheless, govertiment does

anhave effect on. our lives Everyone who pays taxes,
sends children to public sIhools, pays into Dr receives
assistance from Social Security, or is involved ,n any of
hundreds of health and uman services provided by the
public 'sector knows that

/ government affects family life in
a multitude of ways. What many thnericans have become
more concernetpabout M recent years are the ways in which
those activities hurt families when they should be helping
them. Significantly, nearly half of the respondents in the
Gallup Poll commissioned lay the White House Conference
on Families said that the federal government has-an un-
favorable influence on family lifeand state and local

The Role of
the Public
Sector, the
Private Sector,
and Local . A

Communities
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governments, the courts, and the legal system did not fare
much better.

Examples are depressingly common: Certain laws`
refuse or reduce financial assistance to poor families if the
father is living at home, even if he is Unemployed or pot
capablebf supporting his family. Tax rates are higher for
many married 5cClip les than they would be if those in
dividuals chose not to marry. Some divorce courts take an
unconscionable length of timesometimes a year or
moreto resolve child-custody cases. Incentives in the
Medicare program support institutional care of the elderly
over home health care.

At the very least, the nation's citizens have a right to
expect that when the government affects family life, it will
support it, rather than add an additional burden. The first
order of business should be to change programs or pro-
cedures that are burdensome.

At the same time, most Americans recognize that the
government has an important role to play here, and that
the high costs of some family assistance programs are
justified by real need. Despite public pressuit to cut back
on progranis in other areas, recent surveys show strong
support in this area. A Harris poll conducted in 1979, *or
example, shows that despite the fact that about 7 out of 10

'Americans favor major cutbacks in public spending, 84
percent oppose any cutback if it means cutting back on
help for the elderly or rot- children."

There are other ways- in w ich the public sector pro-
vides real services and assistant the nation's families:

17, The government ai the state and local as well as
the federal levelshas a major role to play in the
creation, evaluation, and planning of services. It is
a proper-end necessary role of the public sector to
conduct surveys of the needs.of chifdren and fain-
iliesand of the services available to fill those
needs. .

7= The government must help to ensure equitable ac-
cess to the services that families need. Rural, poor,
alid nonwhite families must have access to the
same variety of support services that other families
use.

11-, lh some cases, public funds are needed to create in-
formation and referral centers, to train or retrain
personnel for family-related services.

7 Finally, the public sector can take responsibility
for ensuring that alternative care arrangements
meet at least the minimum standards that reflect
research findings or practical experience. In the
area of child care, for example, such standards in-
.clude continuity of care, cleanliness and nutritional

i
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adequacy, a sufficiently intensive ratio of adults to
children, and safety and health considerations. In
the face of a growing trend toward deregulation
and decentralization, we must reaffirm the impor-
tance of enforcing the standards that accompany

#he disbursement of public funds for such facilities
as child care centers.

i.The role of the private sector in responding to the
needs of children in the 1980s 'Must not be overlooked. WO
urge the nation's private corporations to recognize the itni:
portance of safe, reliable, and consistent child care
facilities. When employees fed secure about how their
children are being cared for during the day, they are more
likely to devote their full ensergiq andiattention to their
work. Many employers have found that when they help to
encourage the availability Of quality child careby/sub-
sidizing the costs to their employees ,of neighborhood
facilities, by establishing informatisre and referral net-
works, or by providing on-site/facilitiesabsenteeism,
turnover, and tardiness are redaect."

There are other ways in which employers can help so
that the demands of work conflict as little as possible with
the derrfands of child care: Working hours should be made
flexible whenever posible. And personnel policies should
be. responsive to the needs of families. If they are not
threatened,withthe loss of seniority when they take a leave
for childrearing, parents will feel freer to choose when to
stay at horde with children based upon what is in the fam-
ily's best interest.

In addition, the community can provide essential sup-
port services for families in a number of ways. Among the
needs best mer within individual communities is the provi-
sion of transportation so that family. members can get to
the services they need. Many communities offer informa-
tion and referral programs that serve,as resource centers
where parents can get. informatior abclut screened and
qualified people and agencies that provide child care and
other services such as day care for elderly dependents.
Such services often fill a crucial need, and enable families
to make reasonable and well-informed choices among a
variety of artsernatives.

In light eel the new realities of American family life, it
is essential to re-examine the kind of commitment we as a
nation have made to the quality of care available to
children as welt as the dependent elderly. Because there
will be more women in their prime childbearing years in the
1980s than there were in the 1960s or 1970s, the number of
infants and children will increase substantially even if the .
fertility rate continues at the low level of the past few
years.
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hose Itildren must bq assured of something more than a
,hetorital commitment. Just as in the early decades of this

century, when we acknowledged a social responsibility
toward the elderly and those temporarily out of work
through no' fault of their own, this society should now
begin to acknowledge a greater collective responsibility to
provide support to those who carry the burden of rearing

the next generation.

All societies contain two dependent generationsthe Inter-

young and the old. Whether their needs are met mainly by generational

families or through social ventures su h as tax-supported Compacts,

public schools or the Social Secu system, the dependent Inter-
population is, in large part, supported by Vie population of generational

adults of working age. In this sense, every society makes Bonds

certain intergenerational compacts: Working adults sup-

port the young and the elderly until they themselves more

on to old age, when they expect the younger generation to
reciprocate by supporting them.

It is worth re-examining that system of reciprocity
between the generations and the collective mechanisms by

which it is maintained, for the demographic transition now

under way will test its strength and adaptability.
The most important features of the transition are

widely, recognized: Although the nation's dependency
ratiothe ratio of thosegunder 20 years of age anci age 65

and older compared to those aged 20 to 64will not
change significantly in the forseeable future, the age mix of

the dependent population will. Today, roughly three out of
four persons in the dependent category are children or
youths, and they are primarily supported by their families.

Overlhe next few decades, howeverean increasing propor-

tion of the dependent poptilation will consist of the elderly,

whose income support comes mainly through collective
mechanisms such.-as the Social Security system.' A more

striking change will be in the ratio of working-age adults to

persons 65 and older: In recent years, that ratio has been

roughly 5:1; by the year 2025, when the baby-boom gen-

eration enters retirement age, that ratio will have declined

to about 3:1." As a consequence, the burden on working

Americans to support the retired will increase dramati-

cally, with profound implications for the relations between

the generations and the potential of heightened inter-

generational tension.
Our individual prospects of living to old age are ex-

.

cellent. In a sense, we are the beneficiaries of the 20th cen-

tury's version of the fountain of youth, for not only has
longevity increased, so has the span-over. which.a majority

of Americans remain physically and intellectually vigor-

ous. This increase in the age and vigor of our populatidn 88
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brings new problems and challenges in its wake: How does
the aging,of America affect our social institutionssuch as
family life, the labor market, and the educational system?
How can those extra years of life be enhanced? How
can the skills and experience of this growing segment of
our population be tapp6d? How can we continue to in-
crease the active part of life without increasing,the period
of disability? Because the need for an adequate income in
retirement is such a pressing concern, we must take a fresh
loQ.,k at our collective responsibilities to the elderly and at
our national policies on agin.34

An adequate retirement income must be prominent on
the nation's agenda in the 1980s, for it concerns millions of.
Americans. A recent survey from the President's Commis-
sion on Pension Policy reported that nearly two-thirds of
Americans are worried that their retirement incomes will
not be adequate." There is reason for that' concern: In
addition to a declining ratio of workers to dependents,
double-digit inflation and slower economic growth add to
the anxiety about retirement Incomesh Much of our sense
of self-respect and well-being depends upon how con-

* fidently we can look forward tosome security in old age.
Accordingly, this nation must re-examine its goals regard-
ing the elderly, consider the costs of providing an adequate
retirement income, and debate its willingness to shoulder
that burden.

I

Forty-five years ago, when the Social Security At was The Socidl
passed, the nation took on as a- collective responsibility Security
what formerly had bn a family affair.,In return for their Dilemma
contributions during their workipg years, khAeact guaran-
teed people a pensiOn in retirement. The pensbn program
was described as an insurance plan, but in fact it was not
"insurance": No funds were set aside to mature and "in-
sure" future payment. The nation's Socig! Security
scheme, like those in most other industrial countries, is
really a pay-as-you-go system, in which each year's peh-
sioners are paid out of a fund to which those currentlyjn
the labor force contribute. It is not a system of enforced
savings in which individuals are required to set money
aside to provide for their own future retirement,-but rather
a unique intergenerational compact, a, collective and for-
malized system of reciprocity: The second generation's

.
payment to the first gives it a claim on the third.

Two problems result from that system, both of which
will have to be addressed in the 1980s. The first concerns
the changing ratio of workers to those who are retired. For
several decades after the'Social Security Act was passed,
that system was financially sound because of the growth of
the population. When the younger age group was relatively 89, .
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large compared to the older one, the needs of the elderly
were more easily taken care of. In today's society,
however, as a result of e lo rth rates of recent years,
more elderly Americ will hive to be supported by
relatively fewer youn r workers. Consequently, the Social
Security system will face unprecedented strains. .

The most visible evidence of the increasing burden is in

payments for Social Security: In 1959, the typical Ameri-
can family paid only 1.4 percent of its income in Social
Security taxes; by 1969, it paid 3.8 percent. Over the next
decade, Social Security taxes almost doubled, to 7.1 per-
cent in 1980.34 Over a 20-year period, then, the burden of
paying for Social Security taxes has increased *lost fir
fold, and it will have to increase far moreto about 5' ;:..4

percent of average family incomeover the next Jew'
decades, unless changes are made in.the level of benefits or I

in the.age at which workers retire."
In addition, private corporations must fund their pen-

sion programs. The same demographic trends affecting the

nation.as a whole will affect individual:corporations, with
the result that relatively fewer workers will be generating
the revenue needed to support themselves, pay for other
corporate needs, and fund growing pension liabilities.

The second problem occurs because Social Security is
not really an insurance system: No potential beneficiary of
the system knows what benefits he or she will be paid at
retirement:The level of Ienefits the Social Security syslem
provides has been revised many times in the past and will

be again.
The dilemma is clear: On the one hand, over the next

few decades the number of retirees will increase relative to
the number of workers. If high inflation continues, the
value of the other sources of income upon which the
elderly retiresuch as personal' savings and private pen-
sionswill decline, making Social Securitybenefits, which
are indexed to increases in the cost oL living, all the more
important. On the other hand, the generation of working
adults will face competing pressures and priorities (hat
may limit its ability and inclination to provide support for
the elderlyand those pressures will only increase if the

t nation's economic growth rate continues to be relatively
low.

Because of the competing demands and the resulting
climate of uncertainty about Social Security benefits, we
must affirm the level of income support the elderly can ex-
pect. Given their limitedeconomic options, the elderly are
in a vulnerable position. For that reason there must be no
reduction in the role of Social Security in the overall retire-
ment scheme and no Mduction in theindexing of those-
benefits, unless another way of protecting retired adults ,
from the effects of inflation is devised. 90
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Many alternatives have been proriosecl,including more
incentives to private saVings,-arsclefinition of the age at
which peoplt qualify for full Social Security benefits,and

,a shift front age-baled to need-based programs.and pay-
ments to the elderly. These and other options are being
scrutinized by the President's Commission on Pension
Policy and the ,recently formed White House Conference
on Aging.

The needs of the elderly must be prominent among our
concerns for teeqkality of American life. It is imperative
that the nation anticipate the effect of the aging of the
American population and the stresses that will result when
the baby-boom generation retires. If that group cannot be
guaranteed pension benefits equivalent to current levels,
the sooner that deterhiination is made, the more time and
opportune there will be available for individuals,
families, and institutions to seek alternative means of pro-
viding fccr financial security in retirement.

1

If our national agenda for the re defined in terms of Tensions
potential or emerging problems t e should try to avoid

ions should be near
Between the

or to ameliorate, intergengratio

'
Generations

the top of the list. The social c et ween the genera-
tions has begun to show cra trains, inticattgfix_
heightened tensions. :

The potential for hostility, oung and old can #f
be seen most clearly in-Places s ida's Broward
County, where the elderly comprise more than one-third of
the population. There, as elsewhere, both young and old
rely heavily on the same sOurces-7government, and -
families for money -and 'social services. In Broward
County, the issue seems to have beenframed as a series of
tradeoffs between the young and the old:Although neither
group is particularly rich or powerful, there is no question
.which of the two, currently has more political clout or f
higher visibility. As one commentator remarked about
Broward County: 1

,The net result is almost inevitably more for the
old, less for the young. There is no way to prove
categorically that a direct tradeoff favoring the
-old at the expenseof the young is taking place. fyet
signs of the trend are unmistakable. The fate of
public spending programs (including spending for
public schools], the widespread discrimination

, against children and young people in housing, the
increasingly punitive attitude toward youthful-of-
fenders in the schools and the juvenile justice
system all testify to the pervasiveness of the climate
created by the growing elderly population." 91
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Such intergenerational tensions are particularly unfor-
tunate when, as in Broward County, the young and the old

are pked against each other. There are many reasons that

they might form a natural alliance. As Maggie Kuhn, na-
tional convener of the Grey Panthers, said, "Together we'

can make changes. Separately we aren'tas effective. We
share the same problems: getting society to take us seri-
ously, obtaining credit, getting and keeping jobs, problems

with drugs, and stereotyped notions about our lifestyles."
At the national level, intergenerational tensions have"---

been exacerbated by politicians who pit the dependent
generations against each other by assuming that new funds

and programs for one group should come at the expense of

the other. Confusion about national priorities is most ob-
vious when certain Items in the federal budget remain
sacrosanct, while some unmet needs of the nation's depen-
dent populationsuch as child nutrition and preventive'
child health servicesare deemed too expensiv,e,

There is, then, reason fpr concern ab t intergenera-

tional tensions: and particularly how well e needs of
.

children will be met in a society that is growing older.
Within a few decades, the age mix of the entire popula-

tion will be th same as it is in Florida today. By 1990,

only, half of Il usband-wife couples will have a child

Under,the age f 1 living at home." There will be far more

Americans who not have young children of their own,.

and fore whom interests of children and youth are
regarded as sotrone else's concern.

It behooves us, 8 a society, to pay more attention-to
intergenerational reciprocityand to invest in other people's
children today because we are going to ask them w support, ;

other people's parents tomorrow. If the 1980s are to be at

decade in which there will be considerable pressure not to

provide the supportsboth income and social services

that the ration's dependent populations need, both the

public and the nation's elected officials must be convinced

that there is self-interest in helping children, who do, not

vote, as well as the elderly, who do. In an era of tight fiscal
constraints, one of the best arguments for support fore
child'care services i economic:Where satisfactory services

are available, mothers who want to work can.-As a result,

the 'welfare caseload may drop and family income rise,
thtwiasing the tax burden for other citizens: In a decade in.-

which the tax burden and the productivity of the' sabot;

force will remain prominent concerns, we would do well to'

appeal for service9 for children in the name of self-interest

and taxpayer benefits as well as out of a sense of compas-

sion for their needs.
c
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When this nation re-exarrfines, the pension systems on
which the elderly depend -for their income, it must also
reexamine the ways in which bonds between the genera-

\ tions are created and sustained. The implications are
significant for thoseparticularly parents ap.d teachers
who define pe formal and informal "curriculum" of
values taught to the nation's youth. ,--

What and how should we teach young people about
intergenerational reciprocity? The most effective teaching
consists not of lectures about what we should do; but of
the implied lessons in ordinary activities. Through such ac-
tivities, members of all societies are surrounded AlthZole
models, anecdotes, symbols, and ceremonies thar convey2
basiC values. In a sense, as sociologist Edward Wynne
points out,

The old age insurance "policy" that each genera-
tion creates for itself is the attitude of obligation
that it socializes into it young. This "policy" may
be managed on an intra-family basis, where
younger relatives are socialized to loyalty to their
parents, aunts, uncles, etc. Or the "policy" may
be applied within some larger communityor
even the entire societywhen the maturing
generation is socialized to values such as
patriotism, industriousness, and. deference to the
aged."

It is Wynne's concernshared by other social com men-
tatOrsthK our society ignores or rejects many of the
technique4 used in other societies to socialize the young to
Tntergenerational reciprocity. He notes that since
Americans are reared in an environment that does not em-
phasize a sense of obligation -to the elderly, and one in
which different age groups often live at some distance

"4 from each other, bonds between the generations are no
longer as strong as they were.

While it is difficult to adequately test such an asser-
tion, there is some evidence to support it: In 1977, Daniel
Yankelovich conducted a survey of more than 1,000 Amer-
ican h8bseholds, inquiring about the attitudes of today's
adults and their willingness to make personal sacrifices.'9
He cpncluded that the 1970s had produced a "new breed"
of adults. While the attitudes held by the new breed do not
yet characterize a majority of adults, they do characterize a
substantial minority and represent a notable departure
from traditional adult values. The new-breed adultsappear
to have rejected such attitudes as patriotism, thrift, and
savings; they regard the institution of marriage and their
own responsibilities as parents quite differently From the
way adults traditionally have. They consider having
children to be a option, not an obligation. Perhaps the

t
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thipter 6

SetIpterest
Public Interest .

No community or nation can survive withbut
some willingness on the part of subgroups to see
their self-interest and their future as indissolubly
linked to that of the larger group. Today; we havg
reached and passed the danger point of divisive-
ness. Faction is king. And the divisiveness feeds
on itself. People whY:find themselves surrounded
by factional strife end up behaving in such a way
that one judges them to be moil selfish than they
really are.

John Gardner
Most discussions of quality of life, including
the ,social indicators literature that seeks to
measure our contentment, focus on indivi4.
ual well- being, not collective welfare. In

doing so, they reflect a characteristically American trait.
This society has long placed a unique emphasis on individ(
ualismthe belief that the needs of individuals4are the mart
elements to be served by the social orderand a distinctive
defense of personal freedom. Never, deTocqueville.observed
some 150 years ago, has there been a nation so committed
to individual wants as opposed to collective needs.

That emphasis has often led Americans to disregard a
point that is fundamental to any discussion of quality of
life: the goof) life is possible only in a well-ordered commu-
hit; where citizenship implies a recognition of mutual inter-
ests, a shared concern for community welfare, and a will-
ingness to contribute to the well-being of that community.

Accordingly, any discussion of the quality of American
life.has to include an assessment of the social fabricthe
bonds that exist between people, the ways in which iptlivid-
uals combine their efforts-to achieve collective goalsas
well as an inventory of the factors, such as housing-or
health care; that contribute to a sense of individual well-
being. No matter how well sucteiridividual needs might be
provided for, we would not feel satisfied in a society where
there was no respect for individual rights; ndr would ws ,
have a sense of well-being in a society that provided ifo , 97
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congenial ti,rotip affiliations, or one thai failed to provide
for its own security and orderly development..Unfortu-

. dately, it is more difficult to make an adequate assessment
of such concerns than it js to assess-the level of a nation's
health, itsIncome, or its crime rates..But because this is an

area of considerable conFein today, it is essential to try to
do so. , .. .

We need to ask how much of a sense ofcommunity ex-
ists, how strong the bonds are io the groups of which we are

a part, including families, neighborhoods, corporations,
and the nation as a whole. People need a sense of belong-
ing, a feeling of community. If such associations are lack-
ing, they will feel alienated, with little sense of responsi-
bility for the shared life of the society. In recent years,
there has been growing concern about the relationship be-

. tween individuals and the large organizations that are such
a prominent featurk of modern society. There is a, per-
vasive sense that the large bureaucracies, both private and
public, in which so much power is vested have became

: ` increasingly remote andanresponsive to individual needs,
thus inviting hostility as well as apathy.

Here we encounter what many Aniericans consider to
be one of the most troublesome aspects of contemporary
life: the relationship between individuals and the organizaz
tions designed to cart)/ out ouricollective tasks. Much of
the social Commentary in recent years has revolved around
this concern for finding a proper balance between self -

,interest and the public, interest. Attention has been devdted
to the rise of "the special interest state," in which aft war
of the parts against -the whole has become a central prob-
lem. One of the most influential pieces of cultural com-
mentary in recent yearshistorian Christopher Larch's
book, The Culture of Narcissismdescribes a nation in,
vehifh "the logic of individualism has been carried to the
extrbme" and the pursuit of happiness has led "to the dead
end of a narcissistic preoccupation wi h the self."',

There does, in fact, to b s e erosion of the

, social ties that knit people together. As the,1989s begin, the
nation's mood is a combination of-pessimism and passiv-
ity. Many despair over prospects for the future. Recent
polls- indicate that 7 out of 10 Americans are dissatisfied
with the direction this nation is taking, and that almost
that many think the country is in "deep and serious
trouble."2 But when asked how much confidence they
have in governmentour chief means of taking collective
actionalmost half of the American public express either
"not very much" confidence or none at all.)4The problem
is compounded by widespread feelings of alienation, the
senseparticularly among the young7-that nothing they

can do would make a difference.

le
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However, it is easy to misread recent symptoms and
thus to misunderstand 'the situation. Before suggestint4
what might be done, therefore, we must try to reach a bet-
ter understanding of the problem.

It it neither adequate,nor accurate to explain the apparent
erosion of social ties by pointing to a pervasive attitude of
narcissism. Indeed, there is considerable evidence of civic
concern among Americans, of people's willingness to
render service in their local communities. In March 1978,
for example, a'Gallup study showed that 89 percent of the
city dwellers polled' expressed k willingness to volunteer
their time and efforts to solve neighborhood problems.' To
recall a point from Chapter 3, there is the greateswatisfac-
tio.n with and optimisniabout the smaller social units such
as neighborhoods, suburbs, or small towns. There, people
are more active politically and feel that they have some ef-
fective control over the decisions that affect their lives
and this is whyttrocal government is viewed.as most respon-
sive. It would appear, in other words, that the virtues or ,

democratic citizenship are best cultivate in, and most evi-
dent in, relatively small-scale cornmuniti . At this letiel, it
is inaccurate to say there is.general apath about the public
interest or a pervasive discontent with the e ercise of power.

Alta there is considerable discontent ith the broader
circles of collectivelife. The larger the co munity one lives
in, the less likely its residents are to reg ct it as "a good
place to live." Compared to people who li in suburbs or
small towns, most people who live in cities are more pesAi-

,

mistic about their collective future and feel there is far less
they can do to affect it. With regard to the area that is most
remote from the life of the individual=the nation as a
wholemany people, as we have noted, are quite pessi-
mistic and distrustful and regard government at that level
as most wasteful.'

In part, then, the problem seems to be one of scale. In
our societywhose scale is so much larger than the city-
states of ancient Greece where the ideals of democracy were
first. defined, or even the democratic nation-states that ,
were formed in the 18th and 19th centuriesa basic prob-
lem is to encourage participation in decision% that seem far
removed from the average citizen. Alienation is something
more than a modern catchword; it tints to a pervasive
feeling that the sphere within which personal effort is likely
to make a difference is a very small one indeed, and that so
many of the decisions that affect our lives are made by
large organizations that are too remote to be responsive.
As a 'consequence, as pUblic opinion analyst Daniel
Yankelovich points out, "All of our surveys over thepast

:1()7
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decade show that every year mo and %ore people are
coming to believe that the part o their lives that they are

able to control is diminishing." ,

If, as yankelovich suggests,' increasing nitthbers of

Americans feel that decigions are imposed upon them, it is

hardly because there has been general indifference about.

citizen participation. In fact,' the ,widely heralded "par-

ticipation revolution" of the late 1960s and 1970s,has left

its legacy' Today, almost all new federal programs contain

citizen-participation requirements, and thd legislation for

many older programs has been amended to include such

provisions. One survey of federal prograths indicates that

out of more than 200 public-participatitrn programs, 61

percent were cneated during the 1970s. There has also been

considerable interest at state and local levels; more than

half of the states now have spetial offices to coordinate

citizen4nvolvement activities.'
HoWever, there has been a marked decline in involve-

ment in national politics. Over the past two decades, both

the number of people who identify with political parties

and The number of people who vote in national erections

has dropped substantially.' At the sametime, public disaf-

fection with the government has grown. Since the mid-

1960s, at least two polls have attempted to measure belief

in the efficacy of government and its responsiveness to the

public will. Qne of those polls, run by the Center for

Political Studies at the University of Michigaq,'has been

conducted iq each of the past four Presidential election

years.' Persons interviewed in its national sample who

,. agree with each of thde statements are considered to be

disaffected: "You can trust the government in Washington

to do what is right . . . only some of the time." "The

government is pretty much run b3 a few big interests look-.
ing out for themselves." "Quite a few of the people run- i

ning government are a little crooked." "Quite a few of the

people running the government do not seem to kpow what

they are doing.: "People in the government wale a lot of

money we pay in taxes." Between the mid-1960s and the

late 1970s the percentage 'of people who chose these

answers doubled:
1964 31%
1968 a 40%
'1972 I 47%

%... ...

1976' 60%
v
There is a similar trend in the response to two of the ques-

tions in Louis Harris' "Index of Alienation.'" Figure 5

shows the percentage of respondents who agree with both

Of these statements: "PeoplePeople running the country doi not

really care what happens to you," and "What you think

does, not.count anymae." .
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Frgure 5
Percentage of Aritericans Who Agree with 'the Statements, :`Leaders Don't
Care What Happens to You" and "What You Think Does Not Count
Anymore"
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Figure 6 shlows that, over the same period, there has

been a decline in public confidence in the leaders of our

major institutions. The percentage of Americans who ex-
press "great confidence" in those leahviiconsistently

'dechned. In the mid-1960s, slightly more an 40 percent
of the adult population expressed 4frireat confidence" in '

both thetCongress and" he executive branch; by 1979, only
18 percent felt that way about the Congress, and 17-percent
about the executive branch. Public confidence in the
leaders of othermajor \institutionssuch -as medicine, ma-

jor companies, organized labor, and religious institutions -

has declined almost as rapidly. In fact, tbe only major in- s

stitution in which public confidence has risen is TV news,
the Medium through which the American public has re-
ceived most of its news about the abuses of power (such as
Watergate) or.the apparent indi erence of private com-
panies to the public welfare (as it u ted by tile dumping

of toxic chemicals).'°
Thus, despite efforts at encouraging citizen participa-

tion at all levels of government, one of. the' significant
trends of the past two decades has been an erOsion of
public confidence in government, particularly the federal
government. There has been a pattern of increasing aliena-
tion and disaffection that cannot be attributed to any
single ,event such as Watergate; it is a pattern that has con-
finuedlthrough both Democratic anti Republican adminis-
trations Perhaps the mid- 1960s-' -the point of comparison
for these trends was a time of Unusual confidence in .the
nation's leaders and the.efficacy of government. But, in .

' any case, what has happened since then indicates an in-
creasing sense of powerlessness and disaffection with the
political process, that the nation's leaders in the 1980s will

have to address.
..,

A feeling of powerlessness and disaffection with the
political process is particularly acute among the young"
Although, it may be most extreme among disadvantaged

youth in the nation' cities, it is' not limited to them.
Among privileged o, there is a pervasive sense of

apathy and a need ingful tasks from which tiro
can derive% sense o and participation. Here, for a-
ample, are the

1
word& of a 17-year-old high school student:

. . . You askyourself, "What am, I doing?<What

does any of this matter?"'An the answer is, it
doesn't matter at all. . . . All s oollis, you know,,
is.the great time passer. It's all a big invention to

keep kids' from becoming anything. . . . There
isn't anything people my age can do that matters
in the. slightest to anybody. . .k. This soimtry
doesn't have the time or the place interest in

young - people. We're a waste to them, that's all.

'Civic
Competence
and Concern
Among the
Nation's
Youth
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Figure 6
Percentage of Americans Expressing a Great Deal of Confidence in Leaders
of Major Institutions.--
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There isn't a single responsibility / could get -at my
age which the person giving it could honestly call
worthwhild.''

This see of.,ipathy among the nation's youth, a sense of
the irrelevance of their activities., is particularly disturbing
because it Is coupled with what pollster.. George Gallup
refers to as their "tremendous .political illiteracy." Both
the Gallup Organization and the National Miessment of
Educational P_ rogress adininfiter tests to the nation's youth

to determine their Comkency to handle questions that any
reasonably well-informed v er ought to be able to answer.,
The results of these tes dicate a consistent decline,
beginning in the earjy 1970s, in knowledge of the U.S. gov-
ernmental system amoilg the nation's 17-yeir-olds. In one

'recent year, for example, The National Assessment found
that only about half of the young People surveyed knew
that each state has two Senatori- and that the President
cannot appoint memberS of Congres,." Results from the
Gallup "citizenship test" show that about one-third of the
Youths surveyed did not know which party held a majority

in Congreis. Ninety-sevtit percent knew that 18-year-olds
are eligible to vote., but fewer than half had heard of
absentee ballots and kneiv'how to get their vote counted if
they were away from`their home district on election day."

Other evidence suggestat the nation's young people.
also care less about citizenship than the youths of a decade
ago. Since the mid-1960s, the-Anierican Council on Educa-
tion has conducted annual surveys of the attitudes of
college freshmen. PAch year, it has asked those students
what their most important personal objectives are. There..
has been a consistent and significant drop in the percentage

. of students who say, it is very important to them to keep up
with political affairs.I'pver that same period', as indicated
-by surreys conducted, y the YankOovich firm, there has
been a consOeiable decline in the percentage of American
youth who consider parriotism an important value."

Thus, it appears that today's youth feel a general sense

of apathy and alienation from the national political proc-

ess. Compared fo theircounterpartsoof a decade or more
ago, they are less Patriotic and have less confidence in na-
tional leaders and institutions. Such attitudes do not neces-
sarily indicate an absence of concern for the public in-
terest. Ours is a Society thk.values the freedom to dissent
and the right and responsibility to criticize institutions. In
the wake of Vietnama war we could not win, fought over
causes in which a majority of Americans did not believeit
is Understandable that today's youths would be more reluc-

tant abdut affirming patriotism as animportant value.
What is disturbing is not so much that many young

people feel little confidence in the nation's leaders and in-
stitutions, but rather that are so poorly informed and
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have little motivation to change a situation they judge to be
Aniatisfactay. They are lels knowledgeable about the

;- American political process, the responsibilities of 'citizen-
- °ship, and the ways which they might become involved.in

govellunent than were the youths of 10 years ago.
Tese feelings and attitudes would pose a problem in

any era. But they present a particularly volatile combina-
- tic? in a period whenas.Ve noted in Chapter 1a ma-

jonty of Ainericans think that things are getting worse for-
= the nation. Although most people are still more optimistic

about their personal liveg than they are about the nation as
a whole, there is an increasingly pessimistic outlook here as
well. No longer confident that they can survive, the current

,`economic troubles, many middle-class Americans seem to
beadopting an attitude of simpk trying to hold on to what
they have. This means that anxietiss about the economy
only add to the emphasis upott self-interest.

The problems we have sketched in the preceding
pageSdeclining confidence in the nation's leaders, a
rather widespread sense of alienation from the political
process, and a sense that individuals can do very little to
change the societydo not permit any simple or quick solu-
tions. Wg do not belie that these problews can be solyed
by simply exhorting Americans to have more regard for the
public interest. But we can better understand what should
be done by examining more closely the sources of, thoie
problems. '

Many explanations have been offered to account fOr
feelings of alienation and distrUst of national leaders. It is
commonly observed that they stem from the frustrationf
government initiatives, both -in achieving domestic goals
and protecting our interests abroad. But there are deeper
causes as well, three 9f whichthe-sieer size of modern
society, the influence of television, and the influence of the
schoolsdeserve comment.

One way of accounting for the current antipathy toward
the federal government is to regard it as part of ail overall
antipathy to any large-scale organization. As we have
noted, one of the consistent themes.in the social indicators
literature pn personal satisfaction is that people are more
satisfied with small units than with larger. ones (the larger
the town, for example, the less satisfaction with it). They
express far more satisfaction with what is closest: with
their familY`life, as opposed to the nation as a whole; with
their neighborhood; as opposed to their town or city;
with their own doctor, as opposed to the medical profes-
sion as a.whole. Much of the antipathy toward big business
and big,government might betegarded as a case of nostal-
gia, a sentimental yearning for a simpler social order where
the scale was smallel and less government was necessary,

4.
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Many candidates for public office ig_reCent years have
appealed to this public antipathy to large institutions
by promisigg to reduce drastically the size of the bureau-
cracy, a promise that turns out to be particularly difficult
to fulfill. We suggest that the nation's leaders, as well as

candidates for office, place a more constructive and
realistic emphasis on creating vehicles for meaningful in-
dividual participation in a large-scale society. There are

many ways to improve participation, to hel*dividuals
deal with "bureaucracies, anti to help bureaucracies become

more responsive to individuals. For example, at various
levels in government, ombudsmen can .investigate cal-
plaints against bureaucracies. Government services can be

brought to local neighborhoods by instituting neighbor-
hood "city halls" or neighborhood centers that help peo-

ple find ir way to various public offices and services.
Such g mental functions as police services and welfare

office an be decentralized. And proceduressuch as
employee grievance. policiescan ensure more effective
communications between individuals and the administra-
tors of the large organizations in wilich most of us work.

None of these measures by itself seems very impres-

sive. Yet each one delerves attention and support because

it helps to reduce the tensions that often result from the
very scale of the society in which we live.

People feel most optimistic about the groups they know
from personal experience, while they tend to feel fir more
pessimistic about the larger circles of collective life that
they know mainly through the media. It has often been
suggested that the bias of the media has contributed tarthe
nation's sense of political alienation. it may not be coin-
cidental that there has been a decline in -belief in the
legitimacy of American political institutions over the

period when television has experienced its greatest

growth,"/ By increasing the flow of information about

events at the metropolitan, regional, and national levels
without increasing the means of influencing those events, ttli.

the niedia may well contribute to a sens9 of alienation. It iv*
worthwhile, therefore, to examine the role of the media hill
'influencing our perceptions of public events.

Chief among media sources of inforination about

public 'events is television. According to the Roper
Research Associates, 65 percent of TV, viewers say they get

most of their news of the world from television; 36 percent
rely exclusively on television for news. Television also is
perceived as the most credible source of information. Over
half of the American public is Nnclined to believe" tele-
vision more than the other mediaiP

The Role of
the Media
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Today's adult population is the first generation raised
with TV newsa powerful mediuyn- which conveys events
vividly and brings national and world leaders into the
homes of millions of Americans with unprecedented im-
mediacyas its main source of information about public
events. In order to maximize their audiences and their
revenues, the producers of most news shows and public af-
fairs programs try to keep it brief, exciting, and focused on
personalities and huniap conflict.

Producers of TV news showS often have no more than
a minute or two to boil doWn complex events, and thai
brevity requires that stories be stripped of their 'complexi-
ty; it often forces them to focus on images rather than
issues. Because the producers of television documentaries,
like the produ,cers of TV news shows, must create pro-
grams that appeal to a broad audience, they 400 tend not
so much to analyze issues as to chronicle wrongdoinior
incompetence in high places. The modern-day "muck-
raker," as Peter Steinfels has recently commented, is the

4 one who presents the "inside story," the-reality "behind
the scenes." This may well provide interest, but it is 'often
one-sided, incompletc, and rrot very helpful in providing
the kind Of information the public needs to make balanced
judgments.. certain questions are only rarely asked: In
what ways iithe matter under investigalion representative?
What factors might have operated other than personal vice
or virtue? What are the available remedies? The audience
is left w .jth the impression that both incompeteoce and
willful misrepresentation are typicalr that leaders cannot
be trusted, that the real news is bad news. This may help to
explain why Americans are least satisfied with what is
most -remote froth their personal experience, with what
they know only through the media. . '

The "bad news" bias of the media contributes to a
general sense that events are out of control. It is, by and
large, the e,ceptional event, the dramatic instance that is
hovered. Even though school busing may have been ac-
complished peacefully. in most places, the incident that is
featured on the evening news is the violent episode, for
that provides more interesting viewing.

TV news programMing tends to focus on images rather
than issues, on personalities rather than organiiations or
long-term social' "trenis. By,and .large, "news" is lat
specific individuals do. The news media tend to dramatize
and simplify; they focus mpre on individuals than on struc-
tural arrangements. Their audierrCes are encouraged to
overestimate the influence and efficacy of individuals.
Thus, many people are preoccupiedVth personality rather
than office; they speak of the Prlidentand attribute,
either 'blame or praisewhen they might better speak Of
the institutional vehicle of the Prisidency. Given the em- 107
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phasis of the meditim, it is .understandable that most
'Americans afveai to assess candidates for public office
less on how they deal substantively with issues than on
such factor as personal appeal.

By'rein rcing the age-old temptation of politicians to
deals iri images rather than issues, television has been a
'major 'factor in shaping public dialogue. It may well have
contributed to die general sense of mistrust of the nation's
leaders 'reflected' in surveys taken in recent years.

/Th

It is too easy, and ultimately misleading,-toplace-the-trine The'ScItools

4
for the apparent decline in the civic literacy of the nation's and "Civic
youth on the nation's schools and schoolteachers. Although Literacy" I
the schools.have a fo)mal mandate to prepare children for
responsible citizenship, th'ey cannot be expected single-
handedly to inculcate a sense of civic concern. One lesson
that this nation should have learned over the past 15 years

is thtfutility of expecting the public schools to*achieve
social ilforms that other institutions are either incapable

4of or have no interest in accomplishing. Nonetheless*
oseveral trends in public educa n in regent years may have)

contributed both to a decline i civic literacy and to a more
general disaffection with the political process.'

Three observations might be made about'4he role of
the public schools in civic education over the past decade:
Today there is broad public awareness of t4 imperfections
of America's major.institutions, and the injustibes that still
characterize our society. Attempts have been made to ad-

just the curriculum to foster a tolerance:bf plurality,, to
represent opposing interpretations of American _history,
and to encourage more criticism of existing institutional
arrangements. Formerly criticized for presenting civics and
American. historyias a sterile and self-congratulatory lita-

ny, the public schoolg are now more often criticized for hav-
ing gone too far in their criticism of. existing institutions..

A second point is that, over the past 'two decades,
enrollment in traditional civics' courses including both
the.9th grade' civics course offered in many schools and
the Problems of Demoeracy coury offered to 12th

gradershas dropped, while there have been increases in
the enrollment in such courses asieconomics, sociology,
and psychology." There are some who suggest that schools
teacksabout citizenship,in ways that are ineffective at best
and counterproductive at worst. Others look at declining
enrollment figures.in civics courses and conclude that the

schools e devoting insufficient attention to the task
of preret young people to be active and informed
citizens. . 4..k

A third t end is one that was noted in a recent repOrt

of the National, Commission or--the Reform of Secondary 108



Education. After an extensive analysis of curriculum and '
teaching methods in America's secondary schools, which-
found that little attention is devoted to preparing student
for the tasks of citizenship, that report concludes with air
observation that applies just as accuratery,'we think, 4.1
American society as a whole: There is a considerable em-
phasis upon rights and an apparent disregard for teaching
about responsibilities.2'

There are rio itisy answers to the question of how a balance Cultivating
between rights and responsibilities, between self-interest Civic Concern
and the public interest might 'be restored., It is neither
realistic nor desirable to recommend _a return io patriotic
drills or the'reassertion of moral or ethical education in the
schools. However, this panel has a responsibility to go fur-
ther than describing the problem and identifying the at-
titudes thakcontribute to it: At stake is the individual's
sense of relponsibility for something that goes beyond the
self, the amity, and tlie immediate community.

A sense of civic concern does not arise as a matter of
course in 4any society. It has to be cultivated and encour-
aged, by institutional arrangements that nourish it and give
it direction. This is a perennial problem in democratic..
societies. For centuries, social philosophers haye.tried to
devise pragmatic means by which a sense of eivitai could
be maintained. Early in this century, for example, in a.

seminal essay entitled "The Moral Equivalent of War,'
William James explored the ways in which a democratic
nation might encourage a sense of social cohesiveness
apart from the external threat of war and the military ideal
of patriotism. Looking again at James' essay, we -are
reminded- of .the task that each generation facesof
eliciting a sense of commitment to the public interest and
creating the institutional vehicles by which people have an
opportunity to make ameaningful contribution toward
shared social goals.

We believe that, despite the recent emphasis on self -
interest, there arein most Americansmotives that can
be put to work in the Public interest. As one of he mem-
bers of this Commission, John Gardner, recent! said:

There is more that .unites us than divides us. . . .

We do want a good future folVir children. Most
Americans are problem-solvers by nature; they
want to make our system work, and they are ready
to do what is necessa to that end. They have
never loved government but they love thcir coun-
try, and want the best, or it. And they Would feel
better about themselves` if they' were working
toward shared goals."

. , 7
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Especial lr because of the tncli,,Rtions of an eroding,,com-
initment to the "public houkhdlar we believe thatThe na-
don's leaders must appeal to those motives that unite us.
New opportunities must be created fo give young people a
sense of meani,ngful participation, and to cultivate the
values of citizenship that are essential to maintain a
coherent democratic society.

Over the past few years, various commissions have ad-
dressed the need for new policies for youth. A disturbing
number siLdisatorsincluding arising youth suicide

rate, staggering amounts of youth vandalism and violent
crimes, drug and alcohol abuse, teenage pregnancy, and

widespread apathypoint to the problems today's
youths have in managing the transition from adolescence

to adulthood.
Among the major commissions that hiveaddressed

these problems in recent years, a virtual cons us exists
about the importance of meeting the needs of uth and
serving the public interest at the same time by sig ificantly
expanding opportunities for public service.

In a 1973 report, the Carnegie Commissicu on Higher
Education, chaired by Clark Kerr, concluded that youth
service programs "serve the national interest" and "pro-
vide valuable learningexperiences." It recommended that
such programs be expanded and Made more attractive to
younger age groups."

A year later, in 1974, James S. Coleman and his col-
leagues on the Panel on youth of the President's Science
Advisbry Committee Concluded that the transition to
adulthood is impeded by institution that prolong
dependency; that yo'ng people have too few respon-
sibilities and are too segregated from the world of adults;
that school provide's only part of the experience that they
need to make the transition to adulthood. They recom-
mended the creation of new environments for youth that
would give them new responsibilities and roles."

Last year, the ,Carnegie Council.on Policy Studies in

Higher Education issued a reportehtitled Giving Youth a
Better Chance: Options for Education, Worlc and Service
that addres;es the need for initiatives to help young people
match their ambitions and interests with opportunities in
the community. Commenting that "yoting peopft.roceive
too heavy a dose of schooling for too long a Petiod, un-
mixed with knowledge of thd world of work or experience

in work or community service," (he cotncil urges the
establishment of a multifaceted youth service program."

We agree with that recomme
aged by the results of recent studies of the.effects of "ex-
.periential education"where ilassroomr, experience is

:

-
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complemented by learning that takes place . through
vojunteer service, political did social action, or work ex-
pirience. nod studies ,suggest that one result .of placing
students in resporisible roles where their actions affect
others is that they begin to feel a greater sense of social
responsibility as well asopersonat efficacy."

In many nations, the potential of youth to contribute
to the achievement of broad social goals is both recognized
and utilized. Rather than regarding military service as the
only socially 'useful task that young people can perform,
as this country does, other nations have mobilized young
people around large social tasks other than war and, in the
process, have balanced the formal education system with
opporttinities to work for the public interest.

In this country, where there has been such a marked
reluctance to require anything oryoung people other than
school attendance and military duty during wartime, only
limited attempts have been made to test the concept of na-
tional service. Those attempts, however, have been quite
successful from the point of view of most of the individ-
uals who served as well as the natioNas a whole. There is,
we believe, something to be karad fiorn those experi-
ences, something that is particularly pertinent to America
in the 1980s. .

r

One experiment with nationaj service began as an executive Precedents for
order from President Franklin p. Roosevelt issued Public Service
in the first 100 days -after his inauguraiNhe creation of the
Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC). Under the CCC, 3
million youths served the nation, working out of hundreds
of camps across the country. They contributed to the
public welfare by constructing roads, caring for national
parks, and working on many community improvements
projects. We are indebted to them for, among other things,
nearly half the trees tharhave been planted in this country
since its founding. The CCC ended when World War II
began, and there were more pressing, demands for the ser-
vice of young peOple.

The second major experiment in recruiting young peo-
ple for public service was created by President Kennedy in
one of the early initiatives of his administration.ilt began
as an ideal (articulated in what was perhaps . is most
memorable line, "Ask not what your country can do for
you, but what you can do for your country") that was
translated into an action program, the'Peace Corps, in
which more then 70,000 people have served since 1961.

.Many others have served in the domestic volunteer pro-
grams which were spun off from the Peace Corps, such as
VISTA, the National Health Services Corps, and the Na-
t ional' Teachers corps. r ' I I I



. SinCe then, numerous local or regional community ser-
vice programs have been initiated. One of those is the
California Conservation Corps, through which young peo-
ple contribute more than 2 million hou1-s of public service
conservation., ork each year. Volunteers in that program.,
which begins with a month -long training period that in-
cludes many of the elements of boot cant, develop a
tremends sense of civic pride. As B. T. Collins, director
of the p ogram- and a founer Green Beret, commentt: "I
have no regrets about my war experience, but soar is such a
terrible waste. I like to think of the CCC as an army; but
an army to protect the environment and to do something

, for its members."" 1

But for all of the enthusiasm that suriOunlled such ef-
forts as the Peace Corps, that programeven at its peak of
15,000 overseas volunteersaffected only a small fraction
of the nearly 4 million young peop1 who turned -18 each
year during the 1960s. Even including the thousands who
have enlisted in VISTA and other volunteer ptograms, the
total number of young people involved in full-time service
is relatively small and not a representative cross-section.

In the mid-1960s, cons?darable thought was given to
expanding the concept of national service to a much
broader group. In 1965, for example, President Jihnson
proposed that the nation "search for new ways" by which
"every young American will have the opportunity-.3--and
feel the obligationto give at least a fevi years of his or her
life to the service of others in the nation and the world."
Just a few months later, the Secretary General of the
United Nations echoed that view, declaring that he was
"inking forward to the time when the average youngster
and parent and employerwill consider one or two
years of work for the cause of development, either in_a
faraway country Or. in'a depressed area of his own com-
munity, as a normal part of one's education.;

But the events of the next few years, including the

. cumulative effect of the assassinations of John and Robert
Kennedy and Martin Luther King,Jr., resistance to military
service, and increased cynicism about the corruption of
power that followed revelations of Watergate, all con-
tributed to a very differentmood by the end of the decade,
one that was not very congenial to the idea of national
service. ,

. ,

By the late 1970s, national service appeared to be an
idea whose time had corn1e, once again. Over the past few
years, it has been advocated by a variety of people, and for
different reasons. AMON received $3 million to develop
the idea. Writing in Ebony about "the endangered genera-
tion" of black youth, V non Jordan called for the crea-
tion of ..a National Youth ervice to end "the malign ne-
glect ofyoung people."" I California, Governor Brown
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has launched a state program of youth service. In the Con-
gress, Senator Sam Nunn (R-Ga.) has commissioned
several studies about the effects a national service program
might have on military recruiting-problems and youth'
unemployment. In 1979, under the auspices of the Poto-
mac Institute, the Committee for the Study of, National
Service issued a major upon, urging national service as an
iiVaginative way of tflpping the "unused energies and
talents of American youth.'"'

Although the details of these various proposals for na-
tional service have differed, as have the specific goals of its
Proponents, there is a shared concern for instilling a sense
of obligation for the needs of society and for recruiting
young people to perform vital tasks for their communities
and the nation. Such service would be regarded both as a
duty and an opportunity. It might well shape the civic at-
titudes of young people as well as help in developing skills
useful to them in their future careers.

There is a sad irony in the fact that while many young peo-
ple today feel that their lives lack meaning and believe that
there is little they,can do that would make a difference, so
many social needs go unmet. A well-conceived and care-
fully administered public service program might perform a
real, service by matching needs with resources.

41 remarks to the Senate in December 1979 on the con-
cept of national service, Senator Alan Cranston (D ;Calif.)
commented:

I believe it is time for America to challenge its peo-
ple, especially its young people, to draw out the
best that is in them, and to ask them to do their
best for their country. I believe they are waiting to
be asked."

We believe it is time to begin translating this idea into
reality. THis will require both strong national leadership to
stimulate interest and coordinate the program and a deeply
felt commitment in communities across the country.

Accordingly, this Panel recommends that a na-
v tionAl commission be created to conduct a com-

prehensive inquiry into public service programs as
a significant component of the educational ex-
perience of the nation's youth.

Many aspects of this idea deserve careful scrutiny and
brdad debate. We believe that a cohiprehensive inquiry in-
to the ways in which public service might be implemented
as a inajcir component of the schooling experience would
be a valuable step)oward making this idea a reality. There

A Public
Service
Program for
the 1980s
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is considerable merit in establishing a Presidential commis
sion to address this issue and to report its findings to the.

nation. That commission should consist of students as well

as educators. It should address the queition of how public

service might become an integral element in a new kind of

citizenship training.
In its discussion of public service program, the mem-

bers of this panel have considered many alternativre plans,

as well as such questions as whetherit should be manda-

tory, what age groups it should comprise, what relation it

shOuld bear to military service, and how many of the op-

tions would,involve living and working outside qne's home

community. Although we did,not reach unanimous agree-
ment about all of these matters, we were able to agree

about basic premises. We believe that the opportunity
should be given to each young person to serve his or her
community and country in a manner consistent both with

public needs and with the skills and interests of the
individq.al.

The features of a public service program that we
describe here represent nothing more than the outcome of

our discussions aSt panel. But a brief description of the r
kind of public service program we, envision may help to

*cif)/ the issues such a commission might address.
There are three broad criteria that muss be met by any,

public service program:

The work must be meaningfulThere is no way of
meeting the larger goals,we have laid Outto instill
a -sense of pride in the nation's youth and to en-
courage young people to help meet some real needs
in their communities and their nationif their
work' is "make work" or simply menial tasks. The
success of youth service programs iii other nations
is due largely to the types of tasks that youths per-
form, tasks that.allow them to make meaningful

and distinct contributions.
The program must be economical. Given the cur-

rent constraints q public sector spending, no pro-
gram could be judged acceptable if its costsboth
administrative and programmaticwere prohibit
Live relative to its benefits.

, 0 The program must be equitable. It is imperative-
that no group be required to carry adisproportion-
ate burden or enjoy a disproportionate,share-of its
benefits. This means that,the.conditions of service

of various options must be roughly equivalent..
And this, in turn, raises the difficult question of
whether some form of public service should be
mandatory for all American youth. We are aware
of, and sensitive to, the objections to such a pro- 114



posal; those objections should I aired and
considered, in the proceedings of the c i %ion
that considers this proposal. But we also hink
there.is some merit in requiring pitbjic service for
all of the nation's yotth, just as certain courses are
currently required as a part of their educational
experience. One of the best reasons for requiring
public service, rather ttian making it optional, is
that this would help to avoid some gross inequities,
such as those that characterized the Selective Ser-
vice System, under which few were drafted and
many claimed specia' reasons for exemption.
Though individuals should be allowed considerable
latitude in choosing when and where to perform
service, a public service program cannot be so
voluntary as to allow the individual to elect not
to serve at all. This option would make a mockery
of both the universality and the equity of the public'
service concept; it wort,((!, in effect, mean a contin-
uation of the situation that exists today, in,which a
very small Percentage of youths elect to serve in
voluntary programs. At the basis of the public ser-

- vice concept is the belief that this should be a d
which we expect all young people to perform -'was

paiSof their education. Just as we require the na-
tion's youth to spend a certain number of years in
school' to'prepare adequately for, the responsibil-
ities of adult life, weregard a period of public ser-

- vice as an essential part of one's training for
'scitizenslAce that would make a valuable addi-

tion to can be learnedin the classroom.

Public service should consistof an innovative contri-
bution to the solution of real public problems. In mostr-
cases, youths should work in ;earns and in programs whose
goals the youths themselves would help to define. The
principleisof this-program is that service is being rendered;
this program should not function as an alternative to the,

labor market:.
The service option should include a range of programs

at the 4:cal, regional, and national levelsMI.0e the ef-
forts of youth could make a distinctitibution. Much
needs to be done, for example, with regard Ioenergy con-
servation and the environment. At several schools, stu-
dents have responded to those needs first by taking inten-
sive training in energy conservationby studying home

eig-y auditing, insulation; weatherization, and the use of
ternativ technologyand then setting up information

ices to help community members use energy effi-
ci In other communities, students e active in bring-
ing the arts and,,other cultural prcigra tht eldefly and 115



to new 'audiences in rural and inner-city areas. Students

have also shown how important their efforts an be in
other areas, such as assisting with the many needsinclud-
ing housing, tutoring, and job-findingthat refugee
families have when they settle in ,this country.

This last example illustrates a particularly pressing
need, one so urgent as to prove l; ilk "moral equivalent of

war"- of which William,Jama! kote some 70 years ago.
Adam Yarmolinksy reOntly said, "The greatest unmet-
needs in the United States today are for human services
provided by relatively untrained bti,Lbaring people."' As
he pOints out, it isby and largeMt human service pro-
fessionals who are lacking today, but rather such workers
as-classroom aides and helpers in community centers. He
also notes that cuts in the public budget in many communi-

ties have resulted in the deterioration of public facilities
such as parks and libraries. Just as the Civilian Conserva-
tion Corps *Workers of the 1930s pr ed real service by
building or restoring public f s, a public service pro-
gram involving the nation's youth the 1980s could make

a genuine scntribution here.
A. recent analysis of job-creation potential conducted

by the Urban Institute, probably the most thorough
analysis of unmet social needs everconducted in this coun-

try, suggests the numbers of people with low-level skills

who might usefully be recruited to perform unmet needs.
Many of those needs are in such areas as environmental
quality, public works, and public safety that are eminently,

`suited to ths'ort of public service program we envision,"

We find encouraging the results of a recent Gallup poll

in which the.nation's teenagers were asked how they felt
about a voluntary public service program. An overwhelm-

ing majority, 71 percent, .approved of such a program.
Twenty two percent said they would definitely be in-
terested in volunteering for a 1-year period, and another 30

percent said they might be interested."
Like several earlier commissions that examined the

problems of youth today and coOdgred the malts of
community service as a means of responding to the needs

of both individuals and the society as a whole, we believe

this is a proposal well worth translating into action. The
vitality of a democratic society rests upon the informed

and reflective commitment of its citizens. Education for
thoughtful and active citizenship is a difficult task, one
that the schools cannot perform by themselves. But inno-
vative approaches to education for citizenship, such as a
public service program for the nation's youth, would
represent a significant step toward the goal of re-establish-

ing a balance between self-interest and-the public interest.
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Chapter 7
Part III CONCLUSIONS

Prospects AND

Predicaments
FOR THE 1980s

The public philosopq is addrelsed to the govern-
ment of our appetites and pas4ions by the reason
of a seeopt, civilized, and acquirea nature. There-
fore, the public philosophy candt be popula.r4
For it aims to resist and to regulate those very
desires and opinions which are most popular.

41
Walter Lippmann

n tnis final chaptellpur purpose is not so much to
summarize as to distill, to take a broader view of
the nation's prospects and predicaments for the
.1980s. Our task has been partly descriptive, partly

prescriptive. The nation has experienced a series of abrupt
changesin our economic circumstances, our interna-
tional position, pur cultural outlodk. These changes have
generated confusion and a basic shift in the public mood.
In order to assess the nation's prospects for the 1980s, it is
important to describe what has changed in our condition.

When this Commission was farmed, there was a good
deal of concern about what appeared to be a pervasive
change in the nation's mood an increased sense of pessi-
mism about the nation's prospects and an erosion of con-
fidence in the future. This is a shift of considerable
significance, one that inakes,,our situation very different
from what it was a decade ago, and one that has shaped the
task of this Commission in various ways. The insistent
questions are why this change of mood has taken place,
whether it is a reflection of real changes in our circum-
stances, *and what it reveals about our wellbeing as indi-
viduals and as a society. Since our focus as a panel has
been on individuals rather than institutions, these are ques-
tions to which we have returned time and again in our de-
liberations over the past 8 months. In this final chapter we
will address these questions directly and, in doing so, try to
elucidate a theme that runs throughout much of this report.

One way of accounting for the change in the nation's The Legacy of
'mood is to look back to the dramatic changes that have the Postwar
taken place. in this country since the postwar period. Era 121
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By comparing the circumstances of' the postwar genera-
Hona period that ended about 1970with those of the
1980s, we can better understand the tensions between ex-
pectations and current realities, as well as the adjustments
this nation. will have to make to thole new realities and
their implications for the nation's leaders.

In 1960, when the Goals for Americansl.eport was be-
ing prepaieg, despite the impression of anxious concern
aboW national purpose that was conveyed by the media,
opinion polls indicated considerable complacency and op-
timism aMong most Americans about their personallfuture
and about that of the nation as a whole. During the early
1960s, there was also considerable confidence in the
leaders of major institutionAincluding Congress and the

Presidency.
There w240td reason for that mood, for in the post-

war 'generatfon
a5.

the nation was riding a growth wave that
was propelled by a set of benign and unprecedented circum-
stances. Throughout the postwar period and until the early
1970s, the nation had, as Daniel Yankelovich writes,

grown .accuitomed to a rising economy, a rela-
tively low rate of inflation, a greater concern with
managing demand rather than worrying about
supply, wqrld leadership in the economic and
political sphere, steady advances in productivity
gains, anda set of political "rules" geared to a ris-

ing economy. . . .1

Most people perceived those developments not as abstrac-
tions remote from the circumstances of everyday life, but
as factors hat enabled individualslo live better, to get bet-
ter housing and more-education, and to look forward to
security acid dignity in retirement. The average American
enjo5ted not only increasing real wages and the consurfier
goods they bought, but also more fringe benefits, more
paid holidays: longer vacations, better health and pension
plans, and less physically onerous work. If, in the 1950s
and 1960s, Americans had been asked whether things were
better for them and their families\than they had been 4
years earlier, most would have agreed that things had im-
proved; that improvement, provided the foUndation for
their optimism about the future.

If they had been asked whether things were better for
thein and their families than they had bben for their
parents, there would bave been no question about their
response: Most Americans who reached maturity in the
1950s grew up during .the 'Depression. They wanted for
themselves and their children the 14ifd of economic security
that could not be taken for granturinttheir childhood.
What they experienced exceeded their expectationsa gen-
eration of impressive and sustained economic growth. 122
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The average annual growth rate from 1950 to 197twas an
uni#ecedented 3.8 percent. What that meant for Amer-
icans was a steady increase in the standard of living. Be-
twe6i 1947 and 1973, the income of the average American
family (after adjLfsting for inflation) had doubled. Th -
had indeed'become an affluent society for many. Ameri-
cans.\ The nation enjoyed an ever - increasing stock of con-
sumer goods sad the freedom that constant increases in
discretionary income prbvided.

During thatperiod, higher education became a promi-
4, nent cart_of the American dream of material progress and
individual advancement. It was an era of upward mobility,
and a college degree opened the door to an abundance of

00 jobs. rf was not simply that jobs were abundant and the
unemployment rate relatively low. More important, the
most rapidly expanding part of the labor forcein such
professions as medicine, law, science, engineering, and
teaching was also the most prestigious. Thus, it was real-
istic for' middle-class Americans in that generation to
aspire to positions higher than the ones their fathers had
held. For America's poor and underprivileged, this pattern
of upward mobility held out the promise that their aspira-
tions too might tse met.

There were other ways in which the postwar growth
wave set up new expectations that quickly came to be
regarded as entitlelnents. In previous generations, most ur-
ban dwellers had ljyed in rental properties. The postwar
generation became the first in which a large majority of
middle-class families owned their own home. The detached
house on a suburban property provided far more than shel-
ter; it ibecame the main symbol of success and personal
security. Another new entitlement that many Americans
began to tale for granted by the end of that postwar gen-
eration was the right to an, early retirement, free from
economic insecurities..

The confidence that most Americans felt about their
personal futures, as well as about the direction of the na-
tion as a whole, was based upon these real and impressive
achievement's of tht postwar generation. Given those
achievements, it is not surprising there wad general opti-
mism about the future and confidence in major institutions.
Most people felt that if government provided a helping
hand, science and technology would ".flijd the answers";
that education would continue to provide the road to op-
portunity and equality; and'that sustained rapid economic
growth would provide the means for ever-increasing afflu-
ence. Under those circumstances, the main tasks of national
leadership were to sustain economic growth, and as il-
lustrated by the initiatives of the Great Society programs
to move forward to accomplish the nation's "unfinished
business," to extend rights and expand opportunities.

A 29
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4
uality of life goes far beyond economics, but it-be-

gins r most Americans with a sense of economic security.
Dur g the sostwar period, althousubstantial numbers
of mericans continued 'to face the problems of poverty
and unemployment, society provided well for most of its
middle-class poi/Illation. Increasing affluence, upward
Mobility, better housing, and a more 3ecureretirement all
added to a sense of well-being. If one of the basic themes
of "the American Dream" has been the assumption that a
progressively higher standard of living could be gained for
a growing population, in the 1950s and 1960s there seemed
to be no reason why that expectation could not be met.

Howeve?, beginning in the 1970s, Americans were faced
with a series of new and unanticipated- realities. On one
levef, it was becoming clearer.that many of the nation's
emerging probterfts -wereas the National Goals Research
Staff put it"a result of sdccesses as defined in yester-
day's terms."' By heightening the level of educational

_. achievement, we produced a new problem, an "over-qual-
ified" labor force that expressed its dissatisfaction in low
morale and decreased productivity. Increased consump-
tion 10 to increased per capita environmental impact, to
energy shortages and pollution. Satisfaction of the basic
nee& of millions of Americans led to a revolution of rising
expectations. etr

On a deeper level, some fundamental social and eco-
nomic changes have taken place: The growth rate has
slowed down, and a relatively high infttion rate is proving
to be something more than a transient feature of the
economy. New demographic ,realities are changing the
shape of American society. The age of cheap energy is
over, and so is the iod when this nation had an unques-
tioned preemine ce in the world community. ,

The combined impact of: these factors is to create a
very different situation from the one the nation experi-
enced in the postwar generation. As a consequence, expec-
tations of a progressively higher standard of living for
most Americans are not likely to be satisfied.

-The gap between expectations and realities is greatest
for those who grew up.,in tit postwar period and are now

-- entering maturity. Reare in circumstances of un-
precedented affluence, the aspirations of that group were
raised by an unprecedented exposure to education. They
approached their,dfilt years- with high expectations and
encountered ,..a--set of rather uncongenial circumstances.
Rather than achieving a progressively higher standard of
living, this generation, will encounter four substantial
obstacles that are likely to have an immediate impact on
well-being: i

r

The Realities
of a New
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0 For at least the next few years, slower growth rates
will, mean that the real income of the average
American family (correcting for inflation and
d,educti axes) issnot. likely to grow very much, if
at all. Deprived of the steady increases in dikre-
tiona y income that they came to expect ai*a matter
of c urse as they were growinglip in the 1950s and
19 , the baby-boom generation will feel a sense
of relative deprivation. It will no longer be realistic
to expect what most Americans enjoyed in the
postwar periodan expanding stock of consumer
goods, the Material symbols of individual status
and success.

71 Just as the dollar does not buy what it formerly
did, neither does a 'college degree. While this
phenomenon has been widely discussed in recent
years, it is worth noting how different the labor.
market of the 1980s will be from that of the post-
wal period, when various factors combined to
create a pattern of upward mobility. Due largely to
the fact that the top rungs of the occupational lad-
der are filled with people who gr.aduated in the
1950s and 1960s, it Fill be much _harder for college
graduates in the 198Orthan it was for their parents
a generation earlier to find employment in profes-
sional occupations. Jobs will be available. The besi
projections are that the rates at which new jobs will
be created will be about the same as they have been
over the past few years, but those jobs will not be
the more prestigious or the better paying ones. The
main growth sectors in the,19801abor force will be
in areas such as clerical and health care workers,
computer o erators, anti medical technicians. This
means th here will be intense competition among
a large g oup of collegetgraduates for a relatkely
small number of professional positions and hat
those who do not find such positloris will settle for
jobs in areas where they define' themselves as
"overeducated." If many of the new prafessionals
of the pottwar era were the beneficiaries of struc-
tural factors Over which they had no control;
members of this generation will encounter a very
different set of circumstances, ones that will im-
pede their chances of upward mobility. -

"L.- Just as this generation will encounter some
obstacle's in achieving both the constant increments
in standard of living that their parents experienced
and upward mobility, so- will they experience dif-
ficulties in buying the housing that middle-class
families have come to expect. Those who bought
in!) le fiousing market before prices started to

131 .
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increase dramatically in the early 1970s benefitted
fromlheir increasing value and were able at least to
keep up with the market. But first-time buyers now
bear the full burden of rapidly inflating housing*
costs. As a consequence, a majoritY.of the baby-
boom generation looking for housing in the 1980s

will, unless circumstances change, be priced out of
the market.
Finally, this generation cannot take for granted
one of the main entitlements that was first
promised in the postwar generationthe right to
an early and economically secure retirement. Two
factors combine to create a far more difficult situa- tr
tion than the one that existed a generation earlier.
Among the several sources of retirement- income
upon which most elderly people depend, only So-'
cial Security is adjusted to compensate for the ef-
fects of inflation: If high inflation continues, many
Feople may not be able to retire as early as their
arents did. Second, the size of the baby-boom

generation will create unprecedented strains on the
rest of society to provide for them. It has been sug-
gested that the cost of supporting the elderly would
be one-third lower in 1990 if the normal retirement
age were raised to 70 rather than 65.' Such a.pro-
posal would eliminate the entitlement of early
retirement, one that was offered briefly during art,

sra of rapid growt,11 and different demographic
realities. To the extent that the prospect of early
retirement fiee from economic concern contributes
to people's sense of well-beingt.this is likely to be a
factor that detracts from the ,ruality of life of the
baby-boom generation as they mature in the 1980s.

, The frustratiae likely to arise because of the gap be-
tween the expectations nurtured in she postwar era and the
realities of the I980s will not be confined to the children of
the baby boom. Americans came to expect the amenities
both individual and collectivethat a i'vealthy society
could afford just as the economy reached the point where,

it could no longer deliver ever-increasing dividends. Most
Americans want and expect the fruits of continued Mate-
rid prosperity.as well asgthe new amenities that were first

4 proposed in an era of rapid growth.
Having noted that, for various reasons, the realities of

the 1980s are not likely to satisfy, the expectations-nurtured
' in the 1950s and 1960s, we should also note that by corn-

parison to the circumstances of any earlifr era, or other
societies, most Americans are nicely to be quite well off.
But since the level of satisfaction that people feel about
their lives depends far less on objective Measures of how 126
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well off the nation is than it does on the extent to which
realities-correspond to expectations, a good deal of frustra-
tion and dissatisfaction can be expected. .

. To point out that the current mood of uncertainty and
pessimism about the nation.'s prospects results in part from
the unusually high expectations generated in a period of
unpfecedented growth is neither to explain away that
mood nor to minimize its consequences. One O'f the contin-
uing problems for the nation's leaders in the 1980s will be
to cope 'ith the tensions between high expectations and
the realities of an era of resource constraints, slower
growth rates, and new demographic realities.

In many ways, then, the recent discontent and pessimism
in this nation are a reaction to a transition that is underway
between the realities of the postwir era and a new set of
realities that poses more constraints and requires a
moderation Of expectations. Summarizing a number of re-

cent surveys, Yankelovich comments that:

The research reveals a.p re of Americans mid-
way between an older po orld,War II attitude
of expanding horiiOns,. a growing psychology of
entitlement, unfettered optimism, and unqualified
confidence in technology and economic growth,
and a present state of mind of lowering expecta-
tions, apprehension about the future, miAtrust in
institutions, and a growing psychology of limits.'

This nation is now only midway through that transi-
tion. Thus, it is understandable that many Americans feel
caught in the cross-current between incompatible or incon-
sistent messages. 'Basically, the contradiction results from
the fact that most of the cultural emphasessuch as an
emphasis nn a growing psychology of entitlement, on
rights that are not necessarily balanced by corresponding
responsibilities, on individual, freedom and personal
choiceare those that were nurtured.by the benign circum-
stances of the postwar decades. But many of the social
stfuctural trends of recent yearssuch as slower growth,
resource shortages, and the heavy competition for posi-
tions in the labor force that resulted from the aging of the
baby -bpom generationimpose far more constraints An
this nation experienced in the potwar era.'

The mixed sigbals that reat from the incompatibility
between cultural themes and social structural realities
create considerable confusion. In school§ and family life,
tilis confusion is expressed as a conflict over values:
Should parents and teachers emphasize the virtues of self-
discipline, obedience, achieveinent, and deferred gratifica-
tion, or should they encourage self-expression and an
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emphasis on individual rights? In the workplace, it appears

as a conflict between those who emphasize efficiency,
orderliness; and productivity and those who insist that
workers are entitled not only to a safe environment but .P.""

also one that is self-enhancing. In the marketplace, Uwe
are inconsistent messages about whether.4hortages really
exist, tboult wisdom and necessity of tempering habits
of constutpt n with attitudes of coriservation.

As aresult, there is a mismatch between demands and
resources that gives rise to incompatible expectations.
Workers feel entitled to a generous package of fringe
benefits as well as a shorter work week, without feeling a

sense of responsibility to increase productivity, which
provides the profits out of which those entitlements are
paid. Incompatible demands are made of the government:
on the one hand, people feel that the government owes
them certain benefits; on the other, there are pressures for
lower taxes and less federal spending, even though almost
half of the budget is already committed to "uncontrol-
lables" in the form of federal commitments to entitlement

programs..
However, until it becomes clear that certain choices

must be made, most Americans will continue to assume
that they have a right to expect both the dividends of rapid
economic growth that came in the form of constant in-
creases in real income and the quality-of-life amenities
such as early retirement, generous entitlement programs,
and guarantees of a clean and safeenvironmentthat were
first, promised in an era of more rapid growth.

The 'adjustment to the new realities that make the

1980s so different from the postwar period will not be an
easy orie..It will require changes in oUr attitudes and expec-
tations, in economic and educational institutions, and in
public policies. New realities pose different aqd more dif-
ficult tasks for the nation's leaders in the Mts.

As this Panel concludes its deliberations, just a few weeks Problems of
after the Presidential electioti, it is particularly appropriate Government

to examine the fundamental problems of national leader- and

ship that became such aepreoccupation during the last few Leadership in

months of the campaign. This. is a time of unusual tur- the 1980s

bulence. Many Americans have gerfuine doubts about the
capability of political processes to deliver solutions to our

most pressing problems. Despite all t rescriptions for
governmental philosophy and action p orth during the
recent campaign, there does not appea be a great deal
of popular confidence in any of them. Americans are be-
tween idea systems. Just as the problems of the Depression
led to a redefinition of the role and scope of the govern-
ment in the 1930s, the trials of the 1970s caused much of 128
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the support for New Deal liberalism to erode. What-Is not
yet clear is whether a new public philosophythe suc-
cessor to New Deal liberalismwill emerge in response to
the new realities Of the 1980s. , ,

Therefore, we liaise again the most basic questions
about the American political process: How much govern-
ment does the nation need, and how much are the nation's
citizens willing to pay for? What is the proper role of the
public sector? Why has this nation recently experienced so
much trouble in building coalitions in support of new
initiatives? 7 .

This nation was founded in revolt against the excesses
of:government, and for more than a century one of the dis-
tinctive characteristics of our society was its profession of
the limits of governmental intervention. But over the past
half century, various factors combined to expand -the role
of government, not the least of which has been the ifilditha-
don of those who would change the nation for the better to
do so by expanding the powers of government. The New
Deal was an argument for the centralization of govern-
mental authority and the nationalization of political action
in order to achieve certain social and economic goals 4nd,
in many ways, it has been the reigning public philos6phy
over the past 40 years. As a nation, we have set goals
such as national security, the exploratiqn of space, the
reductiOn of poverty, and the protection of the environ-
mentthat involve huge expenditures and large-scale or-
g nization of effort. The articulation of these goals

sf tered big government. From tire Great Depression
t ough the 1960s, the federal government took on new re-
sponiibilities, and a large majority of the electorate looked
confidently tothe government for solutions to our most
pressing problems. By and large, there was, over that
period, strong public support for an expanded public
sector.

Since the late 1960s, however, public confidence in gov-
ernment has eroded, and there seems to be a widespread
reappraisal of the impact of governitint on the quality of
life. A majority of Americans now feels that the federal
government does more to make their lives worse than to
improve them, and many people are expressing tharsenti-
ment with their votes. Declining confidence in Congress
and the executive branch is reflected in the inclination of a
majority to decrease the power of the federal government.

It is regrettableif understandable, giverr the frustra-
tionof recent yearsthat what seems to be happening is a
swing in public opinion from excessive faith in government
to disdain for it. There is considerable peril in alternati
between utopian expectations of the public sector ancL?, ,:i
despair over whether it can accomplish anything. The
worst result would be a drastically scaled-down govern-
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ment that responds to the nation's mood but not to its
needs.

A complex and rapidly changing society requires a
vigorous government. In *the more constrained world of
the 1980s where longer range and larger scale decisions will

be required, the public sector has tasks of great urgency to
perform. The private sector may excel in catering to our in-
dividual wants, and-the market may be an effective mecha-
nism for distributing private goods, but the fact remains
that quality of life depends to anincreasing extent on how

well community needs are metand it is primarily the [Alb-

aie sector that addresses those needs.
Ap'oppropriate public philosophy for the 1980s would

ackndwledge the importance of meeting community needs,

but it would also comprehend something that was not clear

a decade ago: We live today irte "nodded" society, where
the very measures designed to provide, securitysuch as
automatic increases for workers regardless of productivity,
constantly increasing unemployment compensation, and
increasing pensions for retireeshave added a heavy infla-

tionary burden. While that "padding" has reduced certain

forms of insecurity for millions of Americans, it is also
associated with a decline in the work ethid; it has led to
rigidity in wages and,prices and to government deficits in

good times as well as bad. A newpublic philosophy would,
in other words, recognize that certain protective measures

should .be reconsidered. The effect of hundreds of pro-

gramssuch as trade restrictions, bailouts for large firins,

and loan guaranteesthat were designed to solve the prob,-

_terns of some specific group has been to create a bigger
problem fat.:everyone,Just as the Depression ushered in an

expanded gervernment that took on new roles, the circum-

stances of the past few years suggest that the division of
labor between government and the private sector should,

once again, be redefined.

Conspicuously lacking today is perhaps the most basic ele- Coalition-

ment in a viable public philosophy: a sense of the com- Building and a

monweal. No less than a personal philosophy, a public Sense of the

philosophy is an expression of values, an acknowledg- Commonweal

meat of social ties that bind and unite a people. At the
basis of any society is a sense of what the Greeks referred

to as civitas, the willibgness not only to obey the laws but

also to forgo the temptation of private enrichment at the

ex se 91" the commonweal. The classical economists,

such ,iirdam Smith, assumed that people could be trusted

to pursue their self-interest without undue harm to the
community not only because of the constraints of the law,

but also because they wdre subject to the built-in restraints
derived from morals, religion, custom, and education. 130
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One fundamental difilcully, this nation faces, is that
those normative rules lit deffne the common good are not
nearly so compelling today as they were in the past.
deed, it often appears that there are no longer any
transcendent ties that are sufficiently compelling so as to
justifywhen necessarycertain sacrifices of self-interest.
This goes a long -way toward explaining why, in recent
years, it has been so'difficult for the nation's leaders to
mobilize coalitions behind solutidas to pressing problems.

Part of the legacy of,att era of rapid growth was the
expansion of individual claims. The pursuit of civil rights
fat those who had so druellyt been denied-those rights led to
a period of almost ruthless insistence on rights and
demSnds. The past decadewhich some have called the
"Me Decade" or'the. "Age of Narcissism"was a time
of exp6nential individualism, in which it was un-,

ifashiOrrable to assert the necessity ojortialitation or
compromise.

It is not surpr4ng that the war of the.parts against the
whole has become one of our central problat. Ina society
that consists of such a delicate balance of interdependent
parts as ours; the working of the'whole system may be
threatened if one part stops functioning (as the air. traffic
controllers, among others, have demonstrated). The prob-
lem today is'that the "public household" is not so much, a
community as it is an arena. Indeed, at times it looks more
like a demolition derby. At ,its worst, ours has become a
society in which.no one can assemble a majority except in
complaint. Where the body politic is so splintered, coali-
tions are hall to come by, and leaders are often unable to
convince affohe that certain sacrifices of self-interest are

ecessar of the common good.
is may help to explain why the last four Presidencies

hake ended so unhap ay. Lyndon Johnson's term oroffice
ended with what unted to a forced retirement, Richard
Nixon's with a- facto impea9.hment. Gerald Ford was
not considered a satisfactory su&essor_by a majority of the
electorate. And, after one term, the Carter Presidency
ended' with. a vote of no confidence. Despite the distin8tive
circumstances under which each of these administrations
.ended, the impression is that Presidal elections have
become a referendum on happiness, lEat Presidents are
blamed for frustrations and failure that are systemic and
to some extent beyond -their control.

The exeicise, of effective.national leadership is likely to
be even 'more difficult throughout the .1980s. Slower
growth means increased tensions over distribution, and
many of thole tensions Will very likely be expressed as
competing demands in the political arena. Furthermore,
there is refs-TOltrance irovilhati there was a few years ago
for resoling to the "solution" of debt financing, so there



will be greater pressure on Congress and the President to
deny the demands of special interest groups.

This will bea particularly difficult period for a President
who seeks to be both prudent and popular. For all the
problems of the Presidency in the 1950s and 1960s, the
abundance of that era meant that relatively few hard
choices had to be made. During that period the nation waS
able to pursue Various projects and extend the role and
functions of government while most people enjoyed a ris-
ing standard of living. Ambitious projects that confirmed
our national staturesuch as the decision to put a man on
the moonwere announced and achieved, without requir-
ing substantial sacrifices. But the situation today is
decidedly different. And that imposes on the President the
considerable burden of explaining new realities, articu-
lating alternative courses the nation might take, ang. per-
suading AmeriCans why it is in our long-term self-inTerest

to make certain short-term sacrifices.
&Several years ago, the nation watched in disbelief as

New York City verged on bankrUptcy after years of living
beyond, its -.means. Since the mid- 1'960s the city had
amassed increasing deficits. Year -to -year deficits were
disguised by accounting gimmicks. The city's operating ex-
penses were buried in its capital budget: Pension plans
were underfunded. High taxes and labor costs drove in-

, dustry away, causing the erosion of the city's tax base. The
city resorted to selling short-term notes to finance its
deficits. Because the city's leaders did nothing to publicize
its, plight or to reverse the underlying conditions that
created the problem, New York City was, by 1975, unable
to pay its debts. It was only when the city was forced to
face the severity of its problem and to acknowledge its
insolvency that a solution was proposed. That solution
which consisted of a period of higher taxes, fewer services,

and a virtual frefIe in wage demands for a period of
several yearswas accepted by a m jority of New
Yorkers, who believed that sacrifices re being fairly '-

,distributed and that they Wduld result in a better city.
For all the differences between the plig t of New Fork

City and that of the nation; there are, as elix Rohatyn,
one of the architects of the plan to save w York from
insolvency, has noted, some striking similaiiiies.6 Just as
NeW York City experienced mountings deficits, this
nation's,budget has been balanced only twice in the.past 15

years. Just as New York's tax base was eroded by the loss
of industry that resulted from the high costs of doing
business-there; the United-States-has-been driving-business
abroad RV the same reasons. Just as New York was in-
creasingly burdened b pension costs that were rising faster

Popular - -

Choices, and
Prudent Ones
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than its revenues, the nation is burdened by the costs of
,entitlement programs that are rising faster than its
revenues. In certain respects, inflation' might be regarded
as the national equivalent of bankruptcy; the nation's in-
debtedness is being paid off in a currency that is worth less
and less.

More pertinent for our purposes an any of the eco-
nomic particulars is what that ple reveals about the
kind of leadership the nation, requires in the 1980s. A clear
articulation of national priorities, with a realistic price tag
attached, ii imperative. Rather than making unattainable
promises, or "papering over" real problems until they
grow into crises, the.nation's leaders must clearly spell out
alternatives, and they must advocate a prudea course even
if itis not a popular one.

As the members of this Panel discussed the difficulties--
in forging a consensus around proposed solutions to some
of .the nation's most pressing problems, we became in-
creasingly concerned about the ability of the nation to
understand and accept new realities and to find zdequate
strategies foi coping with them. -

The clearegt example is the energy problem, one that
has given fise to a great dial, of public confusion and
anger. One obvious difficulty thgt the nation's leaders
have had in generating public support for new energy Pro-
gram's is that so many people seem unconvinced there are
Teal shortages. This is true in part because information
from different sources is contradictory, incomplete, or
suspect because of its partisan sources. Public reaction is a
volatile mixture of outright denial of any shortages, com-
bined with a tendency to look for scapegoats, to grasp at
straws. The American public oscillates between wishful
thinking and unwarranted fatalism. As fuel prices rise, jn-
dividuals and families are forced to make sacrifices toiiay
for resources that until recently were both abundant and
cheap. In the absence of any compelling evidence, to the
contrary, many feel they are the victims of "manufactured
shortages.".Not convinced that rtal shortages exist, peo-
ple suspect not only greed but conspiracy, and conclude
that public leaders a'iee either unwilling or ujable to do
anything about the situation. Combined with the suspicion
that decisions are being imposed upon them, their mistrust

.only-adds to the sense of having los control ofsome of the
circumstances that most directly feet them.

In several respects, the energy issue may be typical of
the issues that this nation will face in the 1980s:1Those
issues will pose tradeoffs that are difficult
difficultstilt ttitonvey in a comprehensible way to the
public. Inevitably, since expectations will have to be
lowered, many people will feel they are making sacrifices.
The question is whether they,feel that those sacrifices are
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necessary and whether their bdi.den is being shared equita-
bly. More broadly, the questiOn is whether the American
public feels that it understands thrchoices the nation faces

and has a voice in choosing among theM.

There is- another ppint about national-leadership in the

1980s that should be empAsized because it has impor'tant
implications for the quality of life' of future generations,
Both the New York City fiscal 'crisis and the nation's
energy . problem illustrate the temptation to formulate
policy that responds to immediate problems rather than
long-term requifements. We are' reminded of remark
*le by former Secretary of State Henry Kissinger, that
the main problem in governments is that the urgent steals
time from the unportant.^It has been suggested, not en-
tirely facetiously, that what thi ntry needs as much as

an Environmental Protection A cy is a Grandchildren
Protection Agency, one that is responsible for considering
the impact of current policy on future generations.

That suggestion raises some very difficult qttestions:
How, exactly., can yve reckon the extent to which current
policies may jeopardize the lives of future generations?
What is a responsible balance between concern for the
psent and concern for the futur4 How can we create
political institutions that are responsil,e to the needs of the
future as well as the present? wen the tendency of the
electorate to,v-ote in protest, to se elections as an occasion

for registering dissatisfaction th current conditions, how
earl elected officials act in such a way as to gain re-election,
while also mailing prudent plans ,for programs and policies

that may not pay off except in thLmedium- to long-range
future? '/

It is otte.eof:the weaknesses of a democratic system iri
which repiseidatives:have 'to seek re-election every few

years that Aakqrientation is lo'shortIterrn policy making.
,s

This will be ar;orticular prbblem in the years to come
because somF,dt Itid.majo programs that we will havt to
undertake or expanfil-Lsuch as a more ambitious,effort to
achieve energy ifidepetvienceare likely to take decades to
achieve. In the shots term, such 'projects impose con-
siderable costs; it is only in. ng run that their benefits
become apparent. This

_must sustain the political costs of getting such projects
started are unlikely to neap the political benefits of their'

entual success. ;
As a result of the ,itroOing ecological awareness, the

past decade has seen, irtereasing concern for gauging the
impact of current decisions on future generations. To some
extent, government has been responsive to this concern.
Congress, for -example, passed the foresight provision,

-Qudlity of
Life for Our
Children and
Our Children's
Children
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which requires the, study of future effeots of proposed
legislation. But, despite repeated warnings about the lack of
an effective foresight capability,, the executive branch is
not much better equipped today than it was several decades
ago to examine the long-term implications of current
trends. Analytic facilities toward this end have been pro-
posed by various advisory bodies, such as the Advisory
Committee on National Growth Policy. One facility that
was intended to provide foresight capability on a continu-
ing basis, the National. Goals-Research Staff, was in oper-
ation only briefly during the Nixon administration. Most
recently, President Cartel initiated a -study of probable
changes in natural resources, population, and environment
through the end.of the century, The.study, called Global
2000, also explored the capability of the federal govern-
ment to make long-term projections and engage in effec-
tive long-term planning, The Global 2000 report points out

-tile dangers of allowing current trends to continue in the
areas of world population patterns, resourcers, and envi-
ronment. It concludes that the executive agrcies of the
U.S. Government are not now capable of jdresenting the
President with internally consistent projections of world
trends in population, resources, and the environment in
the nexi two decades, and thai,important decisionsin-
volving billion dollar federal programs and even the na-
tional- securityare based partially upon current, seriously
.deficient foresight capabilities.' Those conclusions are
neither new nor surprisingsall the more reason for con-
cern about why such analytic facilities are not a recognized
and well-established part of the executive decision-making
process.

But there is a much larger question here than simply
thj matter of what our analytic capabilities are or, what
sails of institutions have been created to carry them out.
At the basis of this Panel's call foi a foresight capability is
a moral concern, and one that has a particular relevance in
today's policy-making arena: Recognizing our indebted-
ness to past generations, what do we owe to the future?
Are we, by maintaining current consumption patterns,
"eating,into the endowment," compromising the ability of
future generations to enjoy the lifestyles we take for,
granted?

One of t e basic tasks of the humanities is to remind
us of our i erdependence, not only with people iri other
cultures, b t also with p8t generations. To recognize that
tie bet wee p_ast_and_present_ is also_ta_be_reminded_oL
obligations to future generations and of the necessity of
adopting an attitude of stewardship that recognizes the
claims of future generations to a quality of life at least
equivalent to the one we enjoy. National leaders must be
judged not only by the skills they show in orchestrating a 135
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cacophony of special interests, but also by the concern they

have for the commonweal, for the well-being of our chil-
dren and our children's children.

Ultimately, as politic"al philosophers such as Thucydides
and Machiavelli pointed out centuries ago, the ability'
of a society to solve its'problems rests.not so ,ftiuch on the

quality of its leaders, oar the appropriateness of its institu-
tions, as it does on the character of its people. We have
suggested throughout this report that a profound readjust-

ment of attitudes, values, and expectations is underway.
No matter how successful this nation is in attaining more
rapid economic growth, there is no way of returning to the
realities of the postwar era of dynamic growth. Some-truly
fundamental changes have taken place since then.

The new realities that Ainerica faces in the 1980s re-
quire certain traits in its citizens that are by no means easy

to cultivate.Difficult decisions will place great demattels on

our ability to deal with complexity. The prosuct is both
disturbing and challenging. We must begin to strive for a

new level of understanding, one that comRrehends those

_complexities, for in the end the policies that the nation'sj
leaders propose in response to the new realities will _hefr
fective only if the nation supports them.

1 42
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